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Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535 
 
August 2, 2021 

 
MR. JASON LEOPOLD 
BUZZFEED NEWS 
7TH FLOOR 
1630 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW 
WASHINGTON, DC 20009 

FOIPA Request No.: 1432673-000 
Civil Action No.: 19-cv-01278 
Subject: All 302’s of individuals who were 
questioned/interviewed by FBI Agents working for the 
Office of Special Counsel Robert Mueller 
 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
 

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA), Title 5, 
United States Code, Section 552/552a.  Below you will find checked boxes under applicable statutes for the 
exemptions asserted to protect information exempt from disclosure.  The appropriate exemptions are noted on the 
processed pages next to redacted information.  In addition, a deleted page information sheet was inserted to indicate 
where pages were withheld entirely pursuant to applicable exemptions.  An Explanation of Exemptions is enclosed to 
further explain justification for withheld information. 

 
Section 552  Section 552a 

(b)(1)
 

(b)(7)(A)
 

 (d)(5)
 

(b)(2)
 

(b)(7)(B)
 

 (j)(2)
 

(b)(3)  (b)(7)(C)
 

 (k)(1)
 

Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure 6(e) 

(b)(7)(D)
 

 (k)(2)
 

50 U.S.C. § 3024(i)(1) (b)(7)(E)
 

 (k)(3)
 

 (b)(7)(F)
 

 (k)(4)
 

(b)(4)
 

(b)(8)
 

 (k)(5)
 

(b)(5)
 

(b)(9)
 

 (k)(6)
 

(b)(6)
 

  (k)(7)
 

 
500 pages were reviewed and 487 pages are being released. 

 

 Deletions were made by the Department of Defense (DOD), the Department of Justice Criminal 
Division (DOJ/CRM), the Department of Justice/Office of Information Policy (DOJ/OIP), and the 
Department of State (DOS). 

 
Please see the paragraphs below for relevant information specific to your request and the enclosed FBI 

FOIPA Addendum for standard responses applicable to all requests.  
 

 Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning, other 
Government Agency (ies) [OGA].  

 

 This information has been referred to the OGA(s) for review and direct response to you. 

 We are consulting with another agency.  The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information 
when the consultation is completed. 

 
 



 

Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to your 
request.  “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  “Part 2” includes 
additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals.  “Part 3” includes general 
information about FBI records that you may find useful.  Also enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions.   
 

Although your request is in litigation, we are required by law to provide you the following information:  
 

If you are not satisfied with the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s determination in response to this request, 
you may administratively appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States 
Department of Justice, 441 G Street, NW, 6th Floor, Washington, D.C. 20530, or you may submit an appeal through 
OIP's FOIA STAR portal by creating an account following the instructions on OIP’s website: 
https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal.  Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically 
transmitted within ninety (90) days of the date of my response to your request.  If you submit your appeal by mail, 
both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act Appeal."  Please cite the 
FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 
 

You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information Services 
(OGIS).  The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information Services, National 
Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at 
ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769.  Alternatively, 
you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  If you submit your dispute 
resolution correspondence by email, the subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.”  Please 
also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 
 

Please direct any further inquiries about this case to the Attorney representing the Government in this 
matter.  Please use the FOIPA Request Number and/or Civil Action Number in all correspondence or inquiries 
concerning your request. 

 

 See additional information which follows. 
  

 
 

Sincerely,                                                                     
                 

 
Michael G. Seidel 
Section Chief  
Record/Information 
  Dissemination Section 
Information Management Division 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enclosures 
Additional Information: 
 

In response to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, enclosed is a processed copy of 
Bates Stamped documents from FBI (19-cv-1278). The enclosed documents represent the sixteenth interim release 
of information responsive to your request.  



 
FBI FOIPA Addendum 

 
As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA Addendum 
includes information applicable to your request.  Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all 
requests.  Part 2 includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals.  Part 3 includes 
general information about FBI records.  For questions regarding Parts 1, 2, or 3, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under 
“Contact Us.”  Previously mentioned appeal and dispute resolution services are also available at the web address.   
 

 
Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests: 
 

(i) 5 U.S.C. § 552(c).  Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the 
requirements of the FOIA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010)].  FBI responses are limited to those records 
subject to the requirements of the FOIA.  Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the 
www.fbi.gov/foia website. 
 

(ii) National Security/Intelligence Records.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of national security and 
foreign intelligence records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and PA exemption (j)(2) as applicable to requests 
for records about individuals [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2); 50 U.S.C § 3024(i)(1)].  The mere 
acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption 
(b)(1) and/or would reveal intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC § 
3024(i)(1)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that national security or foreign intelligence 
records do or do not exist.   
 

Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals:   
 

(i) Requests for Records about any Individual—Watch Lists.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of 
any individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 
552/552a (b)(7)(E), (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or 
do not exist.  
 

(ii) Requests for Records for Incarcerated Individuals.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records 
which could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any incarcerated individual pursuant to 
FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and (j)(2)].  
This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.  

 
Part 3: General Information:    

 
(i) Record Searches. The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for reasonably described records by 

searching those systems or locations where responsive records would reasonably be found.  A reasonable search 
normally consists of a search for main files in the Central Records System (CRS), an extensive system of records 
consisting of applicant, investigative, intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled and maintained by 
the FBI in the course of fulfilling law enforcement, intelligence, and administrative functions.  The CRS spans the entire FBI 
organization and encompasses the records of FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ), FBI Field Offices, and FBI Legal Attaché Offices 
(Legats) worldwide and includes Electronic Surveillance (ELSUR) records.  For additional information about our record 
searches visit www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records. 
 

(ii) FBI Records.  Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission.  As part of this 
dual mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on 
every person, subject, or entity. 
 

(iii) Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets.  The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division 
provides Identity History Summary Checks – often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheets.  These criminal 
history records are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.”  An Identity History Summary Check is a 
listing of information taken from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, federal 
employment, naturalization, or military service.  For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History 
Summary Check.  Forms and directions can be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks.  
Additionally, requests can be submitted electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov.  For additional information, please contact 
CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.   
 

(iv) The National Name Check Program (NNCP).  The mission of NNCP is to analyze and report information in response to 
name check requests received from federal agencies, for the purpose of protecting the United States from foreign and 
domestic threats to national security.  Please be advised that this is a service provided to other federal agencies.  Private 
citizens cannot request a name check. 

  



 
EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 

 

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 

 

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters 

be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers 

to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 

 

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 

 

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy; 

 

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 

information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a fair 

trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy, ( D ) could 

reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private 

institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 

enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 

investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 

investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 

reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 

individual; 

 

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 

 

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 

 

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 

 

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control,  or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 

 

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, 

for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 

 

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege 

under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be 

held in confidence; 

 

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to 

the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 

 

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 

 

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 

information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service the 

release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 

 

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who 

furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 

FBI/DOJ 
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Reference

Reason for Withholding
(i.e., exemptions with coded rationale, 

duplicate, sealed by order of court, etc.)

FBI(19cv1278) 623 b3, b6, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 624 b3, b6, b7A, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 625 b3, b6, b7A, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 626 b3, b6, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 4410 b3, b6, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 4411 b3, b6, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 5215 b6 - per DOJ/OIP, b7A, b7C - per DOJ/OIP, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 5216 b6 - per DOJ/OIP, b7A, b7C - per DOJ/OIP, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 5217 b6 - per DOJ/OIP, b7A, b7C - per DOJ/OIP, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 5218 b6, b7A, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 5219 b6, b7A, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 5220 b6, b7A, b7C, b7E
FBI(19cv1278) 5221 b6, b7A, b7C, b7E

PDF Title:19-cv-1278 Release 16

Total Withheld Pages = 13

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOI/PA
DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET
Civil Action No.: 19-cv-1278 / 19-cv-1626
FOIA: 1492006-0; 1432673-0; 1433273-0
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Roger stone

Rpril 2016, hovever, Corey Levandousid was sctivery trying to block
Stones participation. obtaining Clinton's missing enails and attacking

spprotinately 33,000 alleged missing emails fron Clinton's private server.
wanted to inplant mere of his pecple on the canpaisn Lean.

Gig up oppeaition material. Manafort haa conveyed to Gates that Stone ves
inthe hunt for Clinton's enails prior to the Crowdstrike report dated 05
pestaining to the enails, the Clinton Foundation, and Clinton campaign

Gates recalled stone said he bad information directly fron Julian
nasange that insicated Wikileaks ues in possession of Clinton's missing

information uss coming. (Note: on 06/12/2016, Assange stated ne had
"apcaming leaks in zeiation to Hillary Clinton... Ne have emails pending
publication. "1.

(Gates) was not suare of the source of the hack.

06/13/2016 about veaponizing the Wikileaks data and added Stone rarely

xeport that was issued on 06/14/2016 regarding the breach of the
Kushner's contact information on 06/15/2016 (Notes Agent notes (enclosed)
tnaicate Stone asked Gates for Rushnes's contact information on 06/1
715/2016 to nich Gates replies with Kishners enail sdaress) becasse he

UNCLASSIFIED//Peue— FBI(19cv1278)-2
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wanted fo take credit for doing something big, and also wanted to brief
Kushner on issues related to getting Lewandowski fired [Note: Lewandowski
uas fired from the campaign on 06/20/2016).

7a
wre

Gates recalled a phone conversation between Manafort, Gates, and Stone
on oF about 06/15/2016 in which Stone mentioned he had contact with
Guceifer 2 (G2). Gates said he had no idea who G2 uas at that time.

Gates said that during a "family meeting" on or about 06/20/2016, Stone
was not a topic of conversation. Gates added the family was very wary of
Stone. Manafort would often take credit for Stone's work and not bring up
Stone's involvement at these meetings. Gates did not know if Manafort
tasked Stone to make efforts to obtain the emails.

Gates recalled that on or about 06/23/2016, Manafort and Stone had
lunch together. Gates indicated he had be the one to put the lunch on
Manafort's calendar. Gates vas not asked to attend the lunch because Gates
uas told the purpose of the lunch was for Manafort and Stone to catch up.
Gates said there were numerous meetings between Manafort and Stone where
it vas inplied Gates should not attend.

on 06/26/2016 there was a call between Gates and Stone. Gates does not
recall Stone making any predictions regarding future leaks at that time
(Note: On or about 06/27/2016, DNC emails ere posted by DCleaks). Gates
recalled Stone repeatedly taking credit for the overall event (Note: For
context, "the event" is a reference to the continuous leaks throughout the
summer and fall of 2016].

Manafort told Gates that he (Hanafort) received a call from Stone in
which Stone said emails were going to come out a day prior to Stone's
tueets about, "Podestas time in the barrel." (Note: On 08/21/2016, Stone
tweeted, "Trust me, it will soon (be) Podesta's time in the barrel."]

According to Gates, almost all of his contact with Stone was by phone,
save for one or two times in person. Gates said most of his calls with
Stone were to relay something to Manafort.

UNCLASSIFIED//£6u6— FBI(19cv1278)-3
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Campaign Response to Hacked Bmails

ns
Se

Gates said there was also an inside job theory about how the emails
were obtained fueled by the death of Seth Rich [Notes Seth Conrad Rich was
an employee of the DNC who was fatally shot in Washington, D.C. on 07/10
72016). Gates said he was never present at any talks suggesting the
campaign push the inside job theory. The Trump campaign team also thought
the Democrats were pushing the Russia narrative.

Gates said Donald Trump Jr. would ask where the emails were in family
rectings. Michael Flynn, Kushner, Hanatores[om] Tevandoreits ns
Jeff Sessions, and Sam Clovis expressed interest In obtalning the emails 1c
a5 well. Gates said the priority focuses of the Trump campaign opposition
research team vere Clinton's emails and contributions to the Clinton
Foundation. Flynn, Kellogg, Sessions, Kushner, and Trump Jr. were all
focused on opposition topics.

Gates said interest in the emails was Tetoheting Wp in the Aprilfiey
2016 timeframe because it vas likely the emails could help Trump's
campaign. ns

sre

ve
sre

Trump Jr. never communicated anything about the 06/09/2016 meeting with
Gates. After the news broke about the 06/09/2016 meeting, Manafort asked
Gates if he (Gates) was there. [Notes The 06/09/2016 meeting is a
reference to a meeting that took place at Trump Tower arranged on the

OncrassFIED/ Revef FBI(190v1278)-4
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Gates said that at a "family meeting" the Monday after the 06/12/2016

Gates recalled communication with Reince Preibus and]The RNC bE
was energized by Assange's announcement on 06/12/2016. Gates Indicated »7C
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Gates advised Trump Jr. and Manafort also had contacts with, "Russia
types.” Gates clarified by saying Manafort's connection with Russians was
minimal aside from his relationship with Oleg Deripaska. Gates said
Manafort primarily had contacts with Ukrainians. Gates recalled Manafort
saying the hack was likely carried out by the Ukrainians, not the
Russians, which parroted a narrative Kilimnik often supported. Kilimnik
also opined the hack could have been perpetrated by Russian operatives in
Ukraine.

Gates said based on prior business dealings, Kushner had the best China
contacts. Manafort and Gates had discussions pertaining to Kushner's
Chinese contacts. Gates said there were numerous foreign requests to meet
Trump after the nomination was secured.

At some point, there was speculation the Mossad might have the emails.
Gates said there was never any mention of the Saudis or the Emirates
having the emails. Manafort was generally skeptical of any offers of
information coming to the campaign's attention.

For example, Gates said there was a group of realtors from Kyrgyzstan
claining to have information that may be of use to the campaign. The
information pertained to foreign contributions to the Clinton campaign.

Gates said he never heard about the emails or dirt from George
Papadopoulos.

Gates said, during the campaign, Trump and Manafort talked to Sean
Hannity in their offices often.

UNCLASSIFIED//Fote- FBI(19cv1278)-6
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ContinuationofFD-302of 2 On 02/14/2018 py 2 of 37
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(0) Interview of Stephen K. Bannon (Day
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about conflicts with the Special Counsel from Trump. Trump told him there
vere issues involving Mueller and Trump's golf course in Northern
Virginia, because Mueller had been an equity member at the club but moved
and wanted to be cashed outs Mueller was former law partners with] bs
[J and Mueller vas the first person they talked to about serving as BTC
The FBT Director. Bannon thought those issues were raised son after
Jueller was named Special Counsel.

5 per Do/oze

Co ]Tex pos/ore
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7Ter pos/ors
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2012. After that, Trump went on Bannon’s ado show and did some things
for Breitbart. Bannon had spent approrinately 30 minutes combined With
Trung outoide of Bannonrs sedio shor approxisately 5o4 tines.
In 2015 Bannon got to know some of the “outsiders” in the 2016
presidential race and ac. that tine he got to Know ent tegen ve
to talk with him quite a bit. Bannon never spoke to one on one, id

Just over the pone. AE one poiat samen has spoken 3 for
approninately 5 minutes, close to June 2016, on a topi wo
Irmigration ar something similar. Bannon eventually became more in touch
vith the presidential campaigns of Ted Cruts Ben Carson and Trump. Bannon
brighusriguinidion ud Rg ogling
2 neve azganization was antisestablishments so they interacted with that
Sana of candidate,
When the presidential primaries ended, Bannon had the same type of
Telationship wien Trung. Bannon and Trump rarely spore vesides setting up
on interview oF Trump coming onto Banana show. Bannon nes interacting
Cth populist, anti-corablistnent camps such as Crus.
Bannon had read a NTines article describing the Trump canpaign being in
Gisareay, so he started to nake a fou Phone calls. AL the Lines Temp ves
12916 points dawns there was talk of the Republican National Commitee
ies wtutng EoD Brres atm Toy Debits tees Sehins Thun
distancing themselves From Tramp for fear of losing control of the House
of Representatives. Bannon calledand there was worries bs
that if Bannon became involved in The Tramp campaign, Breitbart could be b1C
blamed if Trump lost. Bannon had previously faired tol]

Back in June 3016 in an effort for them to mare PERETTI Tike.
Fn had a Super BAG hat ues anti-Hillary Clinton and thelr]
aT Tow Tivey tain wal: Sones vation In Gites Yeibvinn Somes 3
Pavid Bossie in vo help 4b well. Damon flew out to Weeds Johnson's mouse
and faked ro Trump that night whem he arrived. Bannon told Trump he mould
Take the position as Gampaian Chief Breretiver
A the tine Trump vas 16 points down, the campaign had no organization, no
moneys 75% of the population thought the country was in decline, they rere
working with the “deplorables,” and Bannon had a 100% certitude that they

Vould win, Bannon bebieved the big task vas to give people permission to
vote for Trump as commander in chief.
The next day Bannon net with Hanafort, which was the same tine that the
mors. about the. wBlack Ledger was breaking, Sammon was ax campaign
headauarters when Nanafort. told Bannon to come up to Trump Tower. When
Bannon areived, Manafort. shored him something abut a NY Times story about
or wir ran ats S18 TAR Shores Sao hs Telenor frit
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Bannon first met Erik Prince 8 to 9 years ago. Bannon made a Film about
Fallujan and he asked Prince to be involved. Bannon vanted to show the
£iln to Prince for accuracy. The next time Bannon spoke to Prince as when
he came out with a book, “Warrior something.” It was approimately 201i-
2015 and Prince had started coming onto Bannon's show.
Bannon and Prince would talk about Islanic radical terrorism. Prince knew
the Middle East, Asia, and sub-Sahara Africa. Prince was a former Navy
SEAL, contractor for the government, and ran his own mercenary company.
Bannon described Prince as a “smart guy.” Bammon never really had a
foreign policy talk with Prince for the Trump Campaign, but Prince was not
shy about sharing his ideas.
Bannon vas shown Document #1, email dated 5/6/2015 fzom Prince to Bannon,
subject “Talking Points, second attenpt”. Bannon stated that he did not
renenber passing it along, but it sounded like something he would do. be
Bannon vas in daily contact with Juntil he vas let go in August. he
After that, Bannon would contact LevARAGwaki nearly every day. Bannon did
not remember discussing the memorandum attached to the email, but said he
would have sent something forvard like it.
Bannon revieued a docunent Bates stanped SB-00016816. Bannon stated he did
not. remember the email, but it would be something he could have done.
Bannon could not remember Lf Prince briefed the candidate, but Bannon did
put prince in contact with Flynn.
Bannon was not in regular contact with Prince. Bannon spoke with Prince a
couple tines a month by phone. Prior to Bannon joining the campaign, he
spoke with Prince infrequently. Bannon estimated it to be once a week to
once every couple of weeks. Bannon and Prince would generally talk about
international afairs.
Bannon was shown Document #3, enail dated 12/12/2015 fron Jeo b8
Bannon with Jecrd, sublect “Re: Breitbart News.” banmon Stated That wre
[_Juas sreitoarc's| Bannon introduced]
“oJ in order fox [rs be = source for the article referenced in
the email about data collection.
Bannon vas shoun Document #4, email dated 1/14/2016 from Bannon to Prince, BS
subject [—Jaannon explained that Prince said he knew people we
fron his mow company. Bannon knew a quality guy from[7] and he
EE ——
STA ComReCT TI TS Sone SeCurTEY GUTS this guy might be of help. Prince
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Bannon, subject “Russia/US election.” Bannon did not remember this email

Bannon described the 14%" floor as “loosy goosy” and Prince might have

Bossie,[1bannon aia not know if Prince provided be
advice for any of them. Prince was a known entity in the campaign and b7C

might have walked around and met people and have come through the 14%
floor. Once someone was on the 14'" floor they could walk around freely.

prince could contact [Jor someone in security in order to gain access.

Bannon, subject “Fwd: Bannon.” Bannon didn’t remember this email. Bannon
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tines to speak to people other than Bannon such ss Flynn, K.T. Mefarland,
Bosse, Keriong, commas[omRR etian Gorka and ve

Bannon remembered walking by and seeing Prince in the pic
ETT orince would tell Bannon whe me vas seeing. Prince
would not of ic1aTIy Sohedule meetings with them. Flyun, Kellogg, Sossier
nd Gomuay had known beince before then. Prince would come in and sit down
nd talk abou foreign policy. Prince would suggest poeple they should ne
Getting on beard and ecole to include in the. adminiscretion. Sammon Would
Bounce. ideas of of Prince and talk avout such people as Nike Pompeo. The
Things Prince said ere. not veo crazy and peonle respected hin. Prince mad
Cther contacts #ithin the intelligence commits. Sammons Flynn, Soseie
and Kerlogg had spoken of Prince. Bannon and Fly nad talked with each
ner about Prince saying he wer a 9000 Sup.
prince cane by to see Bannon approtinately 3 to § tines. Prince would cone
Ey and va1% to onc. of Bannons assisvants in onder to get in. Security ot
Trung Torer was not overbearing. Aen they talked, Bannon did talk to
Prince snout TSS. Sammon 418 net particularly remember talking to prince
“hour Russia in segerd vo 1515, bub would net be surprised Lf it came vp.
Prince dia not meet with then candideve Trump, mur Benne thought Prince
vas close to Bric Tremp and Tramp 7. Bannon revenbered Prince stopped bYGoring the campaign and asked LE Tramp Jr was there. Bannon knew Prince
Would go hunting with Bric Trump and Temp Jr. Dering the campaign Prince
night have met with Tramp Jr. and Bannon remenbered that one ins Erump or
might have walked Prince down. Prince metwith — —] Be
=) coring the campaign es well. Prince alvays had T9eas on what ver be
S5T3 om bot Bannon. did not veneer any of Frincers policy papers making
Tee Eric Tou of Temp 01.
Bannon stated he didn't know Rick Gerson

CC]i
Sannon vas involved in the September 2016 meetings with Abdel Fattah El-
Sisi and Benjamin Netanyahu. It was Kushner’s idea to work toward a summit

Vth Egypt, the UAE, and Saudi Arabia and that Tram #ould go to this
summit in the 1°" 6 months of his presidency. MBZ came over as a way to
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55 Per nou/ore

BS Pex DoD

had at one time come to Bannon and said he wanted to do something be
Bannon asked SE Jvas a wc

9000 guys Bannon wanted to
know if Bannon
asked|

Bannon later found out
that

Bannon did not recall Talking about Then. Bannon
discussed was going to go over to
meet with

Bannon had been working on a proposal to move the Israeli capital to
Jerusalem, the Christian right movement, putting money into a 501(c) (4)
using UAE money or “those guys” which didn’t end up happening, and putting
together a security conference over in the Middle East in the Spring
/Sunmer of 2017. Bannon last saw Nader 2 to 3 months ago. Bannon had too
mich going on with the C4 and life in general. Bannon had seen that the
Special Counsel's Office had called Nader to the Grand Jury, but Nader had
not reached out to Bannon.

TTper DOJ/0IF

1] .
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City at Barneys Tower. His office was 2 blocks from Trump Tower on 60"
and Madison Ave. Gerson knew a lot about the Middle East and said many bS per DoJ/oIP
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———————SL i ET IE atEyae Se AnDnLh haapeDePournnDee on2RTaa nehhMea
discussed the Seychelles meetings with Prince after the 2 time he spokeStSSiri 8fet leee LnaSmadEh ayieEyiePelisis hrEEisEERRbesti briteEEway,aSsSh myBe Rinklt iBErresSo ist 2a nn ehmTniFa eaSiri i aiLELlokRn ar

Co]

Berm
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read a New York Times article about business dealings with Russia and the
candidates Trunp-org". Bannon was aware of the article before he became
involved in the Trump campaign. When Bannon was on the Trump campaign, he
never discussed the stories that came out involving then candidate Trump
during March/April of 2016. During the later stages of the campaign, when
the story broke about Trump's house in Palm Beach, Bannon discussed it
with Trump and Trump had a plausible explanation. The story never gained
any traction. Bannon never talked vith Trump on how he thought all these
Stories on his business dealings with Russia was absurd. The story about
Cohen reaching out to Putin's office in January 2016 in order to ask for
help on Trump Tower Moscow was a big deal to Bannon and it countered what
Barwon heard about Sater by candidate Trunp. Sammon did some inqeizies
about it with his contacts at the Intercept, Fox, the Guardian and ABC
News. There was no farther information on this, which did not surprise
Bannon.
Bannon was shown an enail dated 3/28/2016 fron Bannon to Cohen with
Conway, Kushner, [om] Stephen Miller,and[mm —Jcord, be
subject “Re: request from the ft.” Bannon did not remember getting an BTC
email from Cohen about Sexges Millian, and dossn’t remember any
Foret do FALLie Tannen reves hart any Cometeebiony with the
Campaign on the Millian issue.

ve
je

15 ger bossore

CC]
Bannon revieved a docunent Bates stanped SB-00018364. Bannon did not think
this email referenced Gambridge Analycica. Bannon stated that as a private
citizen, and lead of Breitbart, he was interested in finding Clintons
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33,000 missing emails. The Government Accountability Institute (GAI)
analysis was that the 33,000 missing emails were tied directly to the
influence peddling of the State Department. Barbara Leeden knew someone
who could work on finding the 33,000 and they had a half a dozen meetings
on how to find them. They ascertained that if they would be able to find
the emails, they still would not be able to validate their authenticity.
They never obtained any emails or any samples and stopped the search. The
33,000 was related to the Clinton Cash book and the pay for play scheme.

Bannon reviewed a document Bates stamped SB-00018418. The green light
referenced in the email was for a data operation for voter targeting.
There was a presentation about it given to Lewandowski but the data
operation people were not retained. Cambridge Analytica then became
involved after Ted Cruz officially withdrew in May 2016. In June 2016,
Jottered an introduction for Bannon to Jared Kushner and Ivanka bs
Trump. Bannon agreed and that was the first time he met Kushner and »7C
Ivanka.

Bannon was shown Document #14, email dated 6/12/2016 from Bannon to
[— lwith[_Jcc'd, subject “Re: Defeat Crooked Hillary |
[J vannon did not remember sending the email and he never went to
TRS TRIERd Kingdon. Bannon did not remember talking to[_Jabout meeting
with general. Bannon would not
CharasTerTTe RIT Tevonis To The SvaTl, wiove it, as an approvar to]
geen © meet tH] Sern 41% ng ag ALT) of Er
from Cambridge Analytica ver Teached out to Bannon 2%
thought they probably dropped the idea. Bannon had mo ides where ——]
CotCambridge Analytica and
he was focused on getting their data business growing in the U.S.[—Jhad
a lot of “James Bond” ideas like this idea on] and characterized
it as[ saying he “knows a guy, who knows a guy.”

George Papadopoulos had emailed Bannon during the campaign in an effort to
setup a meeting with Egypt. The campaign had decided to take a couple days
off during a visit to the U.N. in order to meet with foreign leaders.
Bannon was initially against it. Bannon thought Trump's biggest challenge
was selling the public that Trump could be Commander in Chief, so
therefore he decided to do it and limit the meetings to a few key leaders
such as Egypt, Israel, and maybe a couple of others. Kushner wanted a
meeting with Israel, and Bannon and Flynn were pushing for a meeting with
Egypt. Bannon never worked with Papadopoulos on setting up the meetings
despite Papadopoulos’s offers through email. Bannon would generally blow
off Papadopoulos and thought to himself “I don’t need this guy.” Flynn
would be on the hook for the meetings Papadopoulos was suggesting, and
Bannon did not need Papadopoulos. Papadopoulos never told Bannon about the
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nussians having dirt on Clinton, and Sammon never heard Papadopoulos tell
vane else in the. campaign, such as Sam Clovis, that. the Russians pad
Tite on inten, Bement B11. the dix be needes $rom Limon Gath and
Geeniom ones medias need any more LEC. Bemmon dient need any mote
dire from melons Like Papadopouios and Clovis. wehe
Bannon £ixst. met Stone by enail ox by phone in 2013-2014 while he was
vorning Tor Breitbart, Tn 015. outing Stoners muetvement with The
Campatan, Stone would come. on Bannon+ radio shou every se often, write
articles, and do intereious. Stone was in Teumprs orbit. At the. vines
auring he. canton, ans Basen sencrioes it as a nore san
TET Bannon. thoughtLo]vad done. wa dann good ob. Bannon thought

op a ee ATTY rene wo, SE Sai To ten
sannen a1 not think Stone had a relationshipwith[Jue[]uas trying
Sen Se rnRepe

Tecan un eens a mia
Sannon was shown Document #15, email dated 1/7/2016 fronro
Eamon, Stoney an] POE

got rid of. Giles Parscale had a little data center on the 15°" floor. b7C
Bannon was introduced to a “data guy” there in January 2016, but Bannon

Ginrs remember the. name. Bannon speculated that mays Stone had some
ideas about it, but Bannon did not think it was ——Jwho vas involved.

Bannon vas shown Document #16, email dated 5/4/2016 from Stone to Bannon,
subject “Re: Congrats.” Bannon described the email as “kind of an Atta b6

boy.” Stone is a guy you want ski pushed Stone out, BTC
a Tramps Hae Saves Stone.[oseLBA Oe red 31
va Bene te ate shone gure FIT UR TRY RTT: of votes
Bannon vas shown Document #17, enail dated §/7/2016 from Stone to Bannon
Tngect ~1 amen Sammon 41d nok remember recerving thin message. ane
Relieved the “highest levels reference wes abovt some— vs
backers. At the time, Stone was of the guys who was “ anned.” BIC

In August 2016, Kushner was in charge of the digital canpaign and
Eoneestatne. Svtmim vas toe TRO of se spain ith ote Bonin: The
canpain had almost no cash and they were receiving only a mali amount
from online contributions. The campaign was losing cash at the tine and
they were down by a double digit lead with the 1° debate coming. They
nected 350 million from Teunp, whic eventually became S10 million.
Rvereatas, they were Stik gown by 3 pointe,
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sanon was shown an epatt sates 4/20/2016 cron Jeo sanmon ans
rome’ cers senpoms vras. Comtidie Amakieiees BETTE reneroer v8
this email. BIC

Sarno vas shown an email dated 5/04/2016tren""Tro samon,Tapert ite Suntect)oe Bemmen thos. this. ooisd TIRE TS Tome 30milion Thom the emais fn poamens. $7. Cueiage mevytics chained theySonke pore miote-rarget voters on Favicon. Stes sien to retee 950
mien and it mig wave been £0. a project for Cambridge mary ica:
Sarmon wen shown Document WIS, email dated S/19/2018 From Stone to Sammon,
Tampert winitio versebaren. Samaon thovaht. Sete wis on oFEorty rich neERA AAARADERI ART:SOIA
Tegunas vo this wien ia vetetences in the emati.
sannon was shown Document. #13, email dated /16/2016 from Bannon to Stone,ert So Don an ot Sree we me WIA yee
Teives to Stone. about. his. emit. Demon dia rox zecotiect the phon StoneEetotenind to nin ameiis Toone tock onesie for saving he Shir Shinton
accusers to the 2! debate. Bannon did not have a conversation with Stoneery ot ea a ta a ve w—
Sarno vas shown Document #20, snail dated 8/26/2016 from Sammon to Stone,A AR LHIgo
etn arom Sta not sepember vbw sme. dens wate shan be wanted Co saliSo ote amon Seturarnons mn She emeis. Sermon enceioet Stone aa 5 mamctroe on vo aT mLoat nt S—MI
sarnon was shown Document. #21, ena detad Q/J0/2016 £5om Ted Malloch to
amon with Sune. an the. email sssress[om ene b
“The debate.” In reference to the email, Bannon stated he had no contact Liwien Seay Stes. movment 0 south, Ger vnc wat wimeingASO WIogMg indong vos AO
ten ane professor at a faculty in London. Bemmon ket hin FromAA HoAARRwR wa wn ton il

Trevor 3 would have been to Jere. kuch Stone paper. Benner SidersTeves wy Stone omeetetiomn wean vine 1 maaan
Sarmon wes shown Document. W22, email dated 10/4/2018 £m Stone to Sammons
subject "Rei" Stone had an dbsession with theJatory and 1s
vas askind——Jo give hin sone money to neTF FIR WIEN TE sannon did wre
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Tish have oun ih Felatian to shat Aesange suid Shar day. Samnen did not

ol rae penises mati.
Sarno vas shown Document. #22 again, the email dated 10/4/2016 fron stone
ois normation vo Benner, and Samm 916 not have Sins Son tries Bemon
vos Te11ing via ha Bnei shot Assanges Bammon believed that Pesands vas 4ereavene® Benton, varied va beep Sear hepots apd Saute vas pees thet

Semon. sho 53 Manan hud the 23,000 yeriEins onesies he would ave
Tothing Shara. Bannan never put mich stock in shat Revunde suid becusehe Thoucht. 17 he had the 33,000 missing snails, they could never be

not Boron 08 non. vumenbes If Pesan had 3 Press sontacence tha oa? oFThLs SraLs" Sammon bestowed that ves in of a@ sicashons an Bane wasSony Tunnita + conpatan. Stone 524d he nad some serationshiy wiih Assan
and he told that to Bannon by phone. Bannon could not remember, but it was

Sound Siva. onaii parioade. ona he Sheu he ves Sing So eeop

Interested in che Som Podesta information since ho pelieves it was not

EeTutiononip pith assunder Stone sus DULLic snout 16, and pes reiting
rina has some. inaios information. Saran was Snierested in the verifiesRECLing 531500 emails and how Lt feiaed te Draniom one. Bummon MiohE pave

the campaians 1t ot into Candidate Truprs “head” Trat the 35,000 snails
Gnd Story, and his he. 32,000 missing crests might loch ier Thaymover Gircimsed that she Russians might have. them Bannon sho hat
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seme hackers in Bulgaria wight have then. There as not much of a response
From Tru. and svery nos and then ne uosid being vn he 35,000 mails. one
Cine then the Podusta enaiis vere released; Trump asked iF it ves a sig
Gear. Bannon never discansed Stone. or hasende. wiih Tearp. Flynn or Kelioss
might have had a isc on finding the 33,000 srails. Bamon thought Flymn
Siam ave ed as 3oen Sieh vogn an putelte. seToAy ant Tinting he
359000 missing enaile: TF i vas anyihing evoer seieted, Bamon vosls
Aluays Teter them to Farscale and the Cymer guys. Bannon gid not shink the
Wikdiears releases mere. chat 16 of a deat, the imporcant information was
Ere 351000 missing enaile. elisas thought the same. thing, and he ses not
oer guy. priobus. and Willer had falked about che 33,000 missing snails.

Arter the Billy Bush story broke, one hous later the Podesta snails were
Eeieases. Bannan ever talked ce Stone dosut nis gucte sie with be Podesta’
= Sermo 2. owen 9% seen Surmon wight Pave Horewres the Sofetve
Teleases with Stone, but Bannon never thousht. the Podesta releases were a
Sig deal and they vould not have a hid Impact on the campaian. enon
mevor Fave Stone. Information ta. Dive £0 Aosante 43 ves pot avers of
Anyone alae on the carpets diving information to Stone in order for him
ee i sane

Bannon knew had sent some emails to Bannon. Bannon 2
described be
Sammon esa ERT ay EEE Tr Tee ES TT Ee
ot Comenbar. taiking tol Juniie he was on Tre campaian.
Sannon never heard of the Committee for American Sovereignty Education
Func. Bannon Gidn’t have any Girect involvement in Stoners SGL(0) (4) fund,
ut he ign have nelzes intxoauce Stone to others, sun ss hel]
Bannon thought. Stoners 301(6) (4) and Super PAC were involved in FETBTTS
The canaidata with comereials and wantioHiLiary stutt.r samen Chowan
Stone was posting mre[latshat intamation aml he might fave se Bb
Bannon some spots he was running. Bannon didn’t remember discussing any of 1c
Stoners strategies with hin, but Stone might have run sore[oer Joratt
St Barme Ten ten Dehooppttartn wT ITrt
pei
Sannon vas shown Document #23, email dated 5/28/2016 fron Stone to Bannon,
SabSect russ Dh ~The Planes Sammon oidnt Kao the Semseapnice Store
vas targeting, but thay 41d nave a discussion how to infioence the African
American vote:
Sannon was shown Docusent 25, email dated 5/28/2018 fron Stone to Bannon,
betEo rare va an tan to invitelo] to the ast debare 38
and make a big deal about it. Stone had put up a link to a video in be
Teiation fo theltely, hich So hat vas references in che email.
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Bannon did not want. to be. assoctaced with the[om otory. Sammon didn Dee
not even sure if he talked fo Prince about Stone's ideas for theloo]
ory.
Bannon vas shown Document #26, enail dated 10/21/2016 from Stone to E— we

Tecounized the email addresses for Prince,[ootSesh)
Etnh nm TTR TT

CE rtitats Bmmv lio] v2 anton Sime on Hie state:

Bannon was shown Document #27, email dated 10/22/2016 from Bannon to Stone
and no subject. Bannon talked to] about Stone's 501(c) (4) bE

and told her that Stone was looking for money. Bannon recommended Stone, bic
although he thought the chances that theImoney would be

[__J¢id not. prince was going to have fundraiser for Trump and

cher. fina funding besides Stone. Bannon was weary of inverving ninsert
Vth 501 (0) (4) and nas only nelping out Stone because he did not want
Lose working with Some’s S1() (1) No ether S01.(c) (i) was giving Pannen

Bannon vas shown Document #29, email dated 9/21/2016 fron Trump It to
Bannon: Gormap, Soanner, Soenie, anil rect be
“Wikileaks.” Bannon did not remember receiving This message, but it was bic
during the campaign tincfsane Bannon Ld not. zemenber anyone else in
vas discussion during the campaign on how Wikileaks would inpact the race:
Bannon aia not think anyone hed any ideas on where Wikileaks nad ot their
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Bannon vas shown Document #32, enail dated 11/5/2016 fron Bannon to
Rasher and Dossies sabject wher Securing the victory. Banmon stared that
Famatort mad vote. eesvement In the cumin afer ve Tete. Pavmen

ey ep a Etta: Tarts wo 02
Letting that to everyone, Bannon ves not avate of any instances of
Manafort advising, or being involved in the campaign after his ouster.
Siena sais we vee tn SnveSTeR a 2m oul ae a seme hh TROND
faired to. Candidate Trump never said vo Bannon wnat he was in contact
vitn Stone ox Manafort. Bannon knee they were. going to win, and in tris
“rat1 he wanted vo avoid Nanafors mecasse Bannon believed that if poopie
“ould Link them to Maraforts they could then Ley to Link them to Russia.
gunn wad Wiese cell ghones. Ye Sid TE wee The campaign asim gene oF
Toa vasirs rome. The Sona. he was Lemeed In ne. coupasan me. 41d non. ure
mich. Bannon nas not arate that mis cell phone wes sev up to not archive
To wreageny a some Shes ha setep nie Heme FoF wim Te wee 2
Surprise to Bannon that his text messages were not archived. During the
Carpaton and teanaition Sinefeane aammon did not use. secure appr. When
Sampo nek S105 £2 Aenving the adminiaviation, he. gor ProromMEL and
Stanet Eo  cled hin set. up the Protoniaii which Bamen believed bE
provided increased security. Bannon did not use ProtonMail to send or xX

Teceive. maih from poopie. bv tne administzation. semen €ld nor wave 3
Clack chanel and mover used Slack. Drestbart used Stacks mut they were
Teving ro mrt to down. aaron setup 3 Wine meson ates he LeT the
ivimiatearion afer ince tained to him avout i being mere secere.
Prince. taled with sammon about welng WICK: Pro for prestbers. samen used
Vicks with Prince and Signal with mon omy
Evite wing vie ant signal afeeT Te ToT he IIE, mile
Bannon was in the administration, he never heard of anyone using 3° party
“pve. They received a briefing on how thei communications needed to be
Wop torFoseral ecozan. Damon wes not sete. Lf min tert messages vere
pores a pe Hep tes te. Sutvtal sewies wit mame ote mon. DomeRIRE
Ueing nis personal phone for White Rouse business. Bannon did net remember
vim senting bie gave devices Sib 18 meg Tae So
re on meer a ieeeeaion OF Bo Hi te messsges Shoat be saved
ox hie persensl device tees. novi be saved Bamen primarily teed the
hive. house. email wile ne was in the asministration. If Sammon secotved

an Wi re EL itan me ear tra WHEE Toumes a SRY
Sermons ty Ta. From she atarett" avtatis fe Sate FOIL 20terS te Dh wate
ent” email account to ~——Jin order for her to send them to the
White House account to be archived. [might have helped with that as
vrs
namin strative:
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() Interview of Paul J. Manafort
ContmaionatFDso2or (10-0118) on 10/01/2018 pe 5 of 12

Manafort thought Stone had a contact through some relationship he had that
was the source of information on Wikileaks.

bs
be

Stone never suggested to Manafort that Manafort should decline to discuss
Stone's claims of a source of information on Wikileaks back in 2016.

bs
Tanafort did not Think Stone Thought Manafort would be asked 7c

Shout Stone's advance knowledge of the Wikileaks releases. Manafort said
he aluays intended to say Stone had advance knowledge of the Wikileaks
information, because it was true.

In their conversations, Stone defended himself to Manafort. Stone walked
Manafort through it, saying he had a contact with Wikileaks that gave him
advance notice that there would be leaks of Clinton and DNC emails. Their
conversations were more process-related than substantive.

Manafort and Stone did not talk about the specific information that was
leaked as much as they talked about Stone's contact and how that contact
had been distorted in the media. Stone complained to Manafort that it was
being represented he had links to Guccifer and the Russians. Stone said he
had a Wikileaks contact, not a Guccifer contact. Stone told Manafort that
Wikileaks and Guccifer were totally separate and they talked about the
distinctions between the tuo.

Stone did not tell Manafort that he had only confirmed what was already
public. In their discussions in 2018, Stone did "not exactly’ confirm that
in 2016 he had a contact that gave advance knowledge that Podesta's emails
were coming out. Stone said his contact gave him information prior to the
releases. Stone did not have to ask his contact exactly what vas coming
because he already knew from previous discussions.

Stone said he did not orchestrate the release of emails but only
communicated what he knew.

Manafort recalled his own awareness in 2016 of Stone's denials to the
media about his advance knowledge and that he thought the media was very
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Manatort did not have access to his Jenan) bs
account after he left the campaign, per campalgn policy. He only had ie
access to his gnail and DMP enail accounts.
Manafort did not discuss the June 9, 2016 meeting with Alan Futerfas or
Alan Garten. fe did discuss it with Sean Hannity, a close personal friend,
ater the meeting had been nade public. Manafort thought he probably just
complained about it. They did not talk about strategy, just the facts.
Manafort did not. talk to Donald Trump, Jr. directly. Their respective
counsel spoke to one another. Manafort watched Trump, Jr. on the Hamnity
show talk about the June 9, 2016 meeting. Manafort agreed with uhat Trump,
Jz. sald, which was that it vas a nothing meeting. Trump, J. represented
the meeting the way Manafort remembered it, not a3 a meeting on Girt on
Clinton. Manafort did not have any concerns about Trunp, Jr's statement.
The meeting vas about the Nagnitsky Act, which in turn made it about
adoptions. Manafort knew before the meeting that the Magnitsky Act was a
human rights act enacted because of torture of Bill Browder's attorney
that resulted in sanctions for Russians. As a result, Vladimir Putin put a
halt on US adoptions of Russian children as a way to pressure the United
States to get rid of the sanctions. Manafort was familiar with the
Magnitsky Act prior to the meeting and had read Brouder's book on the
Magnitaky Act.
Around the time of the public disclosure of the meeting, Manafort did not
speak to Trump, Marc Kasowitz, Mark Corallo, or anyone affiliated with
Trump's or Kushner's legal teas. ALL discussions were with counsel and
through counsel, other than his discussion with Hamnity. He did not talk
to Sean Spicer, Hope Hicks, or Reince Prisbus.
Trump, Jr. did not tell Manafort in advance he planned to release the
emails on Twitter. Manafort was surprised Trump, Jr. did it, but
understood why he did it.
Manafort did not hear from anyone that Trump or anyone else tried to stop
the enaila from coming out, other than what he read publicly.
Between the July 2017 search at Manafort's residence and his October 2017
indictment, Manafort did not recall any direct or indirect contact from
anyone in the White House. He spoke to Hannity, who was "certainly a back
channel," but also a personal friend. Hanafort knew Hannity was speaking
to Trump around then because Hannity would tell Manafort to hang in there,
that he had been talking to Trump, that Trump had his back, and things
Like that. Manafort understood his conversations with Ranmity to be a
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0 Toverview of Paul J. Manafort
Cotmatacttiator 110-00.16) on 10/01/2016 pe 10 of 12

message from Trump. Manafort did not remember specifically when the
Conversations happened, but it was the "natural Kind of Text messaging”
they would dor They aise spoke on the phone. The frequency was dependent
on what was Going on at the timer sometimes they spoke twice a wee, some
wecks not at all.
1f Manafort wanted to send a message to Trump, he would have gone through
a mutual friend of theirs, like Chris Christie,|] Ton Barracks bs
or[Jbut ne never did so. we
After Rick Gates was charged, Manafort and Gates discussed money, because
Gates was concerned about financing his defense. Manafort thought they
would qualify for funding from an RNC fund that had been set up. Mike
Glassner sent something to Manafort's lawyer saying Manafort and Gates
would qualify for the fund. Mamafort and Glassner had known each other for
twenty years, Ultimately, it turned out the fund would only benefit people

wea,
Manafort did not talk to John Dowd, but his attorney did. Manafort did not
think Dowd had contributed to their defense fund.
The conversation between Dowd and Manafort's attorney happened around the
same tine Manafort's attorney received the comminication from Glassner
about. the RNC fund.
Gates and Manafort discussed getting new counsel for Gates, because Gates’
counwel was mot appropriate for what was going on. Gatest eriginal
ce or Pave having Te Sepset wen Ure wry of
arratgme Sd vas avaiiscle, another of Gates’
attorneys, was recomended by To Groen was Tetons vith be
[Juhich was how Gates ended up hiring Green. wre
Manafort does not believe Trump will pardon him.
Gotan zaised the inate of pastors with Mematurt dering @ voTeLabion
about money. Gates said Manafort would get a pardon and Gates would not.
Hanafort did not specifically recall other conversations, but sald it may
rave wom up oe uz bride. Hunaford did wh tell or Seggest to Gates Shee
he had talked to Doud or Trump and that they would be taken care of.
Manafort never told Gates he talked to Trump or Dowd. It was possible he
told Gates that his lawyers had talked to Trump or Dowd, but it would have
been in relation to moneys
Talking about a pardon was not going to give Gates any comfort. Manafort
told Gates they would find a way to resolve things and raise money, but he
did not offer to take on Gates’ legal bills.
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Manafort was hopeful for a pardon but did not discuss one dLrectly with
Top Ho tine Taina DIOLLG Comments shout pardons: Nenafort mever
received any Sort of assurance from Trump about a pardon. They did not
discuss how best for Manafort to situate himself.
Manafort thought. it was probably best to fight until the end but
ultinately decided he wanted to deal with taking care of his family. When
he saw the jury pool questionnaire for the trial (in the District of

Columbia), Manafort knew it was over. He struck 90 of the 120 potential
Jurors based on their answers and thought the rest were lying. fe thought
that between that fury ana Judge Jackson, he had no chance at trial.
Manafort did decide to plead Guilty to avold the negative press of
fighting it out, since the bad SLuff was already in the plea. He knew he
gy 1 Say sod 1h wae Th HOLA Th Ar OE AE YT Gort
to right.
No one from the White House or the campaign sent a message after his plea.
He 414 not recall telling Gates that Tramp was watching their case but it
Sounded 1ike something he would say. I he said it, it was based on
7eading the newspapers he did Rot get any private information from Trump.
Manafort had never talked to Robert Costello. He had not spoken with or
received messages from Giuliani since his indictment.
Manafort was not. told anything about what happened to Mike Flynn in the
lead up to Flynn's termination. ALL Manafort knew about Flymmis calls to
Kislyak vas based on public reporting.
Manatort was avare that Flynn had Turkish and Middle East business
Connections. on a trip to the Middle Bast in April 2017, [oo] vs
——AYNere re
was Interested in more work in Turkey. Jexplained part of the work
vas related to getting a cleric back ve TUTTE: Manafort said he was not
interested and asked if the work was associated with Flynn and[oor]
Said yes. Manafort was later led to believe Flynn[ Jad done
Something for LoJand the Turkish government.
Manafort turned it down because he was not comfortable with it. He had
decided not. to deal with the adninistration until all of his issues were
Cleared up and did not want to lobby them.
Administrative: The original agent notes and document shown to Manafort
VL11 be maintained in the 1A section of the case file.
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CTTex Dos/o1e

BS sex Dos/o1e
bs
7c

MoFarland learned about the sanctions on the news that afternoon.
5 For DoU/0IP

be
1c

55 Fer pos/ore

v6
bc

BS Fax Dos/o1e

bs
wc

McFarland and Bannon met on December 29. 55 per Dos/o1e

[oot they also talked about
Sanctions. Bannon told
McFarland the SaRCTTons would Fart thelr SbIITEy To Rave good relations
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[TTTResat

Moarland knew before the Flynn's call that Flynn was going to feel out
the Russian ambassador on the overall relationship, knowing that the
sanctions would influence pe 03/010

7Sox v03/o1e

CTFox os/ore

55 vex pos/ore
Tr] Fron, Eamon Sole, Twas one
or tho TOETT Fe snded

Some pot, Tro
Te Fer TF The Tans ST Ta She Sai ves

Trump repeated he was not SUES
He said he hao FEFEOR TS Tou

Teas the Fassians
55 sex pos/ore

Tee TT rT
and FETT hay would have to see what

Tepmened She ToLT Trp Te Tesnonse would be an indicator of shat the
Russians vanted going forward. Trump said
since Trump had leverage to use with the RESTanST

Troe Soreors
Ty Fave TeRTIoned FITS Seed Sa WITH Risa as they were endin
the meeting and leaving the room:
Ce er Tee
TESORe TER Timp beToTe Fe waTred Su ST Tre Tom
MoFarland and Flynn had a telephone call the evening of Decenber 29, which
followed the call between Flynn and Kislyak after the sanctions
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[7Fax bos/orn

Decenber 31, 2016
Flynn and McFarland spoke on the phone] 55 per sos/ore

Ty CoT3 Ter Fois Toso
ae TraTeatTon they wanted 3 Better Te.ationship with the United
States. He may have said his telephone call with Kisiyak may have made a
difference. Flynn conveyed things were back on track. [oo]

TRsex pos/ore

When Flynn and McFarland spoke on December 31, Flymn told MoFarland he
talked to the Russian anbassador again. He said something to the effect of
“Well, they want a better relationship. The relationship is back on
track.” Flynn said it was a geod call and he thought his oun Call had made
SR ———Fsex soot
NeFaTn SorgeeTeted Fly For Fis ork,

7Fax bos/ore

CTsex pos/ore

1vex bos/ore
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THEODORE ROOSEVELT MALLOCH,
The Interview was surreptitiously recorded

Ty the Interviewing Agents. WALLOCH was advised of the voluntary nature of
the interview and that the interview could end at any moment of his Bs
choosing. MALLOCH was further advised that lying to an FBI Agent vas a we
federal offense. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing
Agents and the nature of the interview, MALLOCH provided the following
information. The below is a summary of the recorded statements made by
MALLOCH:

When asked if MALLOCH had performed any duties for the 2016 Trump
campaign, official or infornal, MALLOCH indicated he had only ever made
appearances on television and that those appearances were done voluntarily.

MALLOCH said his main contacts on the campaign were STEVEN MILLER and
STEPHEN BANNON. When asked if MALLOCH had contact with PAUL MANAFORT,
MALLOCH advised he had, "never even met PAUL MANAFORT." MALLOCH also
indicated he had never met RICK GATES.

MALLOCH said he had contact with ROGER STONE but added that STONE was
not part of the campaign. MALLOCH was introduced to STONE by JEROME CORSI.
MALLOCH said he maintains current contact with STONE as it relates to
media. MALLOCH said he saw STONE for dinner in New York once before the
convention [Note: the 2016 Republican National Convention took place July
18-21, 2016]. MALLOCH said he also saw STONE at the Presidential
inauguration [Note: the 2017 Presidential inauguration took place January
20, 2017]. MALLOCH indicated he also saw STONE in Oxford, United Kingdom
approxinately two weeks Prior to the captioned interview. MALLOCH said his
current relationship with STONE could be described as cordial and no
formal relationship existed. When asked if MALLOCH ever worked with STONE
on any campaign related projects, MALLOCH replied in the negative. When
asked if MALLOCH had ever worked for the COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN
SOVEREIGNTY, a super-BAC STONE was involved in, to include being part of

UNCLASSTFIED/AReve

imcsipsonm 03/21/2018 Boston, Massachusetts, United States (In Person)
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Ducato 01/16/2019

Theodore Roosevelt Malloch,
as Tree Teved St the SpetaT be

Counsel's Office, Patriots Plaza 1, 395 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20546. BIC
Malloch is a United States citizen who resides in the United Kingdon
Malloch's address in the United States is

present during the interview were Falloch's attorney;
andl resent from the Sposa

Counsel’s Office were Associate Special Counsel (ASC) Aaron Zelinsky, FBI
Special Agent (sh) rsa Jana Ex
Intelligence Analyst (AT
Malloch vas provided with a proffer letter for this interview. ASC
Zelinsky confirmed the proffer letter was identical to one previously
provided to Malloch's attorneys. Malloch and his attorneys reviewed the
Ietter and Malloch signed it. Malloch vas advised intentional false
statements during this interview would be a violation of federal lav.
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the
nature of the interview, Malloch provided the following information:
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rau 3. Manatort, date of birth] was incerviened at the =
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were e

Tor spoeian rgmone
Tor Tmeertigence AnaTye am Resa Spee Comets
(R50) Greg Andres, Andrew RETSIRAT Ind Andrew Goldstein. Present
representing Manafort vere attorney Thomas Zehnle and paralegal—]
[C0] After being advised of the identities of the interviewers amd the
Tore of the interview, Manafort provided the following information:

Manatort believed that the news articles about hin all originated from
one source of information. Manafort asked bs

Le crtain ow ans wetieins contd SPETT Toor Toor mover wre
SouToeR, and Mook unconnected, but. really trace back vo a single
Source. They created a document. that [gave to Harafort during their
in-person meeting in the U.S. [did met want to send the document
electronically. Manafort does mot knowwhy [——] did not want to send
£2 The document as an example. of how such I operation could be. suns

Manafort sent the hard copy document to his attorney] be
so that would be aware of the[Jwork, background and be
cons. nad secormendal Sr TrEoErat Lona sccoemtind £m to
Tesearch 1se0sT TeTATed to Manafort+s bank accounts in Cyprus. Lr]
“erred with the international accounting Fim on the Cyprus mank TEESE
protect. Wen Nanafors switched svvotraye, Reoin Downing took ver
Tanaging the protect.

Manefort. zevteved nevsages between Manefort andlJobe on 3
07/18/2018 that he was "going to discuss with my US colleagues." ®
"05 coiteaguesn vere
[Jout CJdid not teTT Wanafort thelr names:

on 02/02/2018, Manafort messaged [J "(i]s it possible to do a be
superficial check on someone for me. I would need bt Tuesday." Manafort bic

does not recall who he asked [—Jte check out. responded on 02/05
T2010 that =1 did ash sone wT TR.

'UNCLASSIFIED//Fove
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[rere er wy
rTTR TET TERI TROT TET aRifort any comections  b
that he wl] Manafort oes not recall asking[_—Jto do a 3

on 02/02/2018, Manafort messaged] "I am getting solid support from be
my former team." “My former team" referred to people in the Trump a

Administration. Manafort did not talk directly with anyone in the br

Administration.
told Manafort about TRE SIEESTTT Fe Be Fe Tes FrTohTS
[—————Jto1d[——JtheT Pricbus was supportive and
ToT3 Wamafort.  Wanafort 91d mot hear any word of support from JATed
Kushner

on 02/02/2015, Manafort messaged[|"(Kley is to keep IK be
informed." Manafort was opining to that Talal should keep Kushner wc
informed because Kushner, not Rex Tillerson of the U.N., was the best vay
to get a message to President Donald Trump.

on 03/04/2018, Manafort messagea["0 is still pushing and playing be
with Mueller." Manafort does not recall any connection between Qatar and b7C

Mueller. Manafort does not recall why he wrote the message. Manafort was
simply associating the UAE's enemy with Manafort's enemy. ft vas a self-
serving statement, Manafort had me facts To SUPPOTE the Somection. After
his second indictment, Manafort wanted reassurance fron[—] that he could
Stil vork for the UAE.

Manatort had no communication with anyone in the Administration while
they were in the Administration. Manafort never asked anyone to try fo
communicate a message to anyone in the Administration. Manafort spoke
with Pricbus after he loft the Administration. Manafort commnicated with
Larry Kudlow before Kudlow joined the Administration.

Manafort has traveled once to Cyprus. Manafort traveled to Cyprus
because the oligarchs wanted to send his payments to bank accounts in
Cyprus rather than wiring money directly to the U.S. Manafort met with be

leg Deripaska introduced Manafort to] BC
“Ted Warafort Set up bank accounts and shelf companies in

Sibrus. Manafort distinguishes between the shelf companies that accepted
pagments for Manafort's Ukrainian political vork and the shelf companies
That were used as Special Purpose Vehicles (S70) to purchase cable
companies. Manafort may also have spoken with about[planned
presidential sanpaign, Memafort believes iat et on Bek weve
in Cyprus for Deripaska. Deripaska definitely Rad a presence in Cyprus,

oncLassTFIED/ reve FBI(190v1278)-1288
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07Fomor Tntervien of Faul ManafortCommoner ota 104602018 on 10/16/2018 pp 3 of 8
which may have been bank accounts or businesses; Manafort does not
Wow. Hanafort does not new Lf Rinat Ametov has Cyprus bank accounts
or who he would have used to set up the accounts

Manafort reviewed two documents, one showing he Guned 100% of DUP
International and one showing that he owed 506 and]uned
50%. Manafort does not know any reason for the difference. Vamafort se
believes that the 100% document was created first. Philip AYLLff may have
suggested tne change Tor tan Purposes. Manafort has mo information on few
or why the document was changed. Manafort does not recall any
conversation about the change. Rick Gates may have given]
the 100% document without knowing that AyLiff made the changer WeRaEort
1004 operated bup, [Juas not involved in any decision making.

bera
wre

Trump did not like a policy speech drafted by Dimitri Simes. Manafort
and Kushner agreed that Sines could not save the speech and Stephen Hiller
would re-write it. After Trump rejected the speech, Simes vas not
involved in anything else for the campaign.

Manafort reviewed a 08/10/2016 e-mail from Simes forwarded from Kushner
to Manafort and others regarding "Russia Policy Memo." Manafort recalls
the e-mail but no follow-up. Sines was not the type of person that Tramp
enibraced.  Simes and Trump Gid not interact well when Trump practiced
Sinesrs Graft spewth.  Sasimer wrote in the email that it wee &
"suggestion only,” meaning he was not pushing the policy memo. Kushner
would have Suggested a meeting if he was pushing it.

ncLassTFIED fret FBI(190v1278)-1269
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yore beth very busy at this time. Manafort was dealing with the] be
EZ tanatort+s issues in the news and preparing the campaign Eritesy 5
Trump and Trump's debate practice.
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ConmutionofF-30210:16.2018 on 10/16/2018 pe Sof ©
Clinton's Canpalanr Fanafort sent the moms UoRannily because he wanted
Sanity to pews the message on television and through the media.  Mamafort
41d not expect Hannity to talk with Trump about it. Manafort sent the
memo to Tramps ewecutive assistant.

On the day that the Steele dossier came out, Manafort told Trump that
the information in the dossier about Nanafort was not true, including the
payments in the cash ledger. Trump fold Manafort that the information
about Michael Gohan in Prague and Trump in Moscow vas similarly mot
true. Trump vas generally upset that his victory vas being
undermined. Manafort had first called Priebus to say that the information
vas false. Priebus arranged a tine for Manafort to call and speak with
Trump, Manafort gid not tell Trump about any of the Steele dossier ve
researchoy] 7c

Manafort does not know why Yanukovych fled to Russia instead of
somewhere. in Burope. Manafort believes that after fanukovych did not sign
the Vilnius Agreement that the West aligned against him. Putin had
pressured Tanukowych not to sign the Agreement. Yanukovych fled to Russia
Because he felt Putin owed him: Yamukovych did not sign the Agreement
because of the economic pressure that Putin placed on hin. Manafort and
Serhiy Lyovochkin expected fanakovyeh to stand up to Putin. Kilimaik
believed that Georgian mercenaries, hired by the West, committed the
violence in Maidan because Yanukovych did not sign the Association
Roroenent.  Kilinnik sent Manafort several documentaries on the issue.

Manafort asked Kilinnik to research evidence related to the claims
against Hanafort in the Steele dossier Mamafort was more concerned with
how the information in the Steele dossier was collected than its substance:
——Jvoxked with Kilimnik at the International Republican bs

109TTES IR.[omJorought Kilimnik to Davis Manafort. Kilimnik I
Started as a transTATST nd someone with local knowledge. Kilimaik rose
to manager. Kilinnik lived in Russia when Ukraine split from the Soviet
Union. Kilimnik declared himself Russian instead of Ukrainian. Kilimnik
understood Americans, had Language skills and was smart, outgoing and
Vitay, Wamatort and NLiinnik worked Tong Faure and often went To inner
together. Manafort sometines went to Kilimnik's house for
dinner: Manafort knew ilinnik's Wilimntk vas

TTT For Fs TesTaeRes ET TET EE and
Torth. aster «ilimnik vas indicted, KITTEL ToT Wanatortthat[oo]

inctassIFED) reve: FBI(190v1278)-1291
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contacted] Timnik's mind, he was only BS
communicating Information. KILImmik did not feel that he exerted any BC

agreed to getJto say something that vas not true. Rilimmik knew bs
that the Hapsburg Group performed work in the U.S. Kilimnik messaged b7A

[to get hin to say that the Hapsburg Group was Puro be

a.
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Manafort. helped fifty or sixty people get inauguration

Cickete.  Manafore revieved a series of comaile togarsing requests of hin
DY ——
good friend: The other peseTe TIvEed Tr The Same emaTl are TrTemds of

helped with the Vice-residential
: Tes wera we cette

Eecommanded TRS FOES from Korea and china
[—Jand wanted to bring his family. Manafort mel Teens
Third party in the 1990s. [_Jorougnt business deals To Manafort
periodically, such as o naFTTETE eink.  Manafor never did any of the
Goals. [——Jwas a former stock broker that wanted to be 3

busines SEIT Tmafort is not aware of any connection betweenand
Trang. Locota Hanatort that[ome anatTTS or
ave ang SET Thformat ton. seqarains SRI So y by

Manafort knows that[—Jouned sex clubs. Manafort met
atf———TJclub a TEREST OF times. Manafort did mot

TTToTrate TT Toiivivton ax tne clubs Manatort does not wnow of any
underage women at the sex clubs. [J considered Manafort a member of
Hie chun. wamafort mam mover beck TER: or participtres in a sen club:
[—Jintroduced Manafort to President Kabila's be

representatives. Kabila had extended his presidency in Congo by two 1c

Cermas Rabiia wanted credits From the Wert Lf he Seve wp power. Maafort
pat tuice in the 0.5. wit Kabita's representatives Tey met stows the
time of Manafort's indictment in 2018. [Jattended the first
etme aet TT ee a enti 5
Tomato tetwets vo WE. I ocal WORLIETETI Sr eatitornia cemmerte
[with the opportunity. In 2018, needed money and talked with
TomaBrt vow ditferent opportunities ana anators dia nos
Geers meshes Tepresentivg niin wosleTETre. filing under Tash.

Sone people In the Perky of Regtony thensh Tanefort weried for the OI
and Ririmik for the Kop. Gates joked with Kilimmix about Kilimik GoingTeEan Sint on
Shoutd have KiLinnik checked out so that they would not have to hold back
Siring thats discssaions with KElimnih sransiaring, Wanafort an
Tamiroryon Aiscessed sensitive S3sucs. such as NATO and surveillance along
the Traian borders. Semniy Lyovechkin trarsiates Hanatortrs muggertion
that Yominovyen nave RIAIAIY checked ovr. famancvpen nad Kiriomin
fiom ghoiiy win wt Sertave Limi var mn vs
intelligence officer. said that Rinat Akhmetov did not believe it b7C

citner.” Ho one an. the TE Erbeeay enpreased a concern about meeting with
Rdimnik. Kelinnik was irate when. sech allegations come out in the
news. Kilinnik was not in the military branch that moved into the

UNCLASSIFIED/freve FBI(1901278)-1293
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KGB. Kilinnik worked in the branch that went into foreign
service. Manafort does not have any information about Kilimnik's military
service. Kilimnik never talked about being in combat. After his military
service, Kilinnik worked as a translator, then at IRI and then for Davis
Marafort.

When he stopped working for the Opposition Bloc, they owed Manafort
about $4 million. They paid Manafort $1.5 or $2.0 million at the end of
2014 or in 2015.

Manatort does not know[Jor the bsY Group. Mamafort dos bE
not recall any proposal to use false online personas for the wie
Campaign. Manafort does not recall any proposal to pay bloggers for the
campaign.

Manatort reviewed again a 07/18/2017 messagetrom Jto bs
Manafort. [Jwanted to use tweets to get out the PATTY WAIT we
story. [70s colleagues” were yanatort
never provIaeT vr discusses thel Tesearen with Tramp. [oo]
"findings" were in a document that Traced a media report and how ThE
opposition got the story circulated. [—Jnad no smoking gun on
Manafort's case. Manafort does not recall the name of the ——]
a

Manafort does not know Bob Foresman at UBS Bank. Nanafort's point of
contact with uss was] bswre

oncLassTEIED/ reue FBI(190v1278)-1204
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Paul J. Manafort, date of birth] was interviewed at the bs
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were ad

Assistant United States Attorney] Present representing

and paralegal] For sA[ Jadvised Manafort of his
Tira TnaLTI TIER that he EEtosd nis rights and shat he ves
Rights, B00 Reisman feviowed the seme of a leteer wetting forth the

arenes. After neing advised of tre ineersiovers and the mature of the

necting with RiLimnik in Nadiid. Hanafort aid not review any dooments in

Eis were aaking questions. bot Hanafort. Rilimmik came vo Madeid to

Manafort did not ask Kilimni to Nadrid in order to talk about the
Fats aor ath won ve Shanes the Soe MESSE
ott the Ukraine. “at this times Monafort did not berteve that Proms had
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While Hanafort chaired Trump's campaign, Stone brought Nanafort goodspeach weiors and policy poopie. Stone wes ates good at bringing in theCEtnelic vores “With Stone, Hanafort ped teee 2s

Te TT Th
Tim because oon STEer Wanaert Told Stone that]Cfnen tours ruspested the same. idea.

stone told anafort that a source close to Wikileaks confirmed that
Wikiteaks bad the eonails from Clinton's server. Stone said the sorails“oud be. coleased soon bat he 4id not know shen. TE ASkizeaks had the ax
ie

eater oidTne Hanafore pasFri TTT FTIR Speer Sn Ree meets of Consens. Nanafort
418 not want Trump distracted by the titillation of a Wikizeaks's oR

Zn June, when the Wikileaks information becans public, Manafort thoughtchat Stone had seen Fight. Hanafore Felt he couid then use. the
Infomation because it had bean confirmed.  Manafort vas confused thoughbecause Stone bad said niiTass tad srpalls from Clinton's server,

FaraEere SEIT wed Th Tact 7 Th Tach and The Suet oT TeTTETTS including bonne Brasilors Leaking of questions to Hillery clinton

The Friday mering atter the Republican Convention, Trump vas supposed
to give a press conference thanking the party and the people whe worked to
pa on the convention. rump. nstead attacked he berey.. anafort had to
Goal vith angry pares members. The same day, WiiTeaks released mere o-
nails, incluting e-mails fron Dobbie Rassernan Schalts. Hanafort andReinee Preibus, fron the Republican National Committee (RIC), agreed that
the SAC would handle press on the Wasserman Schulte nails.
Seu and Hanafort talked Friday afternoon. Trump and Nanafortdiscussed hot So oe the Nassernan SChULCE eorails. Trump told anafort

Te Totioumup with Stone to see if there were more s-mails comingGut Nanaort cated with Stone sometime during the week of theSemmcratic National convention. Stone 45d not Hnon shat e1se nay come out
or nen 5% may come out Stans 305d ne would foieu-up but 4id nok sayew ne wou Fortoemap.  Hanafors dese nox boos Lf rere spore wich stoneSout MiriTeaks bat assumes they did during this eek.
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—_— —_— ——— bs

rr]”
\anaort recalls Trump stating Russia, if you're Listening, hope

Jourse ante To find the 0,000 enatle that ate missing.n. WAmAfort wes
Tttatons ny vie wes, ManAEeTe am Tre Soe euveIEL erTSTORRROTE
on Saturday, Sunday and Honday about the hacked e-mails. They never
ecumsed thar Tt was Rusata manafort believes Iv wes a spentaneots
ATe ——aa Tort an wai on
rome va areas cour. Tn aio speeches, Tomy nad SOemiEies
GiEtorent countries as responsible. sometimes Russias sometimes China and
ries wet Speen ORR 21% wee Trip had Peay LotNES vo
Toto beapte about. tne hack and Wasserman ScHALLE eunaile. Trump would
BN A3
poopie than not were. Hdentirying naseia so TRAC stun in Temps mend:

Robby Mook held a press conference at the end of the DNC's convention
voc where no talked shout Tramp and Russia working together. Before the
press coniesanies Manaiort dota von Seesil amy akeaveasen of Reraian
CoiTusion.  Nanafors viewed tne statement as absira and a sign that the
Clinton canpatin was sesporate. =he

eve thE RTS To TRA They TT ROE TL. manatort
var concexnes nat. the next. 4rop ecuta contain Ae infomation. ws

Around the time of the first debate between Trump and Clinton, Stone »e

A ——FI Lo
———Eo
Tore maT vor I ut October 7, 2016, shen the Fedusen or
patie cane ovr. mnatert Mamatore tor

reg
Tre FoTeaTa SmaTIs Same SI on The Same 97 5% The Access Hollywood Tape
fe cammor secarl wich came Firat. Tremp acknoetedged to Nemsbort
oat Stone nad ingotmanion in advamee.
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Manafort does not know if Trump or the Trump Organization had any
business in Russia. Manafort does not know if Trump or the Trump
Organization owed money to anyone in Russia. Manafort did not have a
conversation with Trump or anyone else as to whether there was anything
negative that Manafort should know as Campaign Chair. Manafort already
had the RNC book on Trump.

beInterviewers read to Manafort text messages between Manafort and Stone hac

FV Toes Tor BeTTeve That Stents ToT
Tevsase Telates to WikiLmaks or hacked e-mails. Manafort believes Stone's
message may be about

Kushner called VamaTort,

veSubsequent to Kushner's call, Manafort received a call from src
Stone. Stone"7uanatort never discussed
whether Stone had a SoTotion. Wanafort did not want Stone
involved. Manafort told Stone that it had been handled. Manafort did not
tell Stone who handled it.

Manafort submitted false documents to obtain loans. Manafort is mot
auare of any bank personnel that knew the information as false. [——] bs
[understood that Manafort had no income. [—Jsaid that ve irvest In wre
people.

be
src
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DOCOMENT RESTRICTED TO CASE PARTICIPANTS
This document contains infomation that is restricted to case participants.

mE
This information is the property of the FBI and may be distributed to state, tribal,
or local government law enforcement officials With a need-to-know. Farther
atstribution without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to
ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes
enauthorized access.

(U/7Pover Kathleen Troia "K.T." McFarland, date of birth be

social security account number telephone numbers we

CJecern: o) ©
TORE) was interviewed By SN ss =
conterence room at Debevoise TPIIROUST STS 3rd Avani, New York
NY. Also present was attorne
of
telephone mambers To [office sive
Line). MoFarland was SCRATRET with the IRCSIVISVIRg agents from
previous interviews. She provided the following informations
(UAFPOTOT News that the Obama Administration planned to impose sanctions
on Russia started to coe out on December 28, 2016, but they had not been
officially announced and specifics were unknown. Sanctions were just one
of "several and many things" going on at that time. McFarland, who was in
Mar-a-Largo with the President-elect, did not recall what specific
conversations she had at which times or to whom she spoke, but sanctions
were in the news, so it made sense to her they were among the topics
discussed.
(uptrober McFarland reviewed Email #1, which was fron] be
[CJ She did not specifically remember the email, STE TESETIed she wre
ToT Te"|tor information about sanctions becatse he was an

DNCIaSSTEIED revo

wot 10/17/2017 4 New Yok, New York, United States (In Fersom
be

feu wanted 10/18/2017 B7C" —— wre
w
Th ctcoi mororoo FL Wipro FB iord oued per
bedud oui outas FBilis278)1311
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international lawyer. His initial response was too detailed and
complicated, So she asked for something sispler.|Jhinking on bs
the topic was in line with hers. 7c

(UAteover Email #2 was McFarland's take on the sanctions, replying to
incoming Homeland Security Adviser Tom Bossert.

(preover while in Mar-aLargo, bs ver D03/0TP
[oo Iicn[ pave %o the President-elect, TT]

{ worariend never discussed the
Specific Terms of The sanctions with anyone. She would have told Michael
Flynn about how the session with the President-elect went during one of
their phone calls.

(Uppe86+ McFarland provided a printout of a December 29, 2016 newspaper
article headlined "After Obama sanctions Russia, Trump says it's time 'to
move on to bigger and better things.' She pointed out the Presidents
elect's statement in the story, "I think we ought to get on with our
lives" and recalled it was a quick comment to reporters after he met with BSjeboxing promoter 1

_ 3
She recalled the om

GIEEIoulty communicating with him at That time because of the telephone
connections. She did not have specific recollections about the times of
the calls with Flynn or what was discussed in which call. Flynn mentioned
several issues he intended to discuss with the Russians, and McFarland
believed she would have given him her theories about the sanctions.

(Up686r— McFarland had no reason to think Flynn was in contact with the
President-elect or anyone at Mar-a-Largo other than her. Nothing the

URCIAGSIFIED/FPeve— FBI(19cv1278)-1312
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President-elect or Flynn ever said gave her reason to believe they had
been in contact with each other curing this time. She did not participate
in any Calls with the President-elect and Flynn or convey any messages
between them. Flynn did not seem particularly well-informed when they
spoke, and she had the impression he had been spending the time on the
beach with his wife rather than closely following current events. She
never heard the President-elect direct anyone to do anything regarding the
sanctions, including Semmmieate with angers rom Sussea of tals to
Flynn, She was never tasked to research, communicate with anyone or do
anything related to the sanctions and the opinions she provided on the
subject were unsolicited.
(Uikeovor Email #3 contained McFarland's sanctions analysis. 55 Pex DOJ/OTE

bn

CT
I ——

I=

])
1

TY )
(UPPomOT McFarland was given printouts of press pool reports from May
4, 2017 through May 8, 2017 when she traveled with the President to New
York and New Jersey. She read the printouts and recalled the events of
the weekend. This was her last trip with the President as Deputy National

CrASsrEIED rove FBI(190v1278)-1313
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[17 = rote] room at the club. Attached 1s the sketch they wre

introduced to the President. The President seemed to be In high spirits, »7C

appeared to be enjoying the company of his friends.
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wrrosor [TT]and merarland spent the day BS
catching up on reading and working In the SIF. At the end of the day,
she rode in the motorcade back to the airport where they boarded Air
Force one for the return trip. McFarland drew a sketch of the inside of
the plane which is attached. The President has a private area at the
front of the plane and a conference room behind that. Behind the
conference room are sections of seats separated by bulkheads. The nicest
seats are closest to the front. She was sitting in the first area of
seats wit nd the White House photographer. She did not recall
where Stephen TIITGr was, but Dan Scavino was around her most of the
time. Ivanka Trump and Kushner and their children sat nearby as well,
although McFarland thought Kushner may have gone up to the President's
area a couple times during the trip. She did not see the President before
they landed and did not know who rode with him.
(UteSS0— After they landed, the passengers got their things together
and were ready to leave, but they were not allowed to get off the
plane. McFarland did not know the reason, but it may have been for
protocol or security reasons that they had to wait for the
President. When shown a report that the Kushners and their children got
off the plane after about 15 minutes, McFarland did not recall when that
happened or why they were allowed to go, but she remembered how restless
the kids were when they were all waiting to get off the plane. Eventually
the President came out of the front suite or conference room and when he
looked toward the back of the plane seemed surprised to see the passengers
waiting. She thought he did not know they were all being held to wait for
hin. He called McFarland forward for a brief conversation. They did not
discuss policy issues. They talked about how it was her last trip and he
remarked that Singapore was a good place to go. He invited her to come by
his office for a picture with him before she left the country. She did
not notice anything unusual about his demeanor then or at any time that
weekend.
(/##eto McFarland never heard the President or anyone else mention
then-FBI Director James Comey during this weekend. She had no indication
the President was considering dismissing Comey.

Administrative
(Utssser McFarland drew a sketch of the west wing of the White House
placing everyone's offices. The sketches and other documents mentioned in
this 302 are attached in a 1-A envelope.
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(UMBGEG This interview covered subjects discussed in previous
interviews, some of which is documented in this FD-302. McFarland did not
say anything considered inconsistent.

(Up#se¥6+ The interview took place at Debevoise & Plimpton at the
McFarlands' request] be

Jorectea the bic
3Gents at the beginning of the Interview, But Tet after exchanging
pleasantries. Neither he, nor anyone from the firm, participated in the
interview.

UNCTAGSIEIEDTTFOv— FBI(190v1278)-1316
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This dscmant, contains smescaton Shun ir Sevboreont tu eats PLhiCIpANS:

The evening of Decguber §, 2017, K.7 4 attenpred muripie se
Sires $a nT So vente we
ane vain ATER car ETETTT

failed calls to/from both Kot. andLoeeo Lerephones, eventually
SAL] connected with them on §.T TEERTTand"s ("HeFarlandss™
telephone,[wasable to listen in, as he
AAA Rm grrr grrr

veA
rE ET TTL

ITE TTTeRT ToT VATS FRTTaT Ua receiving. SAL Jrord Herariand
AAANog. HEI

Svein Goentes Smentigiion Seg iv uarTios Seu os toss Sorted
mentor th on HOLL vO Total woe dd he A ied TOE Thr
prSgAPIA
esa ith 1m Sho Ae, Sat Yates Sp EEE WIRY
Fein nex navigate through the situation. SSL said she should net
en wa nme Bets Yin wietons wit TTT mretarh vith 10
SETHI, Sibockenes WILK Te SPRUE B5 Len vtow Tio Stbtnbion Had Dio
Pate Complicated. Mefarland said they Fad reached the semerconclusion and
soit Sus aitectet bi Lense stash of op sitesi VTE TT
(December 6, 2017), but thoy ald not want to identify the attorney until
Sots Goat
Joaid he had been in email contact with Special Counsel ve
attorney Brandon Van Grack. They still planned to keep appointments with we
She Sector Counsel In Washington Deo. on Decerber 17 ng 18s 207.
McFarland asked whether ssA[___Jeould provide two emails which he and SA ve
CE ve ort: 30 TE Drocniors. Bot A wah Sm us wnat e
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but they were now apparently widely held, including by the New York Times,
uhich published, but grossly misrepresented them. The enails ere one
from her dated December 29, 2016 in which she discussed President Obama's
three political objectives in inposing sanctions and mentioned Flynn's
scheduled call with the Russian arbassador that evening: and an email from
Flynn to her the nest day, December 30, 2017, in which Flynn reported on
his conversation with the ambassador. McFarland felt she was at a
disadvantage 4ince everyone in the vorld" had copies of the emails ecept
for her. SSAL_ said he would see what he could do, but that may be a 58
matter best handled through the attorneys. »7¢

MoFarland said that documents related to Flynn's plea mentioned a
transition team official, which others were identifying as her. She asked
SSA[—Jehat this meant. Ssh[—]told NcFarland that as long as she be
told the truth, she should not worry about anything anyone else said. He wie

reminded her that when people did not tell the truth they were opening
thenselves up to problems and as long as she was truthful, she vas
fine. McFarland said she understood and wanted to make sure that she was
still viewed as a witness. SAL Jsaid she was.
At a later point, the connection was lost abruptly, and an effort to call
MoFarland back was unsuccessful.
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(UftPeer Kathleen Troia "K.T." McFarland, date of birth Be
rp Serge
Co cins oe .
Ti) vor SRT so es
conterence zoom at Depevoise LITIETT BI0 Sed TET Tot
wi. iso presented Javore[—
err

aie TIT TET a 1 TET To cen
previous interview. She provided the following information:
(UtesHor At the onset, NoFarland wanted to correct what she said in her
Sonate TUE srtpciin datie oo STAD $8 Wb 4 gat “etn? va TeTRLAIN
D.C. during the 2016 transition. The trip, which included a meeting with
en Beh Sev, aL Se Fae wae Sh wert Pee rs Me
Tins Pain pom i gor Avs nto:
(0kteowor After her last interview, McFarland looked on the internet for
en corti be fog IE Cierra reas eErTR dhe To sacar
Tor ET Yor Beatecs SATIS ATED 5 tre OF The dLTS Fbient
(0.8-) resolution condemning Tsracl and followed that up with a written
ere Borin eae 4 si Biartivts ir Treras She. Sone
That is a good indication about exacely what he is thinking at that
Cine. He made no secret of his position on the U.N. vote.
(omesser Interviewing agents shoved HoFarland several emails (numbered
BA A DaRAISo Sil
The bt nth Sse or OF Ae SURI.
(Upreobor Email #1 was fron[ ho was on the Presidential bs
Transition Team (PTT) staff and had previously worked for the National b7C

Security Council (NSC). McFarland dha not have a specific recollection of
Sn the Toe 410 ge Wd ne A es Wi St LEER +7
when he manRioned the “inner oirele. She identifiedLor ve a
For ew Chaneal (ERG) colleagte who was a former Grites FALE
speinenen. fe washed Sub tn the inuning siinisbonton. She had fame
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spokesman. He wanted a job in the incoming administration. She had known

LE er Cer Gece and meveryonen would have. kaoun bin. ue<A
(Uprroton Snail #2 she id not specifically recall. She thought it was
ater the Eresidentoerectrs tweet and statement on the U.N. voter Which
She previousiy mentioned, and whatever actions Flynn took. They wanted a
Teniie aittarens. from wnat. tne Ohana Mdminioveaton had wanted. When the
resolution sas pulicd, it appeared the President-eiect’s position
prevaticd, and the resolutions: failure would ave reflected the
Srasitional american position regarding Tosael. She considered thei work
against the resolution a team effort.
(Ueto nail #3 was an update on what Flyan was doing as he "worked
Che phones on the GN resolution. Tt was sent co her a6 background
Information since she was not engaged on the issue. This sas Fiym's area
of expertise, and she did not vave. an rosponsinIities. in this ren. In
fact, amen this ent) was sents she was alcescy on Cheistnas vacation in

|— rE ne
Was in New York or Washington when he sent the email. She did not know pC
inare Elyan got his informations but she was not avare of anyone else
Helping nin on this. She could not recall any conversations best the
eri1, altnough LE she was smelued in aiscesslons, they vould have been
General talks about vnether the bresident-elect Should 15m a press

(0htomoT Based on hex study of prior presidential transitions,
Meturang belived the sorts Sf things Flynn dia were not umsesk. She
Cited Richard Ninonts. involvement in Vietnam War peace talks and Ronald
Reagants purported dealings with Tran to free American hostages during
thelr transitions as precedent for proactive foreign policy engagements byon incoming sdminioteation. Most. focoming administrations, did simiier
ninga. Ne need Lignan or vata better seme OFF in hes need when. sme
Heard that Flynn was doing. The President-elect made his support for
Toreel very clea during the campaign and contrasted his position with
President Ghana uho he belioved nad not Created Toracl fairly.
(vpmomor  HcFariand vas generally familiar with the logan Act, but she
had mor noe deepty amout. Se. ane wmew it dated sack se 1750 ond
nobody had ever been prosecuted for violating ie. Many of the people
Trvetvcd in the incoming administeation pad so goverment experience, 5
they vodld not be. faniiiar with the Tegan Ace. “She. aia nor recall any
Gistussions that what Flynn nas doing vas inappropriate:
(Upmsser nail #4 she did not specifically recall. It would be fair to
say Fagan uas working the. Fhomes wien his contacts to ErY to Set a vote in

DncraessETETAiReto— FBI(190v1278)-1320
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favor of Israel. She seemed to be telling Flynn to take credit for the
critical role he played in doing what the President-elect wanted. She was
probably at home with her grandchildren when she sent it.

=== b5 Pex DOJ/0TP

Around this time, the President-elect
Fad also Just nominated David Friedman to be U.S. Ambassador to

rr
(UA8s86 It is possible Flynn was working with someone from the
Washington D.C. team on the U.N. vote, but McFarland could not think of
who it might be. She was not aware that he had engaged any Middle East or
Israel experts, and as far as she knew, he was working alone.

(Up#sese The only foreign counterpart McFarland spoke to during the
transition was Paddy McGuiness, her counterpart in the British
government. She did not ask him to do anything and did not discuss the U.
N. vote with him.

(Up#eesor Email #5 dealt with her trip to Mar-a-Largo with the President-
elect. She and Flynn agreed that there should always be an NSC "duty
officer” with the President/President-elect to staff him if needed. In
addition to being duty officer, she had two other jobs: attending the
Presidential Daily Briefs (PDBs), which would be given by Ted Gistaro from
the Office of the Director of National Intelligence; and providing the
President-elect national security background information she thought he
needed. The President-elect lacked a national security background and the
email discussed experts who might be able to provide him useful
information.

© During the Mar-a-lLargo trip, McFarland was accompanied b bs
bic

She only saw
The President-elect two or Three times on work matters during this trip,
as well as a few times in the dining room. She sketched the layout of the
main public areas of the hotel for the interviewing agents. bE Per 003/012

BF Pex DOJ/OTP
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ns§s¢ transition statfer] Tuas there with her, although ag

6id not have a room i TRE FETE The two of them took over a
SAT area in an overflow dining room as their work area. 572 pox vosjoreLF vex bos/ote
(prover The President-elect did mot have a "door keeper” with him and
seemed to make his oun scheduling decisions. At various tines Mefarland
recalled seeing Preibus and Spicer and the President-elect's wife and
young son, but she id not know exactly ho was there and When they were
Creve. There vere mo Strestured staff meetings, altoedh there may fave
been discussions about logistics, such as when to have the PoE. [55Fer b03/ots

TeeTTng Tay Fave beer Tn The Bare To
(Uppover During this time, when McFarland was in Florida and Flynn was
in the Caribbean, they did not have regularly scheduled
interactions. There were no set tines for calls. She recalled them
trying to check in with each other ence oF twive a day, But there were
challenges with the telephone connections and their availabilities.
(UpPover  MoFarland was shown a calendar entry for December 28, 2016 and
confirmed the entry would have represented a PDB. She sat in the
briefing, but did not recall who was there besides Gistaro. It was a
small number of people and it took place in a basement studio apartment in
the hotel.
(pester bsoe

There were many cut off ana
TRTeTTUbTed SATIS, Ind She CouIa ROT Tenerber a call that went qn that
long. A long call could have covered a range of topics such as BE Per olfore

ONCrasszeTEDZATeve— FBI(190v1278)-1322
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rr 1] ———
(Upteover Email #6 was an email to] a Los Angeles ve
attorney who wanted a job in the admiRTSTTAEISH, TE Was smart and she
read a book he wrote about arms control. 5 vex Dos/ore

She IIe wet TeeRIT ®
TeTephone call with [ST WRITS They might have discussed sanctions
if they had a call, Because he is an expert in the area, they also could
have talked about [potential job.

(Upteeber McFarland did not recall any conversations she may have had
with Flynn the day the sanctions were announced. vex Dog/orE

and Russian President Putin's desire for a congratulatory vides conference
after the inauguration.

(Upfeover Email #7 was from Tom Bossert, who had been named Homeland
Security Adviser designee or was close to being named. She did not know
if Bossert sent the original email to Flynn or not. 5 ex Door

Ter Focus 3 That Tine was on maciear weapons and North
Torea. McFarland and Flynn were speaking on a non-secure telephone line,
50 it's reasonable that they would speak somewhat vaguely on purpose,
although McFarland did not specifically recall talking to Flynn about
pm careful on the —- bs sex Dos/o1e

IRCeaceTEID Tone FBI(190v1278)-1323
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bsw 1 #8 vas an email from Flynn which she forvarded. She bs
and Left Mar-a-Largo that morning, and did not get home until
early afternoon, so she forwarded it while she was still en route to bS Per DOJ/OIP

She 910 not recall being Bi
Toncerned That TTynn 310 HoT WeRtIoR Sanctions in this email. b355 ver po3/ore
x 5)

|

Egypt

(utteser McFarland visited Egypt in July 2014, the year after Mohamed
Morsi was removed as Egypt's president. She was working for ENC at the
tine. The trip was arranged by the Westminster Institute, a non-profit
foreign policy organization, and she traveled with about ten other people,
most of whom vere former military members. The institute paid their
(coach class) travel expenses.

(UArPOvST was the Egyptian point person and was instrumental in bE

te : bresetting up The GFoUP's meetings and arranging accommodations. [ran
the largest travel agency in the Middle Bast and appeared to be very well-
connected. The trip included a series of meetings with members of Egypt's
defense department; student groups involved in the overthrow of Morsis
business leaders; foreign ministry representatives, including the Minister
of Defense; the American Chamber of Commerce; and even the Coptic

DCTs rove FBI(190v1278)-1324
SECSRET
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Pope. They thought they were just having a photo opportunity with Abdel
Fattah el-Sisi, the former defense minister and acting Egyptian leader,
but they ound up having a two and a half hour meeting with
hin. McFarland considered the trip a great opportunity as both a person
in the national security field and a journalist. After coning home she
stayed in touch with[ via general enails. ne-_ A
(Umproses A year or year-and-a-half later, McFarland had another
opportunity to travel fo Sgyot. El-Sisi vas now elected Leader of
Baypt. He had never been interviewed by an American media outlet and had
agreed to be interviewed by FNC's Brett Baier. [again served as point bé
man on the Egyptian side and McFarland was heavily involved in FNC's pC
logistics in making sure the interview came off.
(vppreses [Jealled uorarland and told her he was passing through New  b6
York around Christmas 2015, and they met for a social engagement. He also BC
nay have called with congratulations after the 2016 Presidential lection.
(vpfrowor After McFarland began as Deputy National Security Adviser,
[asked her to meet, and she agreed to do so. She set up the meeting, be
but someone noticed his name on her calendar, and the NSC staff advised bc
her not to meet with] so she canceled the meeting.

Admingstrative
(vkeover The interview took place at pebevoise ¢ Plirpton at the
McFarlands' request. beBe
SrTanged For The Toon and Grested The Syerte 3 The BeglnnTny oT The
interview. After exchanging pleasantriesJleft. Neither he, nor
any attorneys from the lav firm participated Tn The intervie.

TczaeszeTE fron: FBI(190v1278)-1325
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Doren 11/14/2010
Jerome Corsi, date of birth (D0B)[___] was interviewed at the hd
Special Counsel's Office, located at 395 E Street SW, Washington, D.C., in pC
the presence of his attotney, Present fof the interview were
FBI special Agent (SA) SCsenior
Assistant Special Counsel (GRC) Jeammie S. Rhee, SASC Andrew Goldstein,
Assistant special Counsel (ASC) Aaron Zelinsky, and FBI Intelligence
Analyst[JAsC Rush Atkinson was present for portions of
the interview. Prior To the interview, Corsi signed a proffer agreement,
originally signed on 9/21/2018. After being advised of the purpose of the
interview and identities of the interviewing agents, Corsi provided the
£ollowing information:
Corsi thanked the interviewing individuals for the opportunity to think
about his testimony overnight and said he did a lot of soul
seazching. Corsi said he did not remember a lot of what had been shown to
hin the previous day and realized that the way he wanted to remember
things was not actually how things happened. Fundamentally, Corsi self
promoted himself to Stone and made it sound like he knew what he was
talking about and had sources to Wikileaks. Corsi realized that he was
willing to do whatever Stone wanted when Stone wanted to see if there was
a way to make suze no one knew Stone had advance knowledge of the
yiiieaks information. bs

bre

Corsi knew it was a lie to say he had been bs
and was pretty sue stone knew It was 3 Ties 8

Corel was willing to maintain the
Tio at a1 costs

\metiaionon 11/01/2018, Washington, District Of Columbia, United states (In Person)
[9]— Ducdnted 11/04/2018

veJ
Th doteinecomedianof FL hspptof he FB dsrogedecor. BORob dao tyne
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rr] ve
ey

After Ted Malloch was approached by the FBI, Stone wanted to know

"hich Corsi elayed To Stone. Stone relaned when
he heard it. Stone had been concerned 1]

Corsi recalled that Stone had said that Malloch knew Nigel Farage [7] bs
[Jand questioned why Malloch did not ask them for help. Corsi vc
was sure he - Stone's comment to Malloch in a FaceTime oT

When Stone made public comments about Assange and Wikileaks in August
2016, Cozsi thought at the time that he (Corsi) had to be the source of
that information. He thought Stone was not in touch with anyone else.

When Stone and Corsi talked on August 15, 2016, Corsi probably said he was
thinking that something about Podesta was coming out, but Corsi knew he
had previously said something from the Clinton Foundation was coming out,
50 he did not object to that being in the article. Corsi deduced that
since Assange said something damaging to Clinton was coming out, it meant
something related to Podesta.

When Stone made public comments and Corsi realized he was the source of bs
Stone's information, Corsi stopped talking. Corsi— be

Corsi remerbered that Stone told him ue
wre

FBI(19cv1278)-1410
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we

Donald Trump every day. Corsi wanted Trump to be President and wanted b1C

friend in embassy" in an act of self promotion. Corsi wanted to suggest he

FBI(190v1278)-1411
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Corsi did not recall writing the August 2, 2016 email but after reviewing
it the previous day was sure it was authentic. He was positive he wanted
to get in touch with Assange and wanted to motivate Malloch to get to
hssange. Corsi did not relay to Stone that he had asked Malloch to get to
hssange because he wanted himself to be important to Stone. It was self
promotion.

bs
Corsi thought he suggested to some people at WND that he had a connection be
to Assange, but thought he was vague about, using terms like "word is" and
“souzces are.” Corsi thought he suggested as much to_Juhen he told
him that he would go to London if WND bought him a ticker.

Shen Corsi and Stone spoke on the telephone whenCorsi[7] bs
[1 thete were 2 couple of points Corsi wanted to convey to Stone. bic
TIret, that he was moving forward with thinking the next thing fo come was
related to Podesta. Second, Corsi wanted Stone to think he had sources,
not that he came up with the information on his own. Corsi thought it was
more believable that he had sources than he came up with it on his own.

Corsi did not recall whether he told Stone whether Malloch did or did not
go see Assange. He thought Stone could have concluded Malloch went. Corsi
did not know why Stone did not ask more questions about Corsi's pivot from
the next dup of information being about the Clinton Foundation to being
about Podesta.

Corsi did not want to state that Malloch had seen Assange, because Malloch
may not have. Corsi had talked to and others, all who bs
were speculating about what Wikileaks had, so whem he said "word is® he bre
was being intentionally vague because had had spoken to people that were
amast about that sort of thing. Corsi really had figured it out but wanted
Stone to say he had sousces. Corsi did not recall telling Stone that
Valloch had gone to ses Assange or that he himself had seen Assange.

be

rr] -

bs

1] i.

FBI(190v1278)-1412
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stuff to balance the news cycle. Stone wanted the Podesta Stuff to come
out right then or at least coincident with the Billy Bush tape. Corsi was
pretty sure Stone was the one that told him about the tape. He had an
overwhelming impression it was Stone, but could not remember if their
conversation was in person, on the telephone, or by email.

Corsi did not recall exactly when he learned about the Billy Bush tape,
but was very sure it was before it was public. He remembered the line
about Trump "grabbing by the genitals" and being shocked by it. When it
came out publicly later that day, Corsi was not shocked by it because he
expected it.

Corsi initially thought he told people on a WND conference call on October
7, 2016 that the Billy Bush tape was coming and that he sent out a tweet
about whether anyone could get to Assange, but then reflected and said
maybe he did nothing.

Corsi reviewed his telephone records for October 7, 2016 and noted that
Stone called him three times that day. He thought Stone wanted him to pull
out all the stops and get to Assange, because Corsi had led him to believe
he (Corsi) could do it. Corsi thought, after reviewing his telephone
records that Stone called at 1:42 pm it had to be when Stone told him

1]
Valloch were on that conference call and that he told them about The Billy
Bush tape and it was a problem. Corsi thought he told Malloch to get to be
Assange if possible. Corsi thought he told Stone in a second phone call wre
that day that he (Corsi) had pushed Malloch as hard as he could to get to
Assange, but did not have a distinct memory of it. When the Podesta
information dropped that afternoon, Corsi thought to himself that Malloch
finally got to Assange.

Corsi did not know why he did not call Malloch right after the Wikileaks
dump on Podesta. He did not reach out to Stone because he was not sure if
Malloch had done it. Corsi did not really think Malloch was an effective
mechanism to get to Assange. Corsi did not really think Malloch had gotten
to Assange.

Corsi repeated that he had the strong impression Stone told him in advance
about the Billy Bush tape and that he told a conference call about it. He
could not rule out that it was the WND conference call 1] ss

FBI(190v1278)-1414
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ns
Se

bsHe

Cozsi did not zecall any conversations about Wikileaks, Stone, of Assange
during a dinner he had on January 7, 2017 with Malloch and [1] be

beSe

Sorel ew Stone vat waar congressional Soretiny
the times

FBI(19cv1278)-1416
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wshe

vs
[They we

ST BT Be aie To say meer oF Then had Sivan TronisieSrone
S24 nob want to be the tie vo Wikileaks. and Trump and be implicated in any
aTvgion Taverns eons hope POE It out vo SoeeEs WE 08 wit YS
To point haca mecavee Gores arceady ner. Cored idaet secarl ic Stone
2218 they would protect each other. acound the tine Loom

res 5 vie aware om Bis mint. 20 Sot iorily Tobersl I
TERT ToeTlssion Stone Mets him with:

we
To January, CorsT Tort WND and went To work at Tnfomars, 7e

re Corsi to DCT, where
he aot a TTC, Cori ove articles either
foie Tat Frateie Hate amt thes various postey tevive. Gored vot
[————Jwas a lot of noney, but it was not hard work and did not
TTT oT Thon. won moe oF wibulon wo eens von Goivs Sten
Tere to one por day. fle also Arete apinion pieces that sere published in

ue
0000] re

to Corsi on his own to work for Alex Jones. Stone told Corsi that WND was bIC

or at Son Tm a ore Tek LOR eer we wes + SEE
Sedionce. Tnioecs also paid mote than MND. Cotet mote these acticies a
Sector sor and did sone bresdcasts.

Corsi recatied that as the election cyele was wearing doun, Malloch made a
Contact in Tucker and wanted vo deliver a Jowbying conceack fo BOT. Corel
“ula have worked on the. conteact with his but ft 45d not work out.
Cored vas shALL voriing for Infoars [as of the imervien) but vas not
aia by nfoas ditecely. He did vers Aivile fof Tnfoers but still got
LE ad recent iy discussed the terms with InfoMacs ve” . YeTET TE Tea new promeens.
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omeeremy 13/07/2020
Jezome Cozsi, date of bizth 008) ["" was interviewed at the
Special Counsel's Office, located STII E Street SH, Mashington D.C, in the
presence of hisattorney,[J present were Fb: Special Agentfm] se
Lo conic: aseiotant Special Counsel Jeannie S. Rhee, AssiTiE Special 1
Towel Raton Zelinsky, and FEI Intelligence Analyst[7prior to
the interview, Corel signed a proffer agreement, orielnaily sTamed on 3/21/2018
After being advised of the purpose of the interview and identity of the
interviening agent, Corel provided the following information:
Corsi and Roger Stone were in contact at the end of 2016 and in early 2047, but
Cores aid not recall specific discussions. They were in touch by telephone, email
and text message. At that tine, Corsi did fot Know Whethe: Stone realiy perceived
Corsi a6 a source to Wikileaks. However, Corsi Reid himself out 88 & Source to
Wikileaks and he thought Stone believed it. Cosi never did anything to lead Stone
to believe otherwise. Corsi had figured it out and had sources that heiped hin
figure Lt out, and had locked in on Podesta. He thought he was right and the
information was helpful, and Stone thought the sane thing. Corsi did mot want to
dissuade Stone from believing Coro: had been Fight.

be
[Stone was looking for an open forum to tell the facts the se

77 Fe VaTEed To SR TRtught people would believe hin if he had a chance to get
Che information out there. Stone was plagued by dates and inconsistencies related
to Wikileaks and wanted to be able Lo explain that his big important statements
had actually happened atte othe: events. For example, that Stone had reached out
to Gueoifer after Guccifer had already gone public.
In Hay and June 2017, Corsi continued to do research on Podesta for Stone. Corsi
consulted with Ted Malloch, a banking expert, as part of this work: Cores told
Stone there was a Great body of information that Hillary Clinton and Podesta were vs
actually very close to [Russian President Vladimir] Putin themselves. Corsi BIC

believed Stone thought it was & very effective counter to the narrative that Trump

ve
wre

wotpsonon 11/02/2016 Washington, District Of Columbis, United States (fn Fersom
ee——J owedates 11/08/2016 se

—_— alae NY
We——000000000000 um
idtora eesotosF.1d od3py gr

10bedistributedoutsideyouragency. FBI(19cv1278)-1420
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Ducoremy 10/29/2018

Jerome Corsi, date of birth (DoB) [___] was interviewed at the
Special Counsel's Office, located at 395 E Street, SW, Washington, D.C.
Also present during the interview were Corsi's attorney J bs
Assistant Special Counsel (ASC) Aaron Zelinsky, Senior Assistant Special we
Counsel (SASC) Jeannie Rhee, SASC Andrew Goldstein, FBI Special Agents
 —— and FBI Intelligence Analyst

Corsi was advised his participation in the interview was voluntary and
the interview could be terminated at any moment of his choosing.

Corsi was also advised that multiple Special Agents of the FBI were
present in the interview and it was a crime to lie to them.

Corsi said he was sure he and Roger Stone had discussed Corsi's ability
to get to Julian Assange prior to an email dated 07/25/2016 where Stone
instructed Corsi to "Get to Assange.” Corsi said the email from Stone did
not come as a surprise. Corsi said communications prior to this email
would have occurred in person or over the phone. Corsi thought Assange
would know who Corsi was based on Corsi's writings. Additionally, Corsi
stated he and Stone had prior discussions regarding having Ted Malloch get
to Assange. Corsi said his conversations with Malloch usually took the
form of Facetime calls because Malloch liked Facetime. Malloch and Corsi
would sometimes communicate via phone calls, however. Corsi did not recall
exactly what Malloch said in response to Corsi's forvarded message from
Stone suggesting Malloch should get to Assange. Corsi did recall Malloch
was reluctant to do it, but got the impression he would try. Corsi said
Stone was pleased as a result. Corsi did not recall Malloch ever providing
information from Assange.

Corsi said ["""""""""" 1 vas told Assange had in his be
possession the emails of Johm Podesta, Corsi was also made aware that 1
Rssange would release the emails seriatim and not all at once. When asked
who provided Corsi with this infomation, Corsiresponded[om]

UNCLASSIFIED//EXG

imstigaionon 09/17/2016 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person)
mel 1 Ducati 09/19/2018 bs_ EEE we
WW 0 =

Thisdour coin cee sommdonconanof th:FL is te propery of he FB an snd routgy 4 ad crt ek
be bod oidory FBI(18cv1278)-1422
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Commationortosorer [2008 on OS/MV/2008 pw 2083
CC
the information to Stone. Corsi said Stone was pleased to hear this 1c
information.

Corsi was asked who else he told about Podesta's emails. Corsi bs

IR |
Corsi added that the "likely suspects" of whom he told about the

— hi
Corsi said many people were interested in Corsi getting in touch with

Assange. Corsi advised he did not get to Assange directly.
Corsi said his connections to the Donald Trump campaign included

Kellyanne Conway and Stephen Miller. Corsi had known Conway from her time
with the Council for National Policy (GNP) and Miller from Miller's time
serving as an aide to Senator Jeff Sessions. Corsi said he would publish
articles and send them to both the campaign and the White House. Corsi
indicated he would often not receive a response to his emails.

Corsi recalled two instances where Stone called Corsi after Corsi told v6
Stone about Podesta's emails.| bic

Corsi does not recall Stone saying Randy Credico was the source bs
ph L BIC

Stone 5310 Te had mo advance Tmonledse of ResanaeTs
TossessTon of Fodesta's emails to the House Permanent Select Committee of

UNCLASSIFIED//Pou. FBI(19cv1278)-1423
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Stone said Corsi was the reason for Stone's Podesta tweet [Agent Note: On BC
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Ducoremy 10/29/2018

Jerome Corsi, date of birth (008) [—] was interviewed at the
E. Barrett Prettyman United States Courthouse, located at 333 Constitution
Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C., 20001. Also present during the interview
were Corsits attorney[————— assistant Special Counsel (ASC) Aaron bs
Zelinsky, Senior Assistant Special Counsel (SASC) Jeannie Rhee, SASC b1C
Andrew Goldstein, FBI Special Agent and FBI
Intelligence Analyst After being advised of the
purpose of the interview and Identity of the interviewing agent, Corsi
provided the following information:

Corsi was advised his participation in the interview was voluntary and
he could terminate the interview at any time. Corsi was further advised
that intentionally providing false statements to FBI Agents was a
violation of federal law.

Corsi confirmed his statements from a previous interview conducted on 09
/17/2018 that he told Roger Stone (Stone), in or around August 2016, that
Wikileaks had the emails of John Podesta (Podesta) and would later release
then seriatin. Corsi advised this information was new to Stone, and Stone
was happy to hear it. Stone wanted Corsi to go into more detail regarding
when the emails would be released. Corsi and Stone discussed how the
emails would be very damaging Hillary Clinton (Clinton).

Corsi said, as of August 2016, he had watched and seen Podesta for a
long time. Corsi thought Wikileaks would release Podesta's emails serially
in order to continually feed the news cycle, as opposed to dropping all
the information at once. Corsi also thought Julian Assange (Assange) would
design the release of Podesta's emails to be an "October surprise.”

Corsi said there had to have been a lot of conversations with Stone
between August 2016 and 10/07/2016. During these conversations, Stone was
asking for further information regarding the timing and content of the
Podesta email release. Corsi assumed at that time that Stone would relay
this information to senior members of the Donald Trump campaign (the
campaign).

UNCLASSIFIED//ESUg

imstigaionon 09/21/2016 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person)
wee 1 Ducdnted 09/21/2018 BEpee Lan RB
W————7] 0000000000000
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bs
Corsi said some of the conversations between Stone 7c

3nd Corsi had been recorded by ey

be
bic

Corsi said after Assange did not release the Podesta emails on the date
expected in October 2016, Corsi was disappointed. Corsi thought he may
have posted a tweet saying something akin to "what's the drumbeat for
nothing?" Corsi was still confident Assange had the information despite
the delay.

Corsi recalled the day the Billy Bush tape was announced, Wikileaks
also began dropping Podesta's emails. ol

Corsi recalled he or Stone saying "Trump should reward us for what we
have done.”

be

be
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(Agent Note: At approximately 10:50 AM, attorney's from the SCO entered
into a verbal proffer agreement with Corsi and» 207  — ve

rr] ”
bs
Ie

be
wre

Ted Malloch
bs

] be
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vewewe

5wewe

5neHe

neTe

** Agent Note: Restroom break **

 —ET— uswe
Corsi was asked to describe his relationship with]
[1 corsi describedJas a crook, but admitted he had mo
E3515 Tor saying that. CorsT omTined he was in attendance at a dinner
withTJ in New York on[J Corsi described the food as "5
quality 3 Best." Corsi said the Glmer party included Corsi, Malloch, and
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Corsi said uanted to se
sic

wr frre Torresenting That Corel sould make 3 Tor of vovey IT To
were to ales come along, however, Gorsi thought the offer vas nonsense and
was therefore not interested. Corsi said the offer felt like a "con-job"
and got the impression Malloch was in on it.

) beCorsi was advised that after the dinner, 3%

or
=I

ve
wre

++ Agent Note: At this time, (2) identical written proffer agreements were
executed, a digital copy of which is included ina digital 1a ++

Corsi was asked about his relationship with Corsi
described ToESL aid not
recall how long he has Kmown[J or how they were introduced. Corsi
added he has never met in person. Corsi advised sends »esrchin i

ToreT SaTd Fs (Cor T™s) Taster
eomese TOTIIEy To Toretty Frimiciven and is often assisted by "Google
translate’ when reading Russian test. Corsi said sonet ines
contacts him

Corsi said many people contact him and he doesn’t aluays know who they
are. Corsi said it's as ifhas taken the

UNCLASSIFIED//ESucC FBI(19cv1278)-1429
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vehebo

october 7, 2016
Coes advised he had a Long conversation with Stone prior to the

release of HikiLeaks information on 10/07/2016 ana price fo the puvlic
Telease of the Billy Bush tape. (the tape). Corsi said stone must have told
Rin wnat would be. in the tape because Gots knew the content of the tapesSnalasing the uote. bot gesting wwe, Prior to its reese. Corel
Initially recatied instructing Stone to have MikiLeaks release informationto counteract the effect of the tape. Corsi recalled Stone seping that was
2 goa San ant woula get 1% done. Stone subsequently asia me conplered
The task. Corel recalled Stone being congratuiatory and saying things like
men 1a thie ana wwe macosededn ana rinie will diffuse Ter after the
Viniieaks Teloase. Coral sock mien to mean Stone ane Arsange.

Corsi. subsequently recalled the aforementioned sot of vents
atime,

Corsi. said Stone called Corsi prior to the release of the tape and the
Wikizeaks publications. Stone. advised Cora the tape vas coming our. It
van ot tai time Cores lentmed sour the enact rece coptained vithin the
jt to be released tape regarding grabbing women.[J be

|—PR A ar TrNE
Toe TTR Seon Thome to14 Cored ro ave Wikibenks rep the
Podesta emails immediatery. Corel sate he mound do it. pecause Corel had
no direce acoess to Resange or Wikiiests, Cote said he may nave sent out
pstic puesta because Cost Ynos Aasamge en essing nis tecers.
e+ agent wove:[1] we

Corsi said after 10/03/2016, Corsi vas blasting Assange on Twitter
saying how the absence of an expected release was a "big. Letdomn.n Corsi
Tala the inbent of mis tweets wes to conmmicate to Aeaunge to avop the
emails immediately, intimating “now is the time."

gotet was ssid vest hur exkiun by ogi 4b Snbinss Wig teineee oF
Wikizeaks materia on 10/07/2016. Coral said there was a daily 1100 Pt EST
conterence cari at Rorltetbaily (WD) to talk about the neva of the day.
The MND daily call was often attendedby] je
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C7]corsi said sometimes various WND bs
writers would attend the conference call. bc

Corsi said on 10/07/2016, on the conference call, and because Corsi had
no direct means to get to Assange, Corsi instructed anyone who could reach
Assange should get to him immediately. Corsi said the pressure was
enormous and recalled telling the board the tape was coming soon.

Corsi did not recall anyone telling him they successfully communicated
with Assange subsequent to the conference call. Corsi was convinced,
however, it was through his efforts that Wikileaks released Podesta's
emails when they did. Corsi recalled telling people he and Stone vere
responsible. Corsi was very happy about the Wikileaks release and
remembered contacting Stone who was also very happy. Corsi and Stone
discussed making sure both got credit from Trump for the release. Corsi
uanted Stone to make sure Trump knew Corsi was involved. Stone assured
Corsi that Trump would get the message.

— .bsCorsi said] called him the night prior to the captioned be
interview. Tas called Corsi multiple times sine Corsi

Corsi has told[Jhe would
TRATCAted to Corsi that a report has been given to Trump

Tegarding What Corsi had been doing. Corsi said[__Jhas a meeting with
Trump for approximately 15 minutes every Monday/Tuesday. Corsi does not
know if this is true.

told Corsi to remember[Jtalks to Assange. Corsi said b6
Was feeding him an excuse To use with investigators. bic

3
—————— hedbre

1 .
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Jerome Robert Corsi, date of birth (poB)[] social security bs
account number[7] was interviewsd ST The Special Counsel's BIC
Office, 395 © STTest SW, Washington DC 20024. Corsi was accompanied by his
et

Tee TT Te Ter Tee FT Sen Re
#51 sh] o1 Intelligence Analyst (1h)

reTatenh TPeeiok Torttott meron Tarsotnrs Sir
Ses Got Somers Soe:
Prior to the interview, [Jasked if the Special Counsel's Office planned bs
to record the interview. [_Jwas advised it would not be recorded and BIC

[J inquired as to whether or not he could record the interview. [J]was
ee int. 20 coms mo ah ahs oh Abeotmanie orator Tegheh Thee
Gutside of the interview location for security purposes. SAL——] then
inquired as to whether or not [and/or Corsi had recorded the
conversation in SA []sucar, during the transport of Corsi from The
Maylouer hotel to Te Spevial Counsels Office. Both[= and Corsi
Es sateenty Sits rain Ge HIT font Ara Tore Tit
to have asked sA[_] for permission prior to doing so.

»te

tm SS/08/2015 a eshingron, District of comple, vnited states mre yoo
wo 1 ecto 95/11/2010
W———— bseSAA

10 distributed ousideyourages. FBI(19cv1278)-1433
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7
bE

Corsi was advised the interview was entirely voluntary and that he could
discontinue it or take a break to speak with his attorney at any time.
Corsi was further advised that intentional false statements during this
interview would be a violation of federal law. After being advised of the
identities of the interviewing Agents, Corsi provided the following
information:

Corsi began by providing a brief description of his background. Corsi
worked for WorldNetDaily (ND) from approximately 2004 to 2017. Corsi quit
working for WND shortly after the election, at the encouragement of Roger
Stone. Stone told Corsi that WND was not visible enough and that Corsi
should go to work for Alex Jones at Infowars instead. Stone believed Jones
had a much more visible platform with videos and a strong Internet
presence. Corsi continues to work for Infowars and they still pay him.
Corsi initially started at Infovars as the Washington Bureau Chief and had
an office near the Metro Center.

Shortly after joining Infowars, Corsi sought to obtain press credentials
for the White House. He ultimately received them, but only for a day.
Corsi tried to visit the White House after his first visit and was turned
away at the West gate. A Secret Service Agent told Corsi that his
credentials were no longer valid so he went to a coffee shop across the
Street and telephoned a subordinate at the White House. Corsi's contact
advised hin that Infowars was not recognized as an official news
organization by the White House. Corsi believed it was a result of a
previous interview that Jones did with Donald J. Trump. Corsi became
frustrated because his former organization, MND, was also trying to get
hin press credentials at both the White House and Congress. Corsi would
have received the credentials because WND was officially recognized as a
news organization by the White House.

Corsi first met Trump's father, Fred Trump, in 1985. Corsi had been
working in the financial services sector at a company called Marketing
One, based in Portland, Oregon. Corsi was a frequent visitor of The Plaza
Hotel in New York and was virtually living out of one of their hotel
rooms. Corsi was such a frequent guest that the hotel staff granted him a
private dining table in the Edwardian Room. When Trump purchased The Plaza
Hotel he often paid personal visits to the prominent guests, like Corsi.
That is how Corsi initially met Trump and Corsi has remained in contact

FBI(190v1278)-1434
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with him ever since. Trump aluays treated Corsi as a paying customer and
the two have maintained a business-like relationship with one another over
the years.

In 2008, Corsi started the "birth certificate issue,” which was a
conspiracy theory alleging that Barack Obama was ineligible to be
President of the United States because he was not a natural born citizen
of the United States as required by law. Corsi had been working to publish
a book entitled, "Where is the Birth Certificate,” when Trump became
interested in the topic. Trump often called Corsi to speak about the birth
certificate issue. Corsi described his conversations with Trump as being
one-sided, where Trump would often ask Corsi for his opinion and once
Corsi began to speak, Trump would cut him off and tell Corsi what he
thought about the topic. Corsi often left the phone calls feeling as if he
had said a lot, but said nothing at all. Corsi remembered having
approximately six phone calls with Trump about the birth certificate
issue. Corsi was in Florida when Obama publicly released his birth
certificate. Corsi received a call fron who told Corsi he bs
better put the television on. Shortly after, Corsi got a phone call from IC
Trump. Trump told Corsi he saw the birth certificate and that he was
finished with the topic. Corsi did not hear from Trump again about that

In June 2016, Corsi visited the campaign headquarters at Trump Tower in
New York. He visited the office on the 7th floor, which was tiny and
completely empty. Corsi saw Corey Lewandowski and Hope Hicks there but did
not see or interact with Trump. Corsi tried to engage Lewandowski in
conversation but Lewandowski had his head buried in a computer and only
made short verbal acknowledgments to Corsi such as, "wh huh." Corsi was
introduced to one of the assistants at the campaign, a ladynamed, [———]
Last Name Unknown (LNU). [Agent Note: Corsi used the name LN but bs

to buy a Make America Great Again (MAGA) hat and then Took him to see to
Michael Cohen.

Corsi rarely engaged with Trump directly and relayed messages to Trump
through Cohen. Corsi could call Cohen for anything but Cohen was often
“disconnected” and Corsi's messages to Trump were sometimes relayed and
sometimes they were not. Cohen's desk was full of memorabilia, documents,
papers, and junk. Corsi described Cohen as a "casino guy" who often dealt
with matters haphazardly, only to get pulled into a separate conversation
by the next person who entered the room.

Corsi described the first time he met Cohen.[ took Corsi to bs
Cohen's office and Cohen immediately invited him in. Cohen was in the 7c
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middle of a conversation with another man in his office and Corsi felt as
if the other man was annoyed because he had interrupted their
conversation. Shortly thereafter, Cohen received a phone call from a
representative from the New York Yankees. Cohen took the phone call and
spoke loudly to the representative, in front of both Corsi and the other
man. A short time later, another individual came into Cohen's office and
pressed Cohen to sign some papers that urgently needed to be completed.
Cohen did so and then looked at Corsi and said, "let's go meet some
people.” Cohen then took Corsi around the office to meet everyone. Corsi
felt as if Cohen was unable to focus on anything.

|

bc
BE

bs
BIC
BIE

6

] ’

BE

Corsi has known Stone since early 2016. Corsi began interviewing Stone for
WND and Corsi recorded his initial conversations with Stone as a means of
taking notes for the interviews. Corsi only recorded the initial
conversations, up until March 2016, and stopped when he and Stone began to
develop a working relationship with one another. Corsi relayed that he
spoke with Stone frequently, but not a lot. Corsi relayed that Stone
seemed to only speak to Corsi when he needed something researched or
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Corsi was asked if he ever told Stone that he had an indirect contact with
Assange. Corsi stated that he had not. When asked if Stone ever asked
Corsi to ask anyone else to get in touch with Assange, Corsi stated that
he had not.

Corsi was aware of Stone's public statements in Broward County, Florida on bs
our about August 15, 2016, where Stone publicly stated he was in contact 1c
with Assange. Corsi remembered having a phone call with Stone on the day
before, during which Stone told Corsi he was in contact with Assange.

Corsi was aware of additional public reporting about Stone having an
indirect contact with Assange through a radio personality. Corsi never
spoke with the radio show host and could not recall "any information about
that guy."

When asked if he ever represented to Stone that he had information from
Assange, Corsi stated that he did not. Corsi explained that he did not
want to speak about Assange in general because he did not want to be under
investigation about it at a later time. Corsi recalled that after June
2016, Stone asked him to get in touch with Assange and Corsi said, "I'm
not doing it." Corsi never indicated to Stone that he had a sub-source who
could get information from Assange, nor did Corsi ever indicate that he
Would try to get in touch with Assange, either directly or indirectly.
Corsi never tried to contact a sub-source to get information from Assange.

bs
b1C

bs
Ed

At the conclusion of this interview, Corsi and his attorney were driven
back to The Mayflower in SA Bucar. During the transport, Corsi bs
made several statements to SK ESES
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DOCUMENT RESTRICTED TO CASE PARTICIPANTS
This document contains information that is restricted to case participants.

ra mroremEn emery
This information is the property of the FBI and nay be distributed to state, tribal,
or local government law enforcement officials with a need-to-know. Further
distribution without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to
ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes
unauthorized access.

(Uppesser On October 19, 2017, SSA contacted K.T. McParland by ba
telephone and left messages at her home and on her cell be
phoneC7] mcrarland returned Ssh fs call from her cell bre
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a mm th min ww]
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Duofem _ 12/03/2018

on 11/27/2018, sA[]1a]special counsel be
Prosecutor Andrew WeISsamm and Assistant 0s Attorney bc
interviewed WILLIAM "SAU" PATTEN at the DC US Attorney's Office. PATTEN
was represented by his counsel, Stuart Sears. After being advised of the
identities of the interview team, PATTEN provided the following
information:

Before the start of the interview, PATTEN was advised of his obligation to
be truthful with federal investigators.

C1 ve
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PATTEN had worked with| PATTEN had him place some articles in 1
European press regarding OB. had placed an article in The Hill in Bre
late 2016. PATTEN had ghostwritten the article on behalf of]
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Sam Patten was interviewed at the Office of Special Counsel in
Hashington, D.C. Present at the interview were SAL — 1a bs
[Jand senior Special Prosecutor (5°) ANGTSW wre
WTF wen. vom GEL HE GET Fart. date, Soneries
onorator 116, and parallegall1] Patton as presented with a
proffer agreement which he avd FIs SEECTTRT Signed and dated. SF
Weissmann explained the proffer agreement to Patton and his attorney, and
they stated they had no Questions regarding the agreement. After being
avived oF the Heriity of vhe interviewing Agent and the nevire of the
Interview, Patten provided the following informations
Presidential Inaugural Comittee (10)
I

neonoe

Patten advised that in 2000, while he worked on the Bush campaign, he
obtained tickets for the PIC and this was his first “orientation” to the
Pic. Patten personally believed that paying for PIC tickets was a waste
of money, but pursued the matter because his client, [| wanted the
tickets.

Patten contacted his friend| Jto see if be tad any contacts bE
at the PIC who he could Leverast To Gt Eldhets.L—— Jacvised that he B
Tt a aa we Sh DG wh wrtTy we TEST Trent Tet

Patten, at the tine he was attempting to provure PIC tickets for]
wan vs Tats Torin sin wows Deine? Trim Friis Wore

votes US/Z2/7015 » Washingion District of Columbia, United states (in rerson
wl oto 05/25/2010 88

731 =
goateeSSEEmm——bees
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contributions to the PIC. Patten was aware of this rule fron an email
that [sent hin from the PIC, which stated that the PIC could not bs
accept contributions from foreign nationals. However, the email stated be

that a foreign national could attend the BIC as long as they did not
provide any financial contribution.

Patten stated thatwas utilized as the straw purchaser for the
PIC tickets so it would SIGRal that the tickets were being paid by a
foreign national. Pattenrs expectation vas that| Juould pay Patten back
for the tickets and Patten would then pay bac Patten stated
that he understood that disclosing that a foreign national, [J was
actually paying for the PIG tickets vas illegal and wrong:

Ultimately, contributed money to the PIC and obtained four
cickets. be

oe

Patten attended one of the PIC events with[_] Patten and[ stayed
for one drink and one dance, and then they both departed the STemt. This
was the last time Patten saw[ ]during this trip to Washington, D.C.

een

1soa
we
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Patten also has registered under the LDA exemption for the work he
Patten's client, Imstructed him not To register under FARA and register be
under. the 10m evenprion.  parten advised shat he initiatly examined tne
TAATAgin Rog aBg

vised by SP Weissmann not to provide any communications he had with his
ttommeyy. After Patten consulted with his FARA attorneys he was
concerned that he had not register under FARA for his [“Jwork. However,
Patton did not seek FARA legal advice from an attorney Fegarding his]
ori

1.
1 we

[Juas a company set up by Patten and for their overseas
pOTIT ICAL conspibing ork: bateen and They
Tere combining eastern expertise WT FATE WIAD
Cipertise to FST T political consulting company. Tho eel
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veos not nave a written contract for the work they conauct for] 26,
Tavides| TJuith Uhsainian political advice. in 2015, Patten werbid on

rayoral capain. Patten ses paid fron ay oifshore
Een ih teea to pay parcen Hover, Dom] cota
Patten CREE TR ROT TI From him. Pavian understond that FATES from
on SEtshore acount was considered “clean names Shion vas accountable.
Batten had seen other ocple in Ohraine being paid in cath provided in
roi paper bags. Patten stated hat tris sas hot “clean mores.”

]

on=

Konstantine imi
sattonts relationship with Kilimik dates back to 2001 uhen Kilimik

worked for Patten at the International Republican stitute (FAD) in
SatPo St artisan wine Wied Beton Sates 10 5
IRI, Patten worke: Collins. At IRI, Patten first reported to $i

nen Cn as tne ata pat who vores ot
TTT Tabeta orFAET TRIE Ribston in huseia vas Co ongase with atl
political pareies in Russia, but Patten focused on the Rassion Liberal
Partice. Kilimmik nas. the most senior Toreiam national working at IAT
Tren Eaten arrived. Patron 41d not Kno now Ki1inod andes up working
for THT. Wile at FRI, Kilimix souetines traveled to other THT offices

other coumtaies To hip train erpioyecs: Patten eft Russia to work
fox TRT in Tea in 2008. During nis cine at 135s Kilimnix and Pacer
Secame a Friends.

—— TTEITEET ba
TR PTS To Rae ST RT Te Ftten thatLo] oe

Trtroduie Kitimik co vanarors,  Kilimnik sored for Nanafort TFTTE aise
working at IAI which violated INI's policy. Ultimately, this is shyKilimik wes Tired from TRI While vorking for Manaforts Kilimix worked
Vth the "had gaya Leer VEL Conversely, IRF supported che orange
Revolutiontired Kilimnik from IRI. Patten never
heard that FETT wav FIraT Because of his connections to Aussion
Sehiisence.

Patten stated that people Joked that Killmik was a Russian
intelligence officer. Patten stated that KiLinnik wes a transistor vhen he
vas in tne Rastan atny for 7 years and then he worred in the Russian

FBI(190v1278)-1489
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Conmonorroozar (U)_Sam Patten on 05/22/2018 py 7 of 14

during one of these trips, Kilimnik went to New York to meet Manafort at a
cigar bar. This refreshed Patten's recollection that there were tuo trips
to New York by Kilimnik in the spring and summer of 2016.

be
7a
bre

The second trip Kilimik made to the U.S. was in late July 2016 or
early August 2016. Patten thinks Kilimik stayed at his house for one
night. The next morning, Kilimnik traveled to New York to meet with
Manatort.

U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI)

Patten stated that he intentionally did not provide documents or
testinony to the SSCI regarding the PIC tickets because he did mot wa
incriminate himself. Moreover, he did not want to expose his Fypa ve
[to ssc1 or law enforcement scrutiny.

bs
a
bre

Patten stated he knew he crossed the line and should have registered
for his FARA Jiork. Patten stated that when he testified to the SSC bs
regarding his FARA work, he knew he was in the grey but at the time he did be
not want to believe he crossed the line. This is why he told the SSCI that
he did not represent foreign governments in the U.S. Patten stated that he

FBI(19cv1278)-1491
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veI<
oe

Regarding the SSCI's question related to whether Patten knew who Victor
Boyarkin vas, Patten stated that he aid not lie to the SSCI because he
didn't realize at the time that the name they asked about was the Victor
“ho he had previously met online via Skype:

Patten stated that he read a Washington Post article that published an
enaid swohange Setvesn Nanafort and NLiimik Teyarding
Deripaska. However, Patten and Kilinnik did not discuss this article very
mach. Patten stated that when Kilimnik visited Manafort in New York in
2016, during the Trump campaign, and they discussed the money that vas
cued to Manafort by the Ukraine.
Viktor Yanukovych (VF)

Patten referred to vr[Jad that v¥ went "orth," which
he stated was a reference To Fassia. Fatten was aware of Vi's criminal
past and stated that VI betrayed his political mandate to move Ukraine to
The West. Patten also stated that VY had corruption issues. Patten
stated that[____Tuas the ring leader of the the[7] be
[JiLin Fd = TEESToTR viewpoint of VY than Patten. ve

on March 24, 2015, Patten and Kilinnik had a Skype call with
VY. Kilimnik vas in Moscow with VY during the Skype call. Patten felt UY
vas testing Patten's knowledge of Guinea during the call.

Patten met Jand he told Patten that he gave money to both
the Democrats/CIinton and The Republicans.
Payments to Journalists/Bloggers

FBI(190v1278)-1403
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Commas (0 50% Tatten on 05/22/2018 pe 10 of 14

Patten stated that paying Journalists/bloggers in the Ukraine to write
an article on your behalf 12 common. Patten has paid Journalists to write
articles not only in Ukraine, but also in Burope and the U.S.
Specifically, Patten paid the followigg psoplefentities tc write and place
of articles: (1) A brussels PR fim | oases in Londons
(2) a French PR tim; (3) and
utilizes various aliases To place articles SL ESL ESiats with soeial
nedia strategy: and (4) A US: Journalistilo oo] tron]

who vas paid to write ToT supporting The
FoTToy agenda introduced Patten to

[em Patten TEL offered to pay [> write the editorial. The bs
money came from the b7C

bea
we

5son
we

Tabs 1-3, 6 and 15
Patten revieved the sails in tabs 1:3, 6 and 15, ang stated that these

emails shou that batten
[Faron erp aired That

The CTs of These emails, 7 TrTed To rw = Fhstinction in his mind
FBI(19cv1278)-1494
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steve Bannon
Patten was introduced to Bannon in July or August 2016 by |

hile Bannon sas SLILI the head of Breitbart.Lo Juss a friend ST FETE po
“nd Bannon. Subsequently, Sammon offered PatiET IT opportunity write an op hie
ota me piniishad by Breitberd as well as to appear on a Breitbart radio
show. Later, [was the interlocutor who arranged a meeting between
Batten and SATE hen Bannon was sorking at che hice Rosse.

2atten was shoun a test betweenand satan uners[ rade a
reference vo Bannon and knorledge SRE DNC dears prion TS Their release:
Patten stated he docs not zemenber any conversations about the DNC of the
Foundation referenced in the test. Eatton stated ho never had any
substantive conversations with [or Bannan about Wikileaks (or any

FBI(19cv1278)-1496
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Patten told[Jana Bannon that

.

wf
Patten did file an LDA for his work for the] bc

[Jevoke to these individuals and told Patten nat tuo men in suits

intentionally deleted chats he had on Threema. bc

”

.
old Patten that the FBI called mim. Pattentoldlo that he BE

had not done anything wrong and to tell the FBI the truth. They bre

FBI(19cv1278)-1497



discussed the tickets|| purchased from the PIC for Patten, and they BS
both stated to each other they did not do anything wrong. They never ve

that he did not believe he ever told Jthat the true source of the

2g
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Ducato 08/06/2018

Sam Patten was interviewed at the Office of Special Counsel (5CO) in
Washington, D.C. Present at the interview were SAL Jand ve
Senior Special Prosecutor (SP) Andrew Weissmann. Patten was represented by ne

attorney Stuart Sears, Schertler & onorato, LL, and paralegal|]
[J ratten vas presented with a proffer agreement which ne Sd his
TTToTReT signed and dated. SP Weissmann explained the proffer agreement to
Patten and his attorney, and they stated they had no questions regarding
the agreement. 5° eissnann advised Patten that it was a federal crime to
singly make any false or Trautdlent statement: to federal lav
enforcement including the FBI and DOJ. Patten advised he
understood. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent
and the mature of the interview, Patten provided the following information:
2007

In 2007, Patten was a contractor for Greenberg, Quinlan, and Rosner,
and worked on a campaign in Ukraine for Yushenko. Patten’s job was to
Gevelop adds for the campaign. Patten did not know how the Firm was paid
57 Yeotenko, but there were raters Ghat one Sf the Uiraiwian cligarohe:
potentially Akimoto, provided the funding

se
I<re

Patton's First Engagement in Ukraine with|
Patten and Kilinnik talked sbout working together in Uirsine for shout|
oi ve

<4

ncnpmnn 05/30/2010 u Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (in Fersom
wo oucana 0573172018 ve
1 oe
ise coeestoro FO Ie etoF oeet

10bedistributedoutside youragency. FBI(19cv1278)-1499
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ve

] :

re

During this vine period, Manafort vas working for the Opposition Block
(0B) in Ukraine and was referred to as the “old owl” because he was known
for providing big picture advice. Kilimnik ran Manafort’s office, DMP, in
Ukraine and set up Patten fo work out of DW's office. The support staff
at DW's office were made up of local Ukrainians.

5s
re

RIO Gates ie EISqIeRiiy Woried Sut of BES Trrate SFE,
oa eat Nanatort 1178 Po Yas western
Tcaning - he would inject TeTTeT TeenIny SomeTTS Ts Fb translations,
and also worked on the production of media adds they developed. Manafort
vas aware of Pattents work orlJKilinnik had his own office and
Manafort’s office had a picturé OF a trained monkey, which according to
Kilimnik was a reference to VY.

ns
aoe

TaRRToTe ToT FatTen That Fe vas pron oF Bet Treo TR
Trrainian politics and the Bast versus the West conflict. The initial
meeting was a breakfast meeting at the Hyatt Kiev. Manafort asked Patten
about his background and spoke highly of Kilimnik referring to him as a
“powerful little dude.” Manafort advised Patten to fight every battle with

Ukrainians. fle stated that he is considered one of them (Ukrainian) and
they trust him like he is one of them. Manafort stated his Job was to work
on long tem canpaian

Torssver, Fe TERRE TR TR be
boss and that Patten should do what he says. ba<

The second meeting with anafort was on Ukrainian election night and
Patten had dinner with Manafort and Gates:[om ——]
[J me results of the election were positive for Manafort and Patten
Tooauss the OB doubled its expectations regarding the number of seats they
won in the election, The Slscwssion at dimer was broad and mostly
discussed the election results. Patten brought up that someone, Patten
Could not remenber who, was working for an oligarch. Manafort asked Patten

FBI(190v1278)-1500



During this engagement, Patten metwith[ three or four times and the
meetings wezs. in Daghion at the tire meeCTi, they eiseused the

wemr

After the election Patten returned to the v.s.[
That Vanaort Fad Two TIRITatIonsT (17 Fe would not get involved in the ws

Patten was hired by to look at some post-electoral strategies. Patten be
Ukraine for this work. bre

Pe ERT

we
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That he was not interested.

The last time Pattten was in Ukraine vas in October 2017 »
Jo
ic

|] ve
rr OI io
[Toso ror Tix] [becawse]  Jrhought that we

Over the past three months, Kilimnik and Patten have been working on
preparing for the anticipated spring 2019 Ukrainian elections. Patten
stated that the OB was disjointed and not focused, and were figuring out
nat tne ture herds for them 2CC they also word on a poll wie Formed on mops be
Potential presidential campaign. a

for wre
The work they did over The past Three months.

Patten and
To Patten. Horeover

FBI(19cv1278)-1504
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we

[Jcontacted Patten this past week to travel to Ukraine. Patten

travel back to Ukraine on 06/07/2018 or 06/08/2018. =

we

we

FBI(19cv1278)-1505
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Patton was shown an enaid tron[Juhich stated, "we are unable to 38
accept contributions from foreign nationals. . . Yes. The donor has to we

Patten initially stated that he only focused on the part of the email
“hich stated the donor has to attend and not that they were unable to
accept contributions from foreign nationals. AC this point in the
Interview Pattents attorney asked to take a break and spoke in private
Vith his Client. After the break, Patten stated that he was letting the
justifications he came up with in his mind get in the way of the truth.
Patton stated that this was a “wink and a nod Sort of thing” and at the
Time be 919 not think it eas 8 big deal To illegally use foreign money to
pay for PIC tickets. Patten stated he knew foreign Nationals could not
donate to the PIC, and that he utilizedJas a straw donor to
Hide the Tact that the true donor was aLFSTSTIn TeCTonal which vas illegal.
Patten was shown an email fron[to fatten dated]

had other avenues to get more tickets to the PIC. When SL found out that be
the le wanted more tickets. A

Patton was shown an email he sentto]

Patten was shown the email chain in Tab 1
neJ

nsFerrer Fe etree Tere bm
did not know who] is that is referenced in the email. bic

patton had a conversation wit

FBI(190v1278)-1506
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EE— ol

Significantly note money Sf he was going to. register under PARA: and (2)

ue

Compan to lp tony.

us

fatten was shown documents related to Dos cutreach (Tab 15)
FBI(190v1278)-1507
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Patten was shown documents in Tab 25 BTA

C1 ue
After Manafort was fired from the Trump Campaign, ER
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Dacoteny 08/07/2016

San Patten was interviewed telephonically by the Office of Special ve
Counsel (3500) in Washington, D.C. Present at the interview were ssAL—] bi
[nc senior special Prosecutor (5°) Andrew Weissmann. Patten was
Tepresented by attorney Stuart Sears, Schertler & Onorato, LLP. After
being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of
the interview, Patten provided the following information:

Prior to beginning the interview, SP Weissmann advised Patten and his
attorney that this telephonic interview was being conducted pursuant fo
the previously signed proffer agreement and all the protections and
requirements under the proffer agreement still applied. Patten and his
attorney stated that they understood and concurred.

be
7a
<4

Patten stated that he may have]
bs
a
wre

\wtitmon 08/12/2015 3 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Phone)
eros bsao cma 06/22/2010. ome dnt ve

w be
0sBtomtesetie commas orono FS.epee FBa et ntey Haeent
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Sam Patten was interviewed at the Office of Special Counsel (500) in
Washington, D.C. Present at the interview were SSAL Jena bs
Senior Special Prosecutor (SP) Andrew Weissmann. Patten was represented by we

SISTag Sunt Semen Atarior 4 tntmatu BP) wt Tarho)
[J Patten vas presented with a proffer agreement which he and his
TESTRey signed and dated. SF Weissmann explained the proffer agreement to
Patten and his attorney, and they stated they had no Questions regarding
the agreement. SP Weissrann advised Patten that it was a federal crime fo
Smovingly nak any Tales or Trauielent statement vo federal law
enforcement including the FBI and DoJ. Patten advised he
Understood. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent
ad Tor Tire oF Whe InGarvines Feiibem Grovided The TATwn LAE

ss
Sa—] oe

ve
[contacted Patten to see if Patten was BIA

available to work on a campaign for a Ukrainian candidate. She did not ad

Tell Patton the nam of the candidate. Patten advised he was not available
but referred her to[or]- Patten's friend who was a political

5seA

votomn 05/06/7010 4 Washingion District of Columbia, United states (in rerson
wee 1 Ducdntea 06/22/2018 6
WJ 1 oe
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be
=n<4

Patten thinks he may have contacted another lobbying firm to work for
[Tre cas weer avs apvamerers bswre

Patten and be=mwre

Patten recalled a conversation

Patten understood that if he vas going to file an accurate FARA
registration, he vould have to disclose the work he dia for the oF] be
However, Patten did not give a lot of thought as to whether he would have we
to disclose which oligarch paid for which project.

ss<A
se

be
7we

Department of State (00S)
FBI(19cv1278)-1513
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

omer 10/31/2010

Willian Samuel Patten, date of birth Tuas interviewed at the BE
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were ©
#57 specialAgentLo and Assistant Special Counsels (ASC)
Fron Wetsmmeon Sl Tom Ee Boat: Sraerts terremaing Setien wes
attorney Stuart Sears. After being advised of the identities of the
interviewers and the nature of the interview, Patten provided the
following informations

Patton posted a statement about his guilty plea on his restricted
FaceBook page. Patton believes that] b6

C
sation sovioved 2 to ue

Sarat Travel TET A
Tater oes not know why wre

Teukovych referred to Paul MaTSFore ad TIS corsultants oe

RE TR ERRTCE
TTT The svar STestions Faten worked for fo Jin the
interests of the Opposition Bloc. After pation STESTSd RIF Guilty plea,
———"Juicte Patton saying that all of Patten's work vas
Tor Tre opposIiIon Boe, Patton had not met Manafort
before this travel to Kyiv:

Fetter Fd vores For TosRoReTReTS party Tn ORS
TOTP TIRSRET Slee ions.

'UNCLASSIFIED/7Fove—
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sess

parallel campaigns but there was very little coordination. Patten sent b7A

we

Davis Manatort. Former FarEy of Felons members ToTt Tat They were being BTA
politically persecuted.|Jorobably sent it to Patten for ideas on
how to get coverage of tHe TEREST[|might have

UNCLASSIFIED//Feve— FBI(19cv1278)-1516
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SeFTO ATT OT TORT

TI ori or Contac wae FRR
Patten revieved a in response to a news

article that Patten hal Sent Tn
5son
we

Patten reviewed a 01/05/2017 e-mail chain between Patten and]
and other people at the BGR Group. Patten wrote the newsletter and BOR
Sent it out. Patten included the FARA disclaimer language because he
assumed that BGR distributed the newsletter to U.S. Goverment officials.
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of WILLIAM SAMUEL PATTEN. PATTEN welcomed SA into his home and ma

sa Jused nis pog-issucd iphone to photograph] mages
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Duco 10/10/2018

Paul 3. Manafort, date ofbirth[Jvas interviewed at the vs
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were be
Ee  ———————D0 Attorney James Manny and Assistant Special Coumsels (RSC) Andrew
Weissmann and Greg Andres. Present representing Manafort were attorneys
Richard lestling and Thomas Zehnle. After being advised of the identities
of the interviewers and the nature of the interview, Manafort provided the
following information:

Manafort met during the campaign. worked as a bes mpaisn. [J heTRATort believeswas introduced to the
Campalon Through Corey Lewandowski. Manafort recallsmeeting Jehree
times: in the campaign offices in April or May 2016; at Thomas Barrack's
California house during a fundraiser; and at the Republican National
Convention. Manafort did not have any business dealings with
[ “Minatort does not nave any information resarsingl7]
Tovestments.

'UNCLASSIFIED//Fove
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Paul J. Manafort, date of birth[] was interviewed at the bE
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were be

w

x
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Ducoremy 11/07/2018

Paul J. Manafort, date of birth|was interviewed at the bs
Office of the Special Counsel in WasITGEOR, D.C. The interviewers were Bx
£81 Special Agents £81 Forensic
Accountant 2nd Resistant Special Counsels (ASC) Andrew
Weissmann and Greg Andres. Present representing Mamafort were attorneys
Richard Westling and Thomas Zehnle. After being advised of the identities
of the interviewers and the nature of the interview, Manafort provided the
following information:

bs
BA
bic

v6
I
jo
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Manatort planned canpaign mailings during the primaries. The campaign
had previously used a company associated with Gorey Lewandowski. Mamafort
thought that the company's rates vere too high because, in part,
Leuandowski and others were taking a cut. [Jnad dealt with mail
vendors while he worked at the Republican NATTSHAT Comittee (RNG) so bs
Manafort asked him to recommend a group. 7%

CT
Manafort reviewed an e-mail fron

Gates. beenwe

Vamatort Ted
beer = To Te = = Ler Te Te ener maidivae

Text messages between Manafort and Sean Hannity were read to
Manafort. Excluding conversations with his attorneys, Manafort received
information on possible leaks of information by the Department of Justice
(003) regarding his case from Jason Maloni, Roger Stone, Sean Hannity and
[———— one of these individuals had first hand knowledge of the
TERT Ty repeated information learned from their contacts in the
press. Manafort has no specific facts or allegations regarding any leaks
from the DoJ regarding his case.
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On 1/24/2018, Manafort wrote to Hannity "[pler our conversation this

mn
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Paul 3. Manafort, date of birth Juas interviewed at the be
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were be
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION outs 02/01/2001

LL IETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS), date of birth
o08] . raring Agents at nis
sesiason, Tooael = Chicago, Titinois
PAho ra roe or is amas
NY,a| TTT ET TE |
the. inital TERE VIER PRR as[ee
PAPADOPOULOS was seduested to accompany the TESTVISRTRg FGents To The T51
Chicago Field Office. in order to farther conduc the interview in secure
and private environment. PAPADOROULOS was told that the interview vas
Toluntary on nis pare. and that he Has not under arrest. PAEADOPOVLOS vas
Further advised that the nature of the. intervier ues to discuss a contact
of his, who carzently resides in New York.

m D/A) PAPADOPOULOS agreed to accompany the Agents back to the Chicago
rice. and was driven to that location in Special Agen] b
Jureau-issued vehicle. PAPADOPOULOS was interviewed at the Chicago ws

TESTI Gbice and vas then reruzned to his residence in ALJrenicie.

[0 DA subsequent to the incervies, PAPROOROULOS sent sh [Jew ne
email communications. Those email communications are documented for the Ld

File as a digital 1h attachment to this communication.
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(] D//SS) GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOBOVLOS), date of birth
on tervieued at GEORGE+s 105. CREM & SWEETS,
LocatST TSO TR Chark stpastod
60640. PAPADOPOULOS resides at chicace,Tirinets 40625, pis personal oTL Fos TET TF ona his
email adores Ao rare of Sh

Fo ate Taro From previous Tntorvien on January 27, 2017. se
TRETIOR105 was advised that the navare of this interview was to seek his
potential coperation In an orgeing PeCional SeOITIvs Metter, SrOREYBelated to the infomation that ne provided dusing the interview on Jansary
T7, B017. TAEADOROULOS was then advised that this interview wan entirety
Voluntary and that he could discontinue speaking with SH—— Jat any time.
PAPADOPOULOS agreed 20 the interview and sated that he VESTS vo heat more
about how he could potentially nelp the FBI.

{1 Dime) ssTrelayed that tho FBI vas secking out PAADOROULOS* ve
cooperation specifically in an attempt to obtain further information about B7c
Rio Hondon-based contacts JOSEER MIFSUD, at. the LONDON CENTRE OF
ITERATION, LAH PRACTICE.

{fl DRA) PAPADOPOULOS provided that subsequent to the interview on
Jantar 27, 2017, ho. congucted several GOOGLE searches for MIFSUD. In doing
so. EREADOROULOS Laentitied many open source Internet articles that selates
TEESUD vo both Russia and the Reemiin. Addisionaily, PAERDOPOVLOS knew
HIESUD to be an associate of a Russian discussion chub of some sort. ”

{bw sehen asked if MIESUD had ever introduced PAPADOPOULOS BIE

Fesponded that the individual who was reportedly PUTIN'S niece was the
Eerate Ano PAPADOPOULOS. LaentLEied in his Folrow-up email to ohLoon
Jamiany 27, 2017 (OLGA VINGGRADOVAI. PAPADOPOULOS recalled this FEFETe was
Initially introduced to him as one of MIFSUDNs students, but PAEADOTOVLOS

n: 1.4(b)
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CommatonofD302 of PAPADOPOULOS. on 02/01/2017 pe 20f4

had later heard grumblings from NAGI IDRIS (IDRIS) that she was actually
BUTIN's niece; or a relative in some capacity. PAPADOPOULOS stated that he
has never met with any Russian government officials and that the meeting
With teh Russian Ambassador never happened. PAPADOPOULOS identified IDRIS
as being the Director of the LONDON CENTRE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE.

{T) {/#e) PAPADOPOULOS recalled that MIFSUD was often attempting to act as
a middle-man, and coordinating all things related to Russia at the LONDON
CENTRE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE. PAPADOPOULOS could mot provide any
further specifics on uhat those activities were, but remembered that he
seemed to be actively trying to coordinate all the Russian activities.
PAPADOPOULOS stated that in his opinion, he believed MIFSUD was doing
side-business activities of some sort in order to make money on the side.
PAPADOPOULOS recalled meeting with MIFSUD on a few occasions, possibly a
total of three times.

Mpa siJehen asked if PAPADOPOULOS had mentioned anything to be
the TRUMP team regarding MIFSUD's statements about having prior knowledge se
of the Russian's intent to release HILLARY CLINTON'S emails during the 2016
Presidential campaign. To this, PAPADOPOULOS recalled that he may have
thrown MIFSUD's name out during the campaign, as he knew him to be a
middle-nan for all things Russian. PAPADOPOULOS then added that it was his
job as a Foreign Policy Adviser for DONALD J. TRUMP, to connect with
Foreign governments on behalf of the campaign. When asked if he could
recall the time frame in which he may have thrown MIFSUD'S name out during
the campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that it probably would have occurred
somewhere circa February or March of 2016.

Ll D/448) MIFSUD recently reached out to PAPADOPOULOS and indicated that
he may be traveling to Washington, DC in February of 2017. PAPADOPOULOS
could not recall the exact date, but stated that it may be on or about
February 11, 2017.

wo DS/A%8 PAPADOPOULOS will be traveling to London in approximately three
weeks, to give a talk at a university that he was formerly affiliated
With. PAPADOPOULOS stated that during this travel, he could potentially
meet with MIFSUD. PAPADOPOULOS provided that he is no longer seeking a job
with the Presidential Administration and that he is now focusing on his new
career, which is providing talks and presentations such as the upcoming
event in London. PAPADOPOULOS stated that he is now "GEORGE PAPADOPOULOS
private citizen". Additionally, PAPADOPOULOS expressed his interest in
attending law school in the future.

[i] D(A When asked about his contact, SERGEI MILLIAN (MILLIAN),

SEoRET/ proroms FBI(190v1278)-1562
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mn (pee) sa[__Jtold PAPADOPOULOS that his position as a Foreign Policy ~~ BS
Adviser for a Presidential Administration may have made him a target of wie

Des sn[Jinquired about PAPADOOULOS® cellular telephone and ve
whether or he not still wanted the FBI to analyze the the phone for malware bc

ww DXA%8 PAPADOPOULOS directly asked sA[T_Jif he was the subject of an

through the course of a national Security investigation, and that was the BS

LE IR/AH On several occasions during this interview, PAPADOPOULOS stated

official agreement with the FBI. On those occasions, SA relayed to ve

‘Smonan//erore FBI(190v1278)-1563
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BRPADOPOULOS that this interview was voluntary, and that his future
cooperation would continue to be voluntary and confidential in nature:

(Tl DX/AWS PAPADOPOULOS stated that, for his protection, he would be seek
out legal advice from an attorney on the following day, and that he vould
contact SAL_—Jafter speaking with that attorney. When asked who his ve
attorney was, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he would be getting one tomorrow. bie

PREADOPOULOS then provided that he would be telling the attorney that he
wanted to cooperate with the FBI.

{Tl OCA at the conclusion of the interview, PAPADOPOVLOS provided that
he would be meeting someone for dinner deuntour, at an Armenian restaurant
near Michigan Avenue and Ohio Strect. SL Jottered PAPADOPOULOS a ride pg
into the city, which he accepted. PAPADOPOULOS was driven to downtown re
Ghicage in SAL———JSureat-issued veticle and vas dropped Off near the
corner of Bast CHITago Avenue and North Miles Van Der Rohe Way. Upon
exiting SALJ vehicle, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he would be speaking
Yo his attommey nd then he wanted "to get something going with this in the
future.

Ee FBI(190v1278)-1564
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w #4 On February 1, 2017 at approximately 3:45 PM, Special Agent bs
telephoned and spoke with GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS. vic

PAPADOPOULOS was reached on his personal cell phone number of

owe ssreauested to ect with eneacoRouios as a forton-up to
his interview with the FBI on January 27, 2017. PAPADOPOULOS was further v6
advised that SA[__Jwished to discuss future opportunities with sc
PAPADOPOULOS regarding his potential cooperation in matters that were
discussed during the previous interview.

wy {X/Awe PAPADOPOULOS agreed to meet with SAL Jand suggested a meet
time of 5:00 PM later that evening. PAPADOPOULOS suggested the meeting we
occur at the GEORGE'S ICE CREAM & SWEETS coffee shop, located at 5306 North pyc
Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois 60640. SALJconfirmed the meet time and
location and the call was ended.
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(Tj ¥CAw on February 2, 2017, FBI Special AgentJuchangea 2%
several text messages, telephone calls, and e-mails with GEORGE DEMETRIOS e
PAPADOPOULOS.

w Dm At approximately 4:15 2, sal laced a phone call to bs
PAPADOPOULOS’ cell phone number of pn voicemail notification 7
stated that the mail box was full and could not receive any more messages
at that time.

0 D(A) Beginning at approximately 4:22 Bl, sA[___Jexchanged several bs
text messages with PAPADOPOULOS. The following is a Feplication of the text BC
message exchanges:

sa as22 ow: ve
Hey George give me a quick call when you get a second ©

PAPADOPOULOS - 4:58 PM:
sey[ Ja bit busy at the moment. Having discussed the matter with
a Lawyer, Rave been advised not to engage in this matter any longer,
including what was floated yesterday. I truly feel proud that was able
to do my part to assist with everything I know but as you saw yesterday
there vas nothing else to add and we had a nice coffee but nothing of
substance. An not in the administration and am simply moving on with my
life in the private sector in Chicago. You guys are the professionals
and am sure you can deal with that person if he truly is a threat.
Can't help anymore than I have. If there is something directly related
to me then that's another matter. I'll be free in a couple hours if you
have to call about me directly. Thanks.

Yeah If we could talk directly that would be good. No problem on what
ve discussed yesterday. I do need to speak with you about one last
issue though

on: 1.4(5)
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PAEADOBOULOS - 5:01 Pus
Ok let me give you a call in about 45 minutes when I get alone

J ior om:
T'IT Tang out up north. If you can call me when you're free that'd be bE
great. I'd like to meet up with you one last time to clear up this last »7C
fssue tonignt
a] sion ows
Sounds good

WA ac 5:48 ow, sllTJreceived a carl tron pazavorouros. ss]
requested to meet with PAPADOPOULOS for an interview that evening. be
PAPADOPOULOS stated that he was willing to meet with SAL Jat the same Lo
Location as the previcss meeting, and Proposed & time of E130 PH that
evening. (The previous interview Location nas the GEORGE'S ICE CREAM &
SHEETS coffee shop located at 5306 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois
60840.1

[I OKA) Ac 5:59 ou, BABADOOULOS telephoned SAL Jand stated that he
had spoken to an attorney, who advised that he GidiTE Ret with the FBI
that evening. SAL]advised PAPADOPOULOS that the attorney could be nepresent for the ITETView. PAPADOBOULOS then inguired about the nature of BIC
The interview. PAPAOOROULOS was advised tha was to sock additional
Etoempan bts (ott a Paawivet Tain wh SEE Gr SbRS:
PAEADOPOULOS stated that he wanted to meet with SAL Jthat evening and
that he would speak to his attorney and return a cAI TS SAL |

m DXA At 6:08 PM, PAPADOPOULOS telephoned SA and stated that he be
vas advised by his attorney not to mest with SA Jthat evening. fePAPADOPOULOS proposed to meet withSAL Jon Monday at the FBI Chicago
Field Office with his attorney present. FAPAOOROULOS agreed to contact his
attorney and arrange for a time on Monday to conduct the interview.

@ DXA ac 6:39 my, sA[Jsent one email message to PAPADOPOULOS, ve
stating the following: Per our telephone call, please let me know what time  B7C
you will be coning In on Monday: We will also need the mame of your
attomeyts) ahead of tine in otder to facilitate access in our hellding.

n D/A At 7:15 BM, PAPADOPOULOS responded with the following message:
WALL dof Looking forward to getting to the bottom of this finally. 6
I'1l let you know when I know. we

SoeRET/fercen/nerert FBI(1901278)-1567
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on GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS), date of birthrar ne
located at 53 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illij kre

et Sei To Teron
FT The chit TIVIST " sossing, POT Chicas
Rasoctate. Division Counsel and FB Headquarters office of
Division Counsel RepresentarTos) sory Special
re art weet Tem eAPADOZOULOS
var areTTeT That Te Pau of this intervier WaT To SOT Settional
atificerion on information that was Provided by PAPRDOPOVEOS during two
previous Intervicns with the FBT. After being advised of the nature of the
Ervereiou and the: dentition of the intervieucre, PAPAOZOULOS provided the
folloning informations

(I} D/A PAPADOPOULOS was asked to recall the details surrounding his
knowledge of Russia's intent to release. information during the 2016
Presidential carpaign, which he had previously reported hearing from
Uobased Foreign nationals JOSEPH MIFSUD (HIFSUD)

on DR/A%B1 PAPADOPOULOS initially met MIFSUD during a business trip to
Rone At the tines PAPADOPOULOS was working fox the TONDON CENTRE OF
INTERNATIONAL LW PRACTICE and MIFSUD was board member at a untversity
Shot PAEADOROULDS had formerly sttenden, His imteosuseien to HIFUD was
Facilitated by a middleman, who was then the Director of the LONDON CENTRE
OF INTERNATIONAL LAN PRACTICE"s Washington, 0C-based office. PAADOROULOS
Secalled that MEESOD vas alse involved in a think sank of some sort at the
Cine. PAPADOPOULOS had Bunch with MIFSUD in Rome, and recalled that HIFSUD
vas gloating about his pase positions. One of those positions was a former
diplomat in Malta. PAPADOPOULOS assessed that MITSUD nas trying to inpross
Rims given that PAERDOROOLOS had recently come Off of mis aqvisory position
for the BEN CARSON (CARTON) campeien,

ion: 1.4(b)
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{J} DRA Upon returning to London, MIFSUD reached out to PAPADOPOULOS and

[I] OKA) PAPADOPOULOS recalled having breakfast with MIFSUD at a five

{X/A%8) PAPADOPOULOS recalled another meeting with MIFSUD in London,

fi) D/A When asked if he ever spoke with the Russian female again,

BERET]Aero FBI(19cv1278)-1570
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at the LONDON CENTRE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE, but that those rumors
turned out to be false. PAPADOPOULOS recently conducted several GOOGLE
searches for PUTIN and found that he doesn't actually have a niece.
PAPADOPOULOS has maintained e-mail communication with the Russian female,
but his last communication with her occurred "months ago". PAPADOPOULOS and
his Attorneys agreed to provide the interviewing Agents with her email
address and phone number.

m D//#) When asked if PAPADOPOULOS had ever met a Russian Ambassador
during his time in London, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he never did.
PAPADOPOULOS then added that he had lied to the TRUMP about having a
meeting with a Russian Ambassador. When asked uhy he lied to the TRUMP
organization, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he was a young, 28 year old who was
trying to impress the other members of the TRUMP team with his connections.
PAPADOPOULOS added that he may have sent an email about meeting a Russian
Arbassador to the members of TRUMP's foreign policy advisory team, which
vas not true. When asked who the members of that team vere, PAPADOPOULOS
provided the names of SAM CLOVIS, KIETH KELLOGG, WALID PHARES, JOSEPH
SCHMITZ, CARTER PAGE, and possibly CORY LEWANDOWSKI. When asked whether or
not MICHREL FLYNN and PAUL MANAFORT were part of that team, PAPADOPOULOS
stated that he didn't believe either of those two individuals were part of
the campaign during that time period.

[i] X/A%) When asked if PAPADOPOULOS had told any foreign government
officials, either from hostile or friendly countries, about the Russians
intent to disclose information during the 2016 Presidential campaign,
PAPADOPOULOS stated that he did not. PAPADOPOULOS then elaborated and
stated that he never thought about the comments that MIFSUD had made ever
again, until his interview with the FBI on January 27, 2017. When asked if
PAPADOPOULOS told anyone about the Russians intent to disclose information
during the campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he did not, and that he was
"sticking to that story."

w D/A) When asked if he told anyone in the TRUMP campaign about his
knowledge of the Russia's intent to disclose information during the
campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he did not. When asked if he was made
aware of any other suggestions that were made by the Russians to assist the
TRUMP campaign team during the 2016 election, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he
vas not. When asked if it was possible that PAPADOPOULOS could have had a
discussion with someone regarding the Russians intent to disclose
information during the campaign, and that PAPADOPOULOS could have
inadvertently forgotten that conversation, PAPADOPOULOS stated that it was
Rot possible and that he never spoke to anyone about that issue.
PAPADOPOULOS was then asked if it was possible that he had such a

‘SEoReI/Aererv FBI(190v1278)-1571
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conversation with someone at a social gathering, a nightclub, or perhaps at
a cocktail party of some sort, to which he again denied the possibility of
such an occurrence.

on D€/Aves PAPADOPOULOS recalled that he threw out MIFSUD's name to the
TRUMP team during the campaign, circa March or April of 2016. When asked
whether or not anyone in the TRUMP team had reached out to MIESUD
subsequent to that event, PAPADOBOULOS stated that to the best of his
knowledge no one from the TRUMP campaign had reached out to MIFSUD.
PAPADOPOULOS relayed that during March or April of 2016, PAPADOPOULOS was
proposing that the TRUMP team take several foreign policy trips like he had
done in support of the CARSON campaign. PAPADOPOULOS threw out MIFSUD's
name as a potential intermediary for the campaign, who could introduce the
TRUMP team to European diplomats in support those foreign policy trips. The
trips ultimately never came to fruition however, as the TRUMP campaign was
instead focused on moving their campaign activities back into the United
States, and was moving away from foreign policy trip discussions at that
time.

o (A When asked whether or not he was aware of any other individuals
in the TRUMP team who had received a suggestion by the Russians to assist
the campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that if that happened, he was not privy
to it.

{0} D/A PAPADOPOULOS provided that MIFSUD recently reached out to him
via email, and advised that he was in Washington, DC at the time of this
interview. PAPADOPOULOS remembered that MIFSUD had also reached out to him
several months ago, regarding a potential business deal, but PAPADOPOULOS
never took him up on it.

on {K/A¥) PAPADOPOULOS further recalled that MIFSUD had introduced him to
a former HARVARD graduate, who was an expert on Saudi Arabian
matters. PAPADOPOULOS could not recall the name of this individual, but
remembered that he spoke about banning Muslims in the United States.
PAPADOPOULOS recalled having several meetings with this individual,
beginning in approximately March of 2016. PAPADOPOULOS denied ever
discussing the topic of the Russian's possession of CLINTON's emails with
this individual.

LL] DUA) When asked whether or not PAPADOPOULOS received any form of
compensation from the TRUMP campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he was a
volunteer and that he never received any form of payment or reimbursement
from the TRUMP campaign.
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(0/48689) On Thursday, February 16, 2017 at or around 4:370M EST, FBI
Assistant General Counsel (AGC) Jor tne National ve
Security and Cyber Law Branch (NSCLB) contacted attorne: Jos La

the BREEN AND PUGH Jew Firm via somal
rier to fact1 eave 3 Forion 5 Toeervian Tor rox

TSR WIT GEORG ehenoosouios.
(0/peoser Bt or around 544m £57,[responded to the e-mail and
requestedLoL is mobo Tone at Tio carts co BE
The morbet ToT TST Voicemail with a Fonato spRariny RAT
believed was Arabic. After exchanging another eomat with JEe Sontirm
the number, at or around +497 25,Jreached Tad inforned
hin that the FB had follor up ques ST TEoR The rebrassy 0) 2017
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the Line, Lo informedLoom] nat. shoAROPOUIL WEE STS SR TRE SA1L.
CJ then Summarized the Tmtormation] provided during the
TTTTTer call and then provpred PAPADOPOUIES TO Macuss.
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[then interjected and asked PAPADOPOULOS when he Wem om mic

[™ uere scoring his perspective on the U.5. presidential election bic
and oo with the PAPADOPOULOS then recalled bE

wm 1]
PAPADOPOULOS’ meeting with JOSEPH MIFSUD. PAPADOPOULOS responded that he b6

J

server e-mails bre

those news stories with PAPADOPOULOS. PAPADOPOULOS denied ze
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(07reeves [then advised that he would discuss these responses ne
with Sh]and that PAPADOPOULOS would likely need to discuss these bc
raters again with SAL] as well as follow up questions, because
CE not SEEeTa) nent. [ana PAPADOPOULOS wore receptive
To Tre request andl—Joked 0 emmail hin with details. The
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On uly 27, 2017, GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS) date of
biren oom] social security account numer (ssa)[____]  bS
[inaI rogersSOY.sun Pn Rigs
TRERATIONL ATRPOSE in Dulles, VivgTRIT, TREADO7ONOS nas srcested besed
on probable cause of violations of 16 U.S.C. § 1001 and 18 U.S.C. §
1519, This arrest was directly coordinated with the DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE, OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSBL (DOJ SPECTAL COUNSEL).

At approximately 7:27 BY, FBI Agents observed PAPADOOVLOS
taking on airport pedestrian taxi moving between tuo terminals at
DULLES AIRPORT. Special Agent (SA) [ound 5A vs
[Jitentificq themselves To FAPROOPOVGS Tn! escorted we
him to the US CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION AGENCY area in the

International terminal. PAPADOPOULOS was taken into custody by FBI
Agents at approximately 7:43 PM. PAPADOBOULOS was made aware that
he was being asrested For false statements provided to the FBI
during his intervien on January 57, 2017.

PAPADOPOULOS was allowed to finalize his US CUSTOMS paperwork
documenting his return to the United States. A photograph of that
paperwork was taken and is enclosed for the file as a digital 1n
attachment to this FD-302. FBI Agents coordinated with US CUSTONS
representatives to retrieve PAPADOPOULOS' checked luggage; however,
the Agents were informed that PAPADOPOULOS’ Luggage was not one
board with hin on his Flight from Germany. PAPADOBOULOS was then
Informed that his luggage would likely he delivered fo either
Dulles or Chicago on the following day. FBI agents relayed that
information to PAPADOPOULOS who seemed baffled that his luggage did

not make 56 on the E1ights
at approximately 7:50 4, SA Jread the Advise ve

of Rights Form [FD-395) aloud to PAPADOPOULOS. PAPADOPOULOS »e
affirmed that he understood his rights and advised that he was
still represented by his attorne with

Tespect to this matter. SA Then vised
PAPADOPOULOS that the Agents would not ask PAPADOPOULOS any further

Invesigmionon 07/27/2017 a Dulles, Virginia, United States (In Person) »

NE wine Ce
ER
vimanaSet

10bedistributedoutside your agency. FBI(19cv1278)-1576
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questions about this investigation, without his attorney being
present. A copy of the Advice of Rights form is enclosed for the
file as a digital 1A attachment to this FD-302. The original
document will be maintained in a physical 1A envelope.

PAPADOPOULOS was then advised that representatives from the
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ) OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL were
attempting to contact BREEN about PAPADOPOULOS' arrest and that
PAPADOPOULOS would be allowed to speakwith[__ Jupon the bs
conclusion of the standard booking and processing procedures. hd

PAPADOPOULOS then made several unsolicited statements to the
Agents. PAPADOPOULOS stated that he had provided all of his
information to the US SENATE regarding this matter, in the form of
a written statement. PAPADOPOULOS then conveyed that he would like
to cooperate with the United States Government and that he's not
trying to hide anything. PAPADOPOULOS conveyed that he had
previously assisted the interviewing Agents by providing the names
of certain individuals who he deemed to be of interest for this
matter and that he was only able to provide the information that he
remembered. PAPADOPOULOS then stated that if he had forgotten
something, that doesn't necessarily mean that he's lying.

sa Jenen reminded PAPADOPOULOS that he was represented by a
an attorney, and that the Agents would not be engaging with
PAPADOPOULOS on this matter without his attorney being present.
PAPADOPOULOS stated that he understood, and then added that he has
a tendency to over-exaggerate a lot of things and that he was only
twenty-eight years old when he was thrust into the national
Spotlight with all of this. PAPADOPOULOS again relayed that he had
all of that information in his statement to the US SENATE.

Subsequent to the arrest, Agents seized various items from
PAPADOPOULOS which were on his person at the time of his arrest.
Those items are depicted in the attached Receipt for Property [FD-
597] forms, which are enclosed for the file as a digital 1A
attachment to this FD-302. The original forms are being maintained
in a physical 1A envelope.

Agents present at DULLES AIRPORT at the time of PAPADORQUIQS'
arvestwere salJs — Jel ] i

CC— dermsad — — Tel 7] ©
al Tel ja Te
LsTJoscermq_______1]

FBI(190v1278)-1577
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FIELD OFFICE (WFO), NORTH VIRGINIA RESIDENT AGENCY (NVRA), located

was transported in SAL——————Jen1_issued venicle. bs
Transport began at approximately 8:09 PM with a beginning mileage B71

5cqerding this matter. PAPADOPOULOS stated TFET
was not officially representing him, but PAPADOPOULOS wished to

lt mnAAA TR AR AY
Put relayed tRAT FREADOROULOS wousd be aliousd to sontactl oe]
upon arrival and processing at WFO/NVEA, as Juas representing BS.
didn't understand why he was in the current situation that he was,

when both FLYNN and NANAFORT are not. SAL—Jagain reminded

Transport to WFO/NVRA concluded at approximately 8:39 PM with an 5

accordance with standard FBI arrest procedures. Corresponding

digital 1A attachments to this FD-302. The original documents will

a food, water, and coffee; while he was waiting to speak with his

attorney. PAPADOPOULOS was informed that DOJ/SPECIAL COUNSEL had
made contact with his attorney regarding his ars At

approninately $150 PN, PAPADOROULOS spore aethe ue
telephone.

FBI(19cv1278)-1578
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retrieve the evidence identified that the equipment failed to
Prodtce. any audio or video evidence during that time period.

At one point while PAPADOPOULOS was waiting in the booking room

he expressed concern ith the fact hat he wes Just a small Eien ve
ond yer ne was Going to look lire the fall guy for this se
Iveatigarion, SAPRSOPOULOS did not clarify his statements an
further ad was again reminded Of his reprasenuation bylo]

At approximately 10:40 PM PAPADOPOULOS was provided with coffee

and water. and PAPADOPOULOS thanked the agents For treating him very
well. PAPADOPOULOS made an additional telephone call with[_1] bs
from a private room, which occurred between approximately 10:46 PM B7c
ana 10:57 Ba:

on July 26, 2017 at approximately 12:56 A, PAPADOPOULOS was
transported From NFO/NVRA to the ALEKANDRIA DETENTION CENTER. (RC),2001 WAI Road, Mewandria Virginia 22314, where he see hovsed for
fhe remainder Gf the morning. PAPADOPOVLOS was transported in SA

Lo Lr Lotued vehicle. Beginning mileage for the se
Transport was 17781.8. FBI Agents and PAPADOPOULOS arrived at the se
ADC at approximately 1:41 AM. Ending mileage for the transport was

17820.2. Agents present during this transport were SA

CTsb a
Upon arrival at the ADC, custody of PAPADOPOULOS was

relinquished to ADC personnel. Docimentacion related to
PREADGPOULOS processing at the ADC 15 enclosed for the file as a
Gigitar 1h attachment to this FD302. The original paperwork is
being maintained in a physical 1A envelope for the file.

FBI(19cv1278)-1579
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION -

Dacoremy 09/28/2017

a 10S PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS), date )
Social Security Account Nunber (SSAN) vas

TrteTviewed aT the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI, Chicago Field
Office, 2111 Hest Roosevelt Road GOGOT. Present during the interview were SS
enenpopoULOS! Attorneys] _Japal Fer special
Agent (sm were] et Intelligence
analyst (IAJspecial Counsel Attorney ARRON ZELINSKY,
and Special Cosel RETOTTey, FWDREW GOLDSTEIN.

+5 rex Doors
4
wre

5 Fox Doors

bs
wre

5 rex Dogon

be
bre

\mstpmonm 08/10/2017 _ Chicago, Illinois, United States (In Person)
Fille § ic 08/14/2017 »e| Du dnted ve
“ bre
0sdtonescmosoroanof FHL 1stheproperty FL a od fut5 2sntset
eoowsto FETS 270-1550
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(W) Proffer interview - George Demetrios
Conimtimaf#Da02of Papadopoulos - August 10, 2017. on 08/10/2017 pugs 2 0f &

Co Fer Dog/ore

b5 Pex DOJ/o1P

JPRERTOROUTES SEtaTred
an Interview with the BENJAMIN CARSON (CARSON) campaign and ultimately
received a position in that campaign. PAPADOPOULOS was paid]

B5 per Dog/otp

Tr early Watch
oT 7016, PAPADOPOULOS had a onehour Telephone Interview with CLOVIS for a
position in the TRUMP campaign.

TREADOPOULOS recalled
The Topic of Russia came up during his phone call with CLOVIS, in the
context that CLOVIS had mentioned that Russia would be a very important
aspect of the TRUMP campaign.

Towards the end of
The CATT, CLOVIS as ke: TT Re Was Teady To be publicly brought
on to the TRUMP campaign as part of the foreign policy team.

During the approximate dates of March 12, 2016 to March 17, 2016,
PAPADOPOULOS took a trip to Rome with several other members of the LCILE.
The purpose Of that trip was to meet with individuals at the LINK CAMPUS

FBI(190v1278)-1581



UNIVERSITY in Rome. bS Per DOJ/OIP

we
Tt was during that trip that PAPADOPOULOS Bre

[ eacavoroutos comFirmed That STERough MEFSUS Worked

a

PAPADOPOULOS met with MIESUD again in London,[Jsper Dou/ore

FO ——

ex oso

we

FBI(190v1278)-1582
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On or about March 30, 2016, PAPADOPOULOS traveled to Washington, DC to
attend a foreign policy meeting vith the TMP campaign. The meeting was
Held on March 31, 7016 at the TRUMP hotel in Washington, DC. Both TRUMP
and JEFF SESSIONS (SESSIONS) vere at the meeting, which was the first tine
PAPADOPOULOS had met either TRUMP or SESSIONS in person. 5 Pex DoI/0TR

seSe

ASor oos/ore

The Haxch 31, 2016 meeting began with each person at the table
providing a brief description of their background and hat they brought to
the table for the foreign policy ten. PAPADOFOULOS spoke about his
previous vork in the Mediterranean energy sector and brought up a
Fotantial meeting vith the Fx vo/ore

In response to PAPADOPOULOS" proposal for meeting with the Russians,
Dap stated he vas interested py payor
[seston stated ne vas STFS TRESTETERT TRI TOTSTT FIT Tk to
TESTE TSTHard with the idea. It was PAPADOPOULOS! overall impression that

FBI(19cv1278)-1583
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(0) Proffer interview - George Demetrios
Conimtimaf#Da02of Papadopoulos - August 10, 2017. on 08/10/2017 pug 5 of &

TRUMP was supportive of the idea and SESSIONS was even more supportive
than TRUMP. BS Pex D0/01P

PAPADOPOULOS was never reprimanded for Proposing a meeting with
The Russians, therefore he began organizing a foreign policy trip to

Later in the campaign, MIFSUD introduced PAPADOPOULOS to a member of
the RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL (RIAC), named IVAN TIMOFEEV
(TIMOFEEV). PAPADOPOULOS) 8 Pex DOI/0TP

The Second call Seemed Strange To PAPADOROULSS, T°
TAT TRere Was STatic noise on the call and it seemed as if TIMOFEEV was
) B of that the call was ) monitored in some-

CC]Fer Dos/ote

The Agents then asked PAPADOPOULOS who he told about the Russians
having dirt on CLINTON. PAPADOPOULOS stated to the best of his
recollection, he did not tell anyone that information. BS per Do/0T?

RERDOEO0L0S Stated Tie aid
Tot recall telling anyone on the campaign]

FBI(190v1278)-1584
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(0) Proffer interview - George Demetrios
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JunBS Pex DOT/OTR

rT
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(0) Proffer interview - George Demetrios
Conmationof FD302of Papadopoulos - August 11, 2017. on 08/11/2017 pe 3 of 11

TTBex DO3/0TR

FOREIGN POLICY MEETING

the March 31, 2016 meetin: bS Per DOJ/OIP

bE
bc

Co Pex DOI/0TR

[PAPADOPOULOS brought up the proposal of meeting with the Russians
b5 per DOJ/OTE

PAPADOPOULOS GTETRATe Takeaway Tron The meeting was
That TROWE was Supportive of his idea and that SESSIONS was more
supportive than TRUMP.

ex Dos/ore

FBI(190v1278)-1500
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Commoners Fapadopoutos ugar, 11s 3037: on DOIN py 5or 11

[Ey p—[Jeneavorouios stated to the best of his recollection he remembered
TIOTIS Being upset after PAPADOPOULOS said, “Sam, I think they have hor
emails. PAEADOROULOS then reiterated he wes not certain if that svent
actually happened of if he was wrongfully remembering an event which did

CT]sex bos/ore

CTTex nosjore

Co Tex bosfore

Tex no3jor?
ns

CTFox nosjore
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TTex Do3/0TR

5 er DOJ/OTR

]Fer pos/ore

CTBex DO3/OTR

CC]ex Do3/oTR

CTBex DoS/0TR
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7or

IBh

CC])

Ih

1] .
5 Per DOJ/0TP

bs
vic
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CC ex Dog/oTe

55 wer DoI/0TR

bs
7c

5 vex DoI/OTR

bs
7c

55 rer DOI/0TR
be
7c

BS Per Dog/oTR

6
3

55 Bex DOJ/OTR

bs
7c
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55 Bex DoJ/OTR
b6
3

55 Bex DOJ/OTR

bs
7c

55 er DOI/0TR

bs
7c

BS ser pou/ore

b6
1c

BS Per Do3/oTR

be
7c
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION -

omar _11/07/2017

GEORGE DIMITRIOS PAPADOPOULOS, date of bir] social 5
Security Account Number (55)Lome] was TRESTVISNST TT The sReEN ¢ BC
Tia Low office 53 West Jackeon SEEIOE, Tuite 1015, chicasor 1limis
60604. present during the interview were PAPADOPOULOS’ Attorneyslo

ond £01 special agent 58)
err

TEeTTaT Come Attorney AARON ZELINSKY, and SSESTET CSRSST REST
ANDRE GOLDSTEIN.
CTTox nosjore

Ter conjors

ns

CC]Tos consoes

wort 09/15/7017» Chicago, Tliinols, united states (tn erson)
ns see S220 BB

PiAE————_r—SSEmST
10 distributed ousideyourages. FBI(19cv1278)-1599
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1 Frotfer interview - George Dimitrios
Contmacnct oar Papadopoulos - September 19, 2017 on 03/13/2017 pe 2 of 22

1 bs Pex pov/otEve
wre

55 Sex Dogon:

bs
je

5 eer Dogon:
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Innediately following the court hearing for GEDIGE D. BAPADOZOVLOS on
october 5, 2017, PAP : oyf—————Jrequested a
PAPADOPOULOS. [Fold SA That PAPADOPOULOS would be contacting SA
[airectiy regarding an Issue he had been having with his email

ond a cortesponding velcenais

a TREroutos called feon telephone mbes

on october 5, 2017 at approxinately 1:00 7, 5Aatcenpted toxetirn PRPADOZOVLOSa phone. call and spoke vith PRVTDSEDLCS. ne
While PAPADOPOULOS was in Washington, D.C., he was unable to access his BC

Confirmed ho would tare those actions. FAPROOPOULGS further advised his ”
Jhad been in contact with SA b7C

Fore Ten

had attempted to contact him. PAPADOPOULOS stated they had not and advised bE
he was maintaining strict confidentiality with regards to this matter. SA ve

[then inquired as to whether anyone from the TRUMP CAMPAIGN had
TETerated to contact hin and he stated they had not. FAPADOFOULOS agreed

1 canted 11/01/2017 vewl 1 ee ean,

TEPITT eeBamm Bm



FD. en 050810)

(U) Telephone calls with George D.
ConimaimafD302 Papadopoulos on 10/31/2017 pug 2 0f 2

to keep the FBI and the Special Counsel aware of any future attempts to
contact him by either of the two.

on October 31, 2017 at approximately 12:45 PM, SA laced a phone 6
call to PAPADOPOULOS. PAPADOPOULOS subsequently returned SA Joa12 re
and advised several news media organizations were parked outside of his
residence and were attempting to contact him through social media
applications. PAPADOPOULOS did not respond to those requests and he
believed the media did not have his current telephone number. PAPADOPOULOS
stated he was not staying at his residence but did not provide any further
details about his location during this call.

Enclosed for the file as digital 1A attachments are three photographs
of screenshots which depict call details for the telephone calls listed
above.

FBI(190v1278)-1622
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Dueatemy 11/14/2017

On November 7, 2017 at approximately 5:50 BM Eastern Time, Special
Agent. (sm) LoJraced a telephone call fo GEORGE b. be

LT,a© CTSy wens WO
number (ssa The phone call was made to telephone number

PAPADOPOULOS was advised the nature of the call was to
Speak with him about recent media reports which mentioned persons of
interest in this investigation. After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, PAPADOPOULOS provided
the following information:

PAPADOPOULOS advised he had recently sent SA[___ several text 6
messages in an attempt to provide further information. He sent those re
messages to a phone number previously used by SAL] PAPADOPOULOS was
advised his messages were not received and that PAPADOPOULOS may have
unknowingly sent them to a phone number associated with a land line.

PAPADOPOULOS! text messages were in attempt to again voice his concerns
about an individual named, Be
DONALD J. TRUMP at Di DOPOULOS was Introduced to by pre
an individual named, who in turn had introduced
PAPADOPOULOS to RICK DEARBORN and ANTHONY SCARAMUCCI. PAPADOPOULOS viewed
oa being overly interested in him during his introduction to
SCRRRMUCCT.

RECENT NEWS MEDIA COVERAGE

Since the unsealing of his plea agreement, PAPADOPOULOS has seen a
large amount of media coverage reporting that JEFF SESSIONS had shut doun
his idea of arranging for a meeting between TRUMP and VLADIMIR PUTIN.
PAPADOPOULOS conveyed he would stick to his original story about the whole
incident because he believed SESSIONS was supportive of his proposal.
PAPADOPOULOS remembered handing SESSIONS a business card after the meeting
and stated he wouldn't have done so if SESSIONS had told him to stand
doun. PAPADOPOULOS further relayed he was a newcomer on the campaign when
he proposed the idea and he wouldn't have continued his attempts to
arrange for a such meeting if he was told to stand down by a senior
leadership figure in the campaign.

imssigmioncn 11/07/2017 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Phone)
Files Ducdnfid 11/08/2017 po—_— o

W——1 oo mm
This document coin cecommons orconsionsof FI propery of he Fad sed sursoc, ands cokersa nk.
be bod oidory FBI(190v1278)-1623
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Ducat 08/03/2017

on auly 26, 2017, special agent (sm Js] se
[J ana SA met with GEORGE D. FAPADOROULOS
TFRFRDSFOULOS) STSEqueRt To TIT Telease fron the US MARSHALL SERVICE at
the UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTHOUSE, 401 Courthouse Square, Alexandria,
Virginia 22514.

PAPADOPOULOS was allowed to use SA FBI-issued Samsung bod

phone call lasted several minutes and PAPRDOROREOS Temoved himself from
the Agents Location during the call.

The Agents returned maltiple belongings to PAPADOPOULOS which were
seized from him at the tine of his arrest on the previous day.
BAPADOROULOS signed two Receipt for Property Forms (FD-397) for the return
of his belongings. A copy of the foms executed by PAPADOPOULOS are
enclosed for the file as a digital In attachment fo this £0302. The
original forms are being maintained for the file as a physical iA item.
PAPADOROULOS wos advice thas he zemairey of hie belongings, including
his cell phone and his two passports, vould remaining in the FBI's
possession for the time being.
rm ———S———

previous day, PAPADOPOULOS relayed to the Agents that he had lost his
vallet and his driver's license a while ago and never obtained a new form
Of State identification. Given that PAPADOPOULOS had no form of official
identification, the Agents offered to assist PAPADOPOULOS with travel
arrangements for Ale savers So Ghivage, Tilineie. The Aerts
“vised PAPADOPOULOS that he was no longer in custody and that he was Tres
to make his oun arrangements if he uanted.

PAPADOPOULOS stated that his intention was to return to Chicago via
airline. The Agents then offered to meet PAPADOPOULOS at the airport, of
provide transportation for him, PAPADOPOULOS requested to be driven by the
Agents to the airport. PAPADOPOULOS was then driven directly from the
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTHOUSE in Alexandria to WASHINGTON NATIONAL
AIRPORT (DCA] in Arlington, Virginia.

Washington, District Of Columbis, United States (Intpn 01/28/2017 bevsonsSEee,
me 1 ows 0/3007 ge

SeWO — 000000
Ntieeeree FLopFeteatom vot or io
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Upon arrival at airport, the Agents assisted BABADOBOULOS with his
purchase of a United Ausiines ticker from lashington, DC Co Chicages
Tilinots. That purchase was nade online through the use of Shoe]
£51-Lusued Samsung device. PAPADOPOULOS then requested thet the TEE BS
ContactLo eet. hin upon his atcival in Cnicage. Sh Loo—Jthen
Ayer Cas waaay met
Tetaved PhEADoPoULOS" £14UTTRESTRATTo TS

The Agents then afforded PAPADOBOULOS with temporary access to his US
Saori og Codon to Eaters. bon eens] St Betas Tet Biot
Then met with PAEADOZOVLOS in the socute ates of the terminal and
recovered his US Passport. Agents then provided PRADOROULOS with his
attorney's Veleghone maber and # Grancie bar for Nis travel Beh vo
Chicago. Additionally, PAPADOPOULOS was provided withsh Jousiness Bs
card in the event he was questioned by airport security or additional we

authorities without amy form of State identification:

FBI(19cv1278)-1660
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION oo

Dacor 11/01/2017

on October 30, 2017 the FBI received a copy of an email commnication
sent. from SERGIO MILLIAN to GEORGE D. PAPADOPOULOS. The email was provided
fo" the Special Counsel's Office though PAPADOPOULOS's attorney[—]= ®8
[0 1n the email, MILLIAN stated the following: re

Hello George,

I'm not sure if you have any access to this email but I wanted to
Veite to you to say that I read sad news today about your current
ordeal. T watched documentaries about MeCarthy committee and about
people who lost their Jobs, careers and reputations and even Jailed
over Senator's investigations. You did not even go to Russia and they
brought you into this terrible trial. I’m so sorry to hear about this.

Tov singly unbelievable viet 45 happening Sovetegs.
Many innocent people were persecuted and, the good news, later
rehabilitated after the politically motivated vave of persecutions
vanished. I'm sure the American pecple and history vill correct the
unfair treatment you received.

People who know you know who you really are: a good, innocent, decent
American who vanted nothing but the best for the USA.

Best regards,
Serge:
A copy of the aforementioned enail is enclosed for the file as a

digital 1 attachment to this FD-302.

wottonon 10/30/2017 Washington, District of Golubin, United states (Email
es ma 102017 B3

nozen 3%» wre
Thisdocumentcontainsneither recommendationsnorconslusionsofthe FBI.Itsthepropertyofthe FIBI andisloanedto youragency; t anditscontentsarenot bEatom vot,
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Duero _ou/as/z018
Stephen . SANON was interviewed at the Special Counsel's office,

Located at Patriots Plaza I, aus b Street Sn, Washington. Dc. Banca was
eo by his attorneys

Ls TT ee Spee TR Ren TE)
Intelligence Analyst (IA) »

Senior Counselor to the Special Counsel James L. Quarles, beTrTor Seis ant Specias Coumsels Jeannie Roe and Andrew Goldstein,
Resistant Special Counsel Aaron Zelinshy. During the second half of the
Interview, Senior Assistant Special Coulel Zainab Ahmad and Staff
Operations Specialist son ne present. After being
Civised of the identity of TRETESTUTENIRY agents and the nature of the
Interview, BAN provided the following information:

Roger STONE had told BRNON, by phone and other methods, that he had a
relationship with Jalian ASSANGE. STONE had been bragging about his
Felationship with ASSANGE on Twitter, Guring interviews, etc, The
Conversation where SIONS told BAWON he hat a relationship with ASSAIGE
Tas abot other things and STONS had brought up his relationship vith
RSShicE: This was prior Lo SAMNON Joining the Trim Carpaign. SKONE nas
Kind oF a "oradgeres and the conversation Might have been around a time
Unen STONE cans. on Brel hart Radio. STOVE Gescribed the nature of his
Felationship with ASSRNGE in a ay that STONE Knew him or had a personal
Telationship. It vas implied that STONE knew ASSANGE and know vhat ASSANGE
vas doing. BANNON was sire’ that some part of that conversation with STONE po
as hotLEnce was an internationally known figue at bog
the tine. BRON was Tow to brag about who he knev, auch as Trump. or
inex peuple. BANON aid not have a recollection of STON Le1ling hin that
S10 Gc Ghat AsSivGe ha.

on 10/4/2016 ASSAIGE was supposed to have a press conference which
diane happen and vas 4 non-event. BAVNON didn't remember if STONE told
Hin that RSSRIGE had damaging information on Hillary CLIVION coning out

BANON'5 relationship with STONE prior to 8/13/2016 vas one where STONE
would brag to BAN while he uss at Breitbart. STOVE sas hour as the

He

tm 10/20/2015 a Washingion, District of cotumbie, united states (in rereon_ 6
ries Jpr-2zeisar, Ducasse 10/25/2010 pa

7 00
hs oe ee om TesTeeeett

10 distributed ousideyourages. FBI(19cv1278)-1936
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releases and getting ASSANGE to release the information”1]
— OOOOOO 01 es
——  TeAWNONspeculatedItcouldhavebeen] b7C

[The person trying to take credit for the timing of the
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EN

SANG didnt have a professional relationship wit
during the summer of 2016. SANON could barely rene ET.
Tine on the Tramp Canpaigh during the fall of 2016. rl ene
and he Gort TemgibeE rainy ber coming in aud out ST TRE har To": ue wee
BANNON described jas “another person walking around”. was™® per Dos/0te
ns es LMA TE TT ve

= PTS FTO with BON. aa
SRNON coutan't remember oeTTS TT SES TTR Te CHAT Lime frame. During the

pata. ERR rey throu, ott aad pend
beer)

FT se
i TERN couldn+ senenber

TOT SSTT¢ remember ever airing with
But he wouldnt be surprised if he aid.

on 10/7/2016 might have been on the 14% floor at Trump Tower, be
but BANNON didn’t Specifically remember seeing her there. BANNON could vc
aa Ee Saas coe,
een 25. Kellyanne CONWAY and Hope HICKS, andlor fnight have been ont of
Those. BANNON nad be breparing to Shoot a FLT RITE candidate TROME that
vould be posted on Facenook. The pian was to have the movie posted bY 7 br
Ee a a I a arts

The got a tent fromE—Jaying vwell done, since he thought the film
pptglo

nsATORE oT FSET
ON SOE TTFe Esa WaT TS Was T7Ie TS 5 in onder to be pet in
Sad WAAR Goren: BHINOR vas Giving te. Wpecselon Shak he veeles out
Atdnre remember. ever. Hing 16. STONE had contacted BANNON in order to be
put Lith thelJanioN thought he put STONE in touch with
Toe regos: CHEE Thor have song stim ovate So. Toren setmeeins
TTI a aot it ot ae ooh oe te a Te

BANON dosen't Tecals looking at. thom
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BANNON was shown a text dated 8/27/2016, from BANNON to S} bE
didn’t remember this text message. BANNON never heard of bc

BANNON was shown an email dated "1 b3
2

[_ Temwon barely knew| Jat the time of this email. BANNON
Talked with]  labout meeting h the Special Counsel's O e 0)
c.____— 000000000000 1
BANNON was aware that] ~~ [but wasn't
aware of the content| |The only Thing] Jtold BANNON

1
|

CC 1
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[Turing the campaign, BawoN didn’t remenber talking to ue
CORST STERSUS CORSI may have reached out.

BAWNON was shown an email dated

»
be

rere
ToT wyCorer on Ser]

ST Td TALIOOTS TeTetIoTeRT TO Before the election win,
BANON didn’t know WALLOCH or hear about Wim: BANNON thought that| ]
——————Juere all “wing-nut promoters”. BANNON did have Contact
“Ith TALLOGH once BAMNON was in ite House. BANNON didn’t know ifFRLLoGh had a relationship wit]

In 2010, BANION came up with BOSSIE to talk to TRUMP about possibly
running for president. The meeting lasted approximately two hours on the 26
*A floor of Trump Tower. Michael COHEN was there. At the end of the

meeting TRUMP asked BANNON what he thought about STONE. BAMNON said he 5s
LanE know STONE very well but thoughtpmee

TRUMP asked Lf STONE was connéCTed. BARTON TepIIed That STOWE 1s
While BANNON uas at Breitbart in 2013-

OTS, BRON Fad = Strong TeTationship with oo]BAMNON heard from
[=JSTONE was still talking to TRUMP and was an advisor. STONE

STESEqReTIIY made those statements fo BANNON as well. SANNON vas suspect
and upset. BANNON believed you had to Keep TRUMP “on program. While
BANNON was on the Trump Campaign he never heard any mention of STONE from
TRUMP or anyone else on the campaign. Corey LEWANDOWSKI had said that
STONE was not part of the Trump Campaign. After the win, STONE tried a
full court press in order to get a meeting with TRUMP.[J
eventually set up a meeting with TRUMP and STONE in early DEcerBer 2016 on
the 26" floor of Trump Tower. TRUMP didn’t want to take the meeting with
STONE. TRUMP told BANNON to be in the meeting and that after 5 minutes, if
the meeting hadn't concluded, to throw STONE out. STONE came in with a
book he wrote and possibly had a folder and notes

[TROVE atom©
Sey mach To STOVE beyond “Tanks, Thanks 3 Tot. To BAMNON, This

reinforcedEe]— five to six minutes, the
meeting was over Ind STONE Was out. STONE al to the fact that
during the meeting TRUMP just stared. This reiRTOFTET what BANNON thought
about STONE, that STONE was a JBANNON never heard TRUMP talk
about STONE. The 2010 conversation WITH TROWP about STONE was the only
tine, to the best of BANNON'S recollection. BANNON never heard that STONE
was talking to candidate TRUMP while BANNON was on the campaign. BANNON
never asked then candidate TRUMP if he talked with STONE. Candidate TRUMP
Gould have talked to STONE, without BANNON knowing about it, and he had
the opportunity to do so. BANNON as not aware of who TRUMP talked to in
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was a Muslim. At that point, in April 2012, BANNON fired| mamnon

the files at NYY. BANON's contact with|o— Jwas only occasional texts
and emasis From[te SANNON in wh SR ERNON id net respond.

BANNON uas shown an email dated be

BANNON was shown an email dated bE
subject: b7A

During the transitiontimeframe, [reached out and sent emails to b6

Minister. BANNON didn't remember any outreach from bc

BANNON knew and described him as a be
BANNON was not aware oF Bur Fe wouldn't Be. 3

yrs servers

ue
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or poe soso
-
we

nen BANON wrote. vioFE TET THERE SRATT, RTA RSE
TTT TE Ts rier oer oh Ch bo rms tre te ore Took 1
You. “mhere ould he po flies ene DANON described 16 a8 a vest Blot
een, ve

a
When BANNON wrote “Love it” he was not bc

prem er ym Rigg idliheWg Sy Rog TN
rereading igvag Adio vimfr Log og Sv
BAANON was Going to Go ver to Gover Breit for Breitbart. BAWON had
spent a Jot of time and Sffort trying the fina CLINIONs 33,000 missing
nails. AG the time, BRANNON did mgt think that was dangerous as he vas
part of a media conpany. In 2017, L—Juag totally blown gut of proportion
T5 the point whore it was purported TharJwas TROP"Lom]ANON
believes this story metestosiied into souETiing that ves ToTETIY
BANNON wrote “Love itr, he was not saying ot to do Lt. In Suse 2016,
EEnH
itn, comin 25 van a God Tien 55 per p03/0E

ve
fe

5 poy DoT/OTP

ne=
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GANNON was shown an email dated 11/05/2016, from SANION to Jared
KUSHNER and BOSSTE, subject: Res Securing the Vicrory. After BANON came
Cte the Trump. Campaign he Lomtt interact with Padi NANAFORT. BAMNON didn’
2 mow who MAVAFORT was talking So on the capaion after his departures AC
ene vine. SANNON heard thar cansioate TRIE wap. Seil) meeting wich HAAFORT
20s SAkine BI cris. BANNON. thought he might have heard this From BOSSTES
Cy Retnce PRTERUS. BANNON was unaware of the content of the
TETIS, SR Fivamed that they vere campaiin related, SAMNON Gin heat we
Cindiate TROVE Talk about HANAPORT. on 8/1/2016 fo 8/14/2016 BRON didn’
Cant NANAFORT Fired, just eB on ith no bower or authority. After the
Now Tork Times article came out. about NANAROND, SAMNON knw MANAPORY was
onc. AION C010 THUMP and KUSHNER that no one shoutd have contact wiih

FOR ON never talked with MANATORE during me
the transition timeframe. BANNON “picked up in the ether” that the BIC
Eatia ete Weare Beth WLHILeers. DA wen 200s venvinest sey would
Vin the election. BAMION had no mowiedgs of HANAFORT providing advice to
KUSHNER. KUSHIER nas the one Who Freed NANAORT. After MANATORD was Fireds
BANNON was unaware of any meetings between KUSHNER and NANAFORT. The last
EANON had Spoken ith MANAPORT was around 8/14/2016 to 6/1/2016.
VANAFORT sent BRANNON an email around the debates, and 4 congratulatoryEE re
vail. When BANION sane rte. the Tramp Canpalin, they were Ina “Tres
£117 and weve down 20 points. SANON hed Gone up to viet HAVAFORFL—]

rump Tower. The New Tork Tings story had come out. that
STTSSTIERA WANARORD with Russia since the story sas about MAARORF faking uo
money from Ukzaina/aussia and chat MAVAPORT Weslo] ANON thosshe BS
anon was[REoreta see. fx. in the SPETEEIS. BRON 034 not
aesociate WiHILSIET TE Russia but believed nat it vas a rarrative that
vas derived from media Stories. BAMION did not discuss the topics of this
eral with anyone else in the campaign, besides this nail itself. There

er BE us
Wikileaks was working with the Russians, BANNON believed that this vas
“roiser and ne was mere worried about The fact that they were ¢ to 7
points dom. SANON couldnt remember if there were any conversations from
SEI er oe Ta Sais re to Soe
aaTe a i rion. SoD sits
rein Dub Tm AOMAAAD on SOTTO Ef thoes Contoneniite meg Bate
Cccarred, GIULIANI, FLUNN, or Ohiis CHRISTIE might have talred about it,
and that it was in the “realm of possibility”. BANNON had no recollection
ppbRgRAMWR pot ot ok wl oo wp
ghtvt ae
BAMNON didn’t remember meeting with Erik PRINCE during early January2017. BANNON aid remember PRINCE coming in three to four times during the
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transition tinefrane. BANNON has no memory of discussing George NADER with
SRTHE. BAN mex NADER months. Laver BAstoN Stan's. renner PRINCE
Telling him that he wodld be travel1ing to. the Sepcneries prior fo nis
Vip. ZRINCE 41d not rol) BRINN that be would be meeting With a Russian
Individeal in the Seychelles. PRINCE didnt. tell BRNON shout Kirill
DHITRIEV Prior to PRINCE meeting HITRIEV in the Seyéhelies: PRINCE didntTaLk with BAMON about an indtvideal associated with the Ressien Direct
Trvesement. fund (ABLE) Prior so PRINCE. veeveliing vo the Sopcharles:
PRINCE didnt voli BANIGH about a Viadimis PUTIN associated’ individsal
That ho Mould be meeting With prior to PRINCE:s Leip vo the Seyenelles:
PRINCE didn¢ show the OV of a Russien individual to BWON prior to misTip to the Seyenelles. TL" is possible that BANNON raived with PRINCE
ont. sancriony on Rassias bet ne wasn’t sure. about 16. BAMNON didn't
Soneriber any contact with PRINCE om 1/11/2017. PRINCE didnt tel2 BANION
That he vas. in the Seychelles and that he was meeting with a Russian
Individual. SANON did not talk vo PRINCE spout che aussian asserartCarries Ruinetacy docking at a port. in Libya while PRINGE was in tne
Soveherlon. BRUNCH 450 Ealr with PRINGE abunt Libya. PRINCE had asvecated
Fox wanking with the ~gosd Gyan in Libyer in Novenber/Decenber 3016,
acer they won the slection, PRINCE never. talked about. working vith the
Russians, Jue. the URE. BAWNON diane recais meeting witn PRINCE on 1/16Toot FRINGE never told BAINON he met with. a Ressian government oEficial.
TRING never ond BARWON he met with an. individual from the. ROLF. PRINCE
mover tora ANON he met With a representative of PUTIN. PRINCE never gave

business card of an individual epsociaced with Russia to BAMION. BRONont sy ompehing vo PRINCE about FoLiowing vp with. the Susatans. BON
Shans say ampehing vo FRINGE about setting up other Line of
ComminicatLon with Russia that he. remembers.

BRINON was shown a text dated 9/8/2016, Bates stamped SB_00066078. ThisPlReo A i gg, WA
Io vegatds to" debate. prep. BAWNOY haere PAINCE. say the phrase. in this tert
2 bimin oF vines: BRON used the phrase. as nell. BRWON bericved this vas
2 Concept. on the campaign:

SHINO reiterated again thet PRINCE never gave SANNON a business card
from a Russian who waned to meet with tne Presidsnt and ho didnt
Ceneribor that happening. BANION again sat FRINGE never ford him he met
Tithe Russian apsociaced with the RDIE and didnt cenerber that
Mapponing. PRINCE aid say he met. with sheith Mohamed pin Fayed al-Nahyan(N55) of the GRE, but not in the Seychelies. FAINCE had said ne met wih
WDE Ro" aiacass PRINGE's Afonanisten contept, and ralbed with mim avout his
Laeas: on the Axa Loages and Libya: PRINCE Lora. BANON he. met ith WBZ
after the necting hapmencd, ot before: SAINON passed these. things ono
FLYNN. PRINCE Wa & business guy and BANNON aides wnow that PRINCE had aCeTarionship with HER. BION met WBZ in December of 2016, PRINCE
Travelring ro the Seychelles oulds have. stood out co BAINON. Tf PRINCE
Had £016 SANNON mo. mad. meeting with Russians ana given BANNON a business
Card xen the Russians, BARON would have zemerbercs iv. PUTIN had calied
TAME the First morning after TRUMP took office and therefor you worldwt
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BANNON is in touch with PRINCE frequently. Be

and just gave his phone to his secretary. BANNON did use his personal

EE—| x
BURNETT said he had a guy who was trying to save Christians in the Middle »ic

EANON. To BAINON, FORESHAN iant seem]
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BRINON's “phone guy” is located in os Angeles. BAWION has known hin
for 15 years, but 44ht remember his hae. BAWNON met hin during nis tine
Tin. ne of BRWONTs secretaries 15 In L.A. SAMOs "phone gus 1 the
one who 3ets up his devices 55 pox bos/ore

When the Special counsel vas setup there vas talk shout conflicts of

uete

= er soem

nete

Foe pos/ore

Eon Tho SIT oT The veTSTTTET Wer TTT
[eees aia wor rasaued en SI re Bay Ta ata
SRTEers of interest eeeRe

———=
Tssue about] Jhaving]Jas an attorney was not a conflict in
the legal comIEYL.Jthey had invited MUELLER in togive TRGHE 4 perspecTTTE STRAT TRE TET TAS and thought they might
Zevecch him to tare the Jon as FoT pizectar. WEF gid cot cone to
looking for the fob as FBX Director. ~~ 77]egpurpose of the moot I as To aioe TO 5
STETTTIT TR institu lon or the Fol

ONES Ta TRON Ry Fe EFT TT Thess SoRTITees
ere TTT A
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B5 per DOI/0r?
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15 per p03/o12

BANNON never talked to TRUMP or KUSHNER about injecting money into the
campaign. Jeff DENIT, PARSCALE, KUSHNER, and BANNON were Going through the
Gash flow. They realized that they were going to need $15 million dollars.
They would need to generate more money or the candidate would have to
write a check. KUSHNER said, as far as the candidate writing a check, that
was not going to happen. KUSHNER said he was not a guy who while six to
eight points down, was Going to write $25 million dollar checks. They were
Tot even in the hunt. Coming out of the last debate, they were in fantasy
land, they were so far behind. TRUMP is a probability guy, and if it's not
a dead lock, don’t expect $25 million. Since KUSHNER said there was no way
this was going to happen they worked fo get it don to $10 million. Steve
MNUCHIN came Up with a cash flow plan. MNUCHIN called it a cash advance.
They had enough money coming from small donors that it would lag to it and
this money would eventually come in. Just this last $10 million was needed
to come in to buy the television time. MNUCHIN would structure it like a
loan and he had a term sheet, but it vas like a cash advance. They had a
five hour conversation with TRUMP. WNUCHIN, BANNON, KUSHNER, and TRUMP
vere present. MWUCHIN turned over the term sheet, which was structured as
a loan, and he had the wire instruction documents for the $10 million.
TRUMP didn’t know that MNUCHIN had the docunents ready. It was ten days to
tuo weeks ahead of Election Day and they couldn't do the final television
Spot without it. BANNON didn’t think TRUMP even read the documents. TRUMP
wasn't thrilled that MNUCHIN had the wire instructions ready. BANNON didn’
+ Chink that TROP talked to[om] GGA, or DRWIT from the be
Trump Organization. The converSSTTSR WBS THE $10 million with TRUMP wre
started on the 26 floor of Trump Tower, with MNUCHIN, BANNON, KUSHNER
and TRUMP. They were flying to a campaign stop So they continued the
Conversation on the plane. They kept working on TRUMP until he couldn't
take it anymore, and then MNUCHIN pulled out the sheets with the wire
understood the logic of it.] bS per DOJ/OIP

As far as the messages on his phone being deleted prior to 2/23/2017,
BANNON was old all of his Stuff was deleted. BANNON never deleted the
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PRINCE messages hinself. BANIN never discussed with anyone about deleting
Pie messages 4ith PRINCE. BRANNON aran’s know why they ware deleted and
Gianrs ters anyone else fo delete the FRINGE messages. BANION was told
everything was deleted before a certain date. BANNON never delered his
Passages with PRINGE of instructed, asked, of told anyone to delete his
messages. BANION never set up a Function to mot to retain his messages.
DEet roe
EE ier wm
Le Ca that was only once or twice. BAINON had “no earthly idea” bicWRT The messages were deleted.

GANNON did not have a lot of contacts with) ign Ye elestien
BANON gin& remember. phat his interactions VIER a
Campaiqn consisted of From approninately Harch LCTEYTT 2018 -
SORE G3 43th & concert to how That
LE Chuwion wag dust nghing sus THAT CEES
RT Theuantthat|Juas another guy ES wes berer

|—orES A 3
ToT WIFIESTS BAN didnt remember what they ner TTESTETTR. Te wasn’
Ta big enough deal for BAWON Lo remembers he Got texts from a lot of
poopie. mauwien shouts Shoo. thought that 18
Fou dons Heep gave. Like FTG ns
TE a TT TTT a heen
of calls and messages BANNON hed suring the campaign, SANON didnt Know
what the messages with[were about, but BANNON said they were
Likely talking about tHE STSTTion or 1aeaslornad. BRON didn’t know

rr ta air
bounty information. BANNON didn’t know anything about getting]
Getting hacked on Leaked Information. BANNON didn’t repenber aTyERIRgSout passing deep wen or hacked information: SAWN didn’t remember
anything about [——lgetting any information from Wikileaks] was
pres Roti rp Roni

Iates abou the. Serr en Seen wooo Soon
TTT Tomeo TS Specifics. BAWON was not interested in dark web
Information. Lomas te11ing SAMON about his theories abort]
or an ides o8 RAT Tstrice he should be in:Do Jwouid sey CHATS
¥nows SCuff from the dark web.|—Jwould Come up with Stuff like
helping on social media and heipTRg ES find Stuff on the dark web. ——]
night have mentioned the 33,000 missing CLINION emails while BANNON 73
looking for them. [———Jmight have talked to BANNON about his efforts to
ot 12 contact wih FTE iAake. BOON aLin't zemenber he. information thor

me
wpote ve GHICN ESL ULE meetings With VikiLeabe wore she BvD

SETI on the. canpaton, Loomignt have. mentioned the dark ven:
Este me striae Sova The geet oe on xf)

[rorie Toms with Baten cowtt hese hive. Toe dori nth vr STITT
Something Jwould talk about. It was likely [_—]had told BANNON
he had a contact with Wikileaks in only these tuo SRATTSI [possibly
(exten BANON about WikiLears.
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Stephen K. Bannon was interviewed at the Special Counsel's Office,
located at Patriots Plaza I, 395 B Street SW, Washington, DC. Bannon was
accompanied by his attorneys present for Bs
the interview were Special AGERE [SA] sa 1c
[7 intelligence Analyst Senior Counselor to
The Special Counsel James L. Quarles, Counselor to the Special Counsel
Michael Dreeben, Senior Assistant Special Counselor Andrew Goldstein,
Assistant Special Counsel Aaron Zelinsky, and Assistant Special Counsel
Elizabeth Prelogar. After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, Bannon provided the
following information:

ADMINISTRATION TRANSITION PERIOD:

In the immediate aftermath of the 2016 presidential election and Donald
Trump's unexpected win, things were disorganized. Bannon, Reince Pricbus,
and Jared Kushner split up the workload amongst themselves. The weekend
after the election, President-Elect Trump announced Priebus as Chief of
Staff and Bannon as Chief Strategist. Pricbus was aluays going to be the
Chief of Staff, as he was from the GOP establishment, while the rest of
the campaign was from “the land of misfit toys.”

There was no real transition team in place. People in the campaign thought
it was not necessary to have a strong transition team going into the
election, in part because they were so far down in the polls. Trump was
also superstitious about things like that. Bill Hagerty, the director of
the transition, had scheduled a trip to the Bahamas for after the
election, assuming they would not win.

Bannon learned that they would need to identify 4,000 political
appointees, 1,000 of which required Senate confirmation. Also, they would
need to have 400 people in place on day one of the administration. One of
Bannon’s chief responsibilities was personnel. Another was day one
executive orders. One of Kushner’s main responsibilities was to have
relationships with foreign governments, while Priebus coordinated everyone’
s efforts.

During the transition, Bannon worked out of Trump Tower in New York City.
Bannon had a desk on the 14th floor of Trump Tower during the campaign,

imstigaionon 02/12/2016 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person)
hes Dwcdned 02/26/2018 bs

—— we
|
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but moved to a conference room on the 26th floor during the transition.
Trump's offices were on the 26th floor and he was the heart of the
transition. The 1th floor conference rooms were turned over to [National
Security Advisor-designate] Mike Flynn and the national security staff
during the transition.

5 per DOT/0TR

A

Bannon did not have much of a role in foreign policy. No one expected them
to win and the responsibilities of the administration came as a shock to a
lot of people. His real focus was on personnel, not policy. [Former
transition head] Chris Christie had people in mind who were “Never Trump”
people and “Anyone but Trump” people, and they were never going to get
billets.

Bannon was surprised at the number of calls and in person meet-and-greets
that were scheduled. Kushner and Flynn took the lead on foreign leader
contacts. It was initially chaotic, with Hope Hicks serving as essentially
Trump's “body man” and handling the scheduling. This was not an ideal
situation, and sometimes went poorly, such as when Bannon learned from the
media Trump agreed to meet with the Japanese Prime Minister. At some
point, it was decided foreign leader engagement would run through Kushner
and Flynn.

Bannon had a good working relationship with Kushner during the campaign.
Kushner was able to calm Trump down or deliver bad news. Kushner ran the
digital operation and raised money during the campaign. When there was no
overlap in their roles, they got along well. Bannon thought they never
would have won if he and Kushner were not getting along during the
campaign. Later, when their roles and responsibilities overlapped, they
clashed.
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to the meeting with Kushner, Flynn, and Kislyak in November. He thought
the meeting was set up just because they met with everyone who asked for a
meeting at the time. Every nation on earth wanted a meeting. They were
inundated with foreign contacts.

Bannon said Flynn went to see [then-National Security Advisor] Susan Rice
and [her deputy] Ben Rhodes early on in the transition to talk about how
to do things. He did not recall discussions about the “one president at a
time” policy. They were not very organized and made it up as they went
along.

Bannon did not get the sense Russia's reach outs to the transition were
any different than any other country’s. For example, the Japanese Prime
Minister wanted to fly over and have a cup of coffee.

Bannon was not happy when the media reported that Kushner attempted to
establish a back channel for communications with Russia during the
transition. Neither Kushner nor Flynn mentioned the meeting. Bannon did
not speak to Flynn after the story came out; he had not spoken to Flynn
since Flynn left the White House. He did not speak to Kushner after the
story came out, either. They were “not exactly speaking at the time.” bS per DoJ/orP

To Bannon, the notion of security was more troubling than that of the back
channel itself. Bannon questioned why they would need anything more secure
than what the government already had. A back channel was not necessary.
They did not need a big “cloak and dagger” deal. When the meeting with
Kushner, Flynn, and Kislyak happened, they had eight weeks to go before
inauguration and had no one on the team, and they needed to focus.

L1G (Ret) MICHAEL FLYNN

It was evident to Bannon there would be issues with Flynn. In the fall of
2016, Trump and Obama met and Trump reported the meeting went well and
they got along. The meeting was longer than expected. Trump told Bannon
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for Teunp, and for agreed to Gut out that part of she interview. oer]
Ce Ter overs

aere soLia Tramp people, but were only second or third 58
tier performers. Flynn and Trump had tension from the beginning. we

sxcmass zo16/nan-aco

[Deputy Chief of Staff-designatel|] (White House Spokesperson- ve
designate] Sean Spicer, and Hope Hicks. After Christmas, Flynn left on a b1C
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Cogether regarding national security briefings, even though he did not
attend. Bannon received his clearance in midto-iate Jamcery. 15 per Dos/ore

Bannon reviewed an enail vith subject line Russian hacking obana® from
WoParland to himself, Flynn, and others, dated 12/29/2016 (Bates stamped
BBL Ho GU Tok Toy FOIE ove LL. Sa weed Nee mama
emai and hia personal email accounts at that tine and acknowledged 1t
re RGLR Sg
Teading ier
TTper pos/ors

Trump's posture on Russia at that tine was he did not want the United
States to have any more enemies. fle wanted to end the Cold War, put
Teter EiTots winTene tn ors Tals You GOTT. 398 SOOT Fn ar wa
they had not won, and address ISIS, Which was on the rise. Trump thought
it unwise to pick a fight with someone else.
Ty ———
Slogans Like “brain the swamp,” “Build a walls and “Lock her up.” Tran
Goes batter elesions with Rewsi #5 8 Sagal point avd exid sho Gibed
States 41d nov need another enemy. fe thought. 1t would resonate with the
“deplorables, the blue collar people, the people paying the price for the
vara, whose Vids were dying in the war: They G10 not neat another Cold Rar
Cr To pick another Fights even with a bad guy. The reason Trump won vas
becatss Deople agreed with the Canpaidn, net becasse of Putin.
Sarmon did 70% Tecall whether fe Sew Flyin ves going to talk te Kislyah
the might the sanctions came out. McFarland nay have said Lt but he was
ror sere:
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CE 0002514) Ho 5a mot. recall the 13/25/5016 meting referenced in the

more. engaged. Trump was not happy With some briefings he had received from

Gon at Mar-aciado. He could not say they Sid not happens Just that he aid
Concern Bammon was he. thought. they were Getting things dropped on them by
ne previous administration, such as an Sesue in the ON ang araring a Link

Courses depending on the time of day. samon added Trump would often see

25 pos pov/ore
sur ie

thought 16 was designed to delegitinize the goverment. Bannon fas

nor Sold [Homeland Security Advisor-designate) Ten Bossert in advance. and

the intelligence poopie be set up.

Planned to. spear to Kisiyak tha night. HeParland did nok cell sammon what
Fiymn planned £6 Salk about with Kistyak. pannon had no concept. of he
hearing something about che assassination of a Turkish anbessador, but was
mot site when he heard Lt. He thought he heard it. from Spicer. He. thought

Sannon reviewed emails dated 12/31/2016 (not Bates stamped) between

sannon reviewed the December 29, 2016 transition statement about sanctions
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election interference from the Intelligence Community. Up to that point,
Bannon may have had some briefings on Russian involvement in the election.
He thought there may have been three or four briefings Christie and
Giuliani had with the FBI, but he did not recall the election or Russia
coming up.
The January 3, 2017 briefing on Russia was a big deal and an all hands on
deck situation. Mike Pompeo had already been named CIA director, they had
talked to NSA Director Mike Rogers, and agreed they needed to find out
what was going on. Bannon was surprised by the scale of the sanctions and
thought the United States had not even kicked out pesple in such a manner
during the Cold War. They set up an official briefing with ODNI, CIA, NSA
and the other intelligence agencies, because they thought Trump and Pence
needed to be briefed. Some of the agencies had told them they needed to
take things seriously and get briefed up on it.
During the campaign, Bannon thought the “Putin Stuff was not a big deal.”
Trump admixed certain strong personality types, like those of Putin, Xi,
and Erdogan, but he did not talk to Bannon at any length about Putin. When
Bannon Joined the campaign, there were 95 days to go, they were 16 points
down, and they had no money. Putin was not his priority. He added Trump
was not a big policy guy, but rather a personality guy. Trump talked about
Putin in the context of not needing any new enemies.

Trump was drawn to certain historical people. Trump ran on a populist
campaign platform and Bannon told him to think of himself as Andrew
Jackson. Bannon did not think Trump desired approval from Putin. With
Trump, it wasn't about Putin himself, but that strong men like Putin
enbodied his view of leadership.
They campaigned on bringing an end to endless foreign vars, but Syria vas
only a tangential part of it. The focus was mostly on Iraq and
Afghanistan. It was not until GEN Mattis came on board that things shifted
to focus on ISIS in Syria. Mattis’ strategy was annihilation versus
attrition. Flynn may have brought up the idea of working with Russia
against a common eneny during the canpaign. He recalled a conversation
with Flynn in passing either on a plane or late at night, coming back from
a trip where it came up. Bannon wrote something about rejuvenating old

allies and eradicating radical Islam from the face Of the planet down at
Mar-a-Lago during the transition. The idea really formed around then. The
Syria part vas really informed at first and then the ISIS component came
about when Mattis came on board, maybe the second weekend after the
election.
By mid-December, Mattis had a role in the plan to destroy ISIS. Syria
itself was second or third order priority. Bannon did not recall any
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discussion about a shared interest between the United States and Russia
regarding the destruction of ISIS. He did not hear Trump discuss it,
either. Bannon aid not recall any detailed national security policy
Sirens Gert Vim enn 37 ton raeThi.

1] RE
Bannon left Mar-a-Lago on Christmas Eve and went back after Christmas. He
lett Mar-a-Lago the second tine late on December 30. He stayed in OC for a
few days and then vent to New ork on the first or second of January:
poem mek with Five in 00 ie Sieve veoh of Jenered

JE p—

TET TI TET
TeTephone calls with Kislyak. Flynn never mentioned sanctions.
Sanon, di 7 akan Wie Swany § ov Swany § Sarin Srieting ob Tr
Tower in New York Gity, because he did not have a security clearance at
the tine.
After the briefings, he got the sense trom other peopie[Jus per Dosfors

Bannon thought the unclassified ICA “laid an egg” in that it insinuated a
Sot Toe 934 te oy Tae Th of Hao, Sengh Darien: Domoreatar vit
aeonsSuga. yoy
Trunp, Prisbus, and McGahn, told Bannon what had happened during the
Teredey © 108 Wraeling In = Wort meshing altos. tre orTUTInG. Su
Learned Coney had pulied Trump aside and given him something that was not
part of the original presentation. Bannon was “hot about Lt.” fe thought
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he should have been at the briefing and if he had been there, he would not
have allowed it to happen.
Bannon heard Comey asked for a private moment and Pricbus, McGahn, and
Pence all new about it when it 55 per bos/ore

Samer Towa Someone To TT Tin Corey Tad TeTeyed there wes sone
“disqusting STUfE” out there about Trump. He did not get the impression
that the other IC leaders at the meeting Knew what Comey was going to
share. Bannon was suspicious of that process, not suspicious of Comey
specifically.

15 per pos/ore

Sammon was upset: when Buzzfesd leaked the dossier on Jamuary 10. He did
not know the media had the material and did not think Hicks or Spicer
knew, either. If Comey had told Trump the media had the dossier and Trump
had told Bannon, Bannon would have been “all over it.” Bannon did not
recall any conversations prior to the Buzsfeed article that indicated
others had the dossier. He vas surprised when Buzzfeed published the Story.
Bannon thought the dossier was a joke. It showed people were ready to leak

anything to make the incoming administration look bad. fle thought the
Salacious nature of the Content was driving the conversations, not the
idea of sanctions relief.
Bannon recalled Tillerson's confimation hearing was around the same time
as the Buzzleed article. He remembered there were @ 10% of questions abort
Sanctions and that Tillerson did not have a lot of good answers, bat he
also thought at the time there was plenty of time to think about those
things later.

[Loose deanna Saasto Misia doit sanction [1] 0

[meme
[Treo TT var Tre TT TRE TI RT UTI
omeTERTIons about sanctions and it played into the narrative that the
Campaign had some sort of backdoor deal with the Russians. If it was not
true, and no one thought it was true, they need fo get the story out.
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Bannon knew a request for comment about the coning article had gone to
Hicks, who then sent it to Honica Crowley, who dropped the ball. She
nissed the response deadline and the story went out without their coment.
Flynn had said the call had been about Kazakhstan, a call with Putin, and =
another thing Bannon could notI| ©
Torrie Seon wan wien a push vn VEIT TNE v=
Core scheiica to be on the Sunday oa

181 [Joann kre spices ana sence Spore TS TI RTI Ry
SRR weckend.
Before the article, Bannon knew in passing Flynn had calls with Kislyak.
He heard something in passing about passing condolences. Bannon did not
know LE Flynn talked directly to Trump. Flynn could have given Teump a
direct read out of the calls. Bannon thought Flynn Would have at least
told Jared (Kushner)” if the reason Putin chose not to retaliate to the

sanctions was because of Flynns calls. Bannon thought Kushner may have
told Trump. Foreign policy and reach outs to foreign leaders was Kushner
and Flynms responsibility and they worked together on it.
Bannon had no direct knowledge of the first time anyone talked to Flymn
directly about the content of the calls, but he knew Spicer talked to him
before the Sunday shows. Bannon thought the story should have been no big
deal. When the article came out, Bannon did not ask Flynn what he talked
about on the calls with Kislyak and 4id not hear anyone else ask him
“ther. Bannon did not talk to Flynn about the article or the Sunday show
preparations. He was only involved related to the process of getting
things done. He added it was clear to him then Monica Crowley was not
competent and snavearion.
Bannon said Lf Flynn had said he had told people early on he had discussed
sanctions, they vewld have had a nesting and salted Shout it. T¢ vould
Rave been a big thing. Bannon thought Lf it had cone up when Pricbus,
Pence, or Spicer had asked, he would have thought it was a big deal. He
added that was why it was 4 big deal when Yates told Hedahn later-
It was beneficial to have Pence and Priebus go on the Sunday shows and
talk about the content of the calls on the Sunday shows because they vere
straight shooters and their statements confirmed what the transition team
had alzeady said. Bannon later spoke to Pricbus and Spicer about how the
events unfolded and understood what they said publicly vas what they were
told.
Bannon thought that in his first memory of a call between Flynn and
Kislyak, the call had something to do with condolences. wn
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8Jumen nae & scustonwn
TST FEET SI PINE Plonie vere upset about the pedis
ring eyConcerned SEER TT FI TA SOTO TS RITA SSI SRI, they
“6010 nave vantea people fo be read into the situation. Sammon aid not Bb

Ite
©

22 per osfors
a] 8“ ®

she muggestion Flymn talked about sanctions surprised Bannon because he
thought people would have talked about it Lf it had hanmanad. When Flan
enied speaking abo: an: ons, Bannon believed him "

1 ho[EFp—TTTe TR TRESS TRISCEES Probably wanted the
Swaatarn to not seach to tie SEATIETTS BOE RIGIAT SOTO OE Lagatilensiy
geising to see the Terceive.

is)

sannon speculated Flynn had been freslancing. Bannon thought Flynn did not
vant to admit he had been freelancing and did not vant to talk about it
“fier the fact because he had not asked for permission in advance.
Further, Flynn's standing with Trump by the end of December was mot good:
With regard to whether it could be considered “freelancing” if Flymn
Communicated what he was Going to do. in advance to MeFariand, Bannon said
he was not sure Lf it was Just HoFarland Flyun talked to or if anyone else
responded.
Bannon was not sure if he vas surprised Flynn did not take credit for
Putin's resction. There was no organized set of events or process in place
prior to a forelin leader call There was no system in Place to clear
Talking points for Flynn prict to a foreidn leader call There were no
formed meetings but Flynn vould mention in informal meetings what vas
doing to he covered in a call. Bannon thought it nas understood by Flynn
That he should not nave policy bat he did not Know Lf it wes specifically
inioted $5 Flim:
1aTES NOTIFICATION:
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On January 26, 2017, Bannon was in Pricbus’ office when MoGahn came in and
£5 por voor:

n
15) »3

nt
{8) rE

55 por vos/ore
8)

McGahn told them Yates was coming back the next da bli
(8) B72

The FBT had been in to interview Flymn the third day of the new
acministration and the Acting Attorney General came over to tell them

55 per voor
A—_—

vo Shougit 4% Tad So be 3 bit dea. Jor Yates to take the Lime to cone talk I"
0© we

5 3Te proEEy TI ToT =
TTY SR CR PIP SIT TTIL, tore bie secarity
clearance ampeay, 90 it was inevitable fu would have to gor

5
15) »3eH
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on top of things. =n
(5) »s

a meeting the week immediately prior to the trip] bS per DOJ/OIP

sox sowie

CT] Toe sonny

CC Tie vous

CC ]Tos vous
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Tout the article. Regarding FLynn's duce cress no Lines,” Bannon

Bannon added there vas enough Kicking around in the morning [of February

thought maybe. somone in the. <SFRTSRETSTISFoTbS per DOS/OTP

At some point in the carly afternoon, they told Flymn it was tine to go.

vas the National Securicy Advisor. Bannon ¥new the newld ger a mew person

Eesiamation levter. He bad never. heard amost MeTaland documenting ner

But it would not surprise him Lf someone seached out to nim. People ere
aers wontvents ono

Keith Kellogg Lf he anced to du so. Bannon Aas net avere of any

SRG

45 gos vosfors

actually on the NSC, bat had ateended some after he Jeft ir. He was
rpiised Tt was such a big dent to poopie.

was wnat bad poem xeporeed in the media. During she remmeitiom mennon did

FoReER FBT DIRECTOR RES Cony:
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Bannon had some conversations about Comey early on during the transition,
but they were very general.

BS per DOT/OTE
Bannon 1d Rot recall Tong conversations, Just Bits of Them In snatches
over time.

BS per DOT/0TR

BS per DOJ/o01P

b5 pes DOJ/0IP

ITI9 mot connect Trumps dinner with Comey To The Yates
motification, even though it happened the same day Yates had her second
meeting with McGahn. Bannon never thought to be concerned about a link
between the Yates notification and the dinner with Comey.

Per Dos/orp
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en voters

White House for a - with Bannon. BS per DoJ/0IP

PR vom
et mementos To Ross DEBE 2016 aErEn:
until Comey announced it in Congressional testimony [in March 2017).
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v5 pox vos/ore
Seoresentatives. Bannon got to know tunes

FT TT Tee TI Sore Bur or Wes eying her The FOE
TTI Tern ves not aware of Wt 10d Goney to mabe the anmwmceTent
of the FBI's investigation. He nay have heard something about Senator
Grassley holding up nominations around thens but nas not sure:
Bannon was not sure if Trump watched Conevts March 20 testinony. [Bs per vos/ors

TT EOI RISES SS TRE
eT Te TIE anyone.

ui
© w=

on May 22, the Washington Post published an article that said Tramp asked
the intelligence chiefs to push back on the investigation. Bannon vas not
aware of Tramp’ calls to amy of then at the time. He thought the story
on FEAT org lonTee Wie Th ame wuts Su To dd Te ToRRROST TF 0
Talked to anyone about 16+ He did not. heat anyone say it was false. Bannon
did not recall whether anyone asked Tramp about the calls. He 4id not
Femenber. any conversations about pushing back harder on the investigation:
Bt the tine he learned of them the calls did not concern Bannon because
Shere vas 50 mich going on. Pannen 418 not specifically recall talking 0
Stars Prioes or Hos dh may Sve SALIOR To Pride:
betucen Conev's arch 20 testimony and Hay 3 testinony, Bannon and Trum

55 pox Dos/ors

MAY 3 SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE HEARING:
Ts por Dosfors

ITS TT SARS That
ore RoTIT Ter TITy Te TOE TI watched parts of the testineny:
Bannon watched parts of the testimony.

FBI(19cv1278)-1970
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McGahn, Sessions, and maybe Jody Hunt was in progress. Bannon did not BS per DOJ/OIP

C her
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£5 por pos/ors

Tamron Row They Gould SoTaaTly Tandratee STE oT
Comey If Te vas StIIL in place.
CC Fox Dos/ors

sep KsvER:
Bannon and Kushner stopped getting along close to the beginning of the
administration, even though they got along during the campaign. They
worked well together when arranging the Riyadh summit but then it pretty
quickly turned to not working well together. Bannon thought Kushner,
Ivanka, and Gary Cohn were progressive Democrats and the opposite of what
the Trump campaign ran on. The people who elected Trump did not vote for
that. Bannon wanted to “drain the suanp.” They vould lose their base if
they did not work toward ending DACA and building a vail.
Bannon recalled a time during an overseas trip to Saudi Arabia, Israsl,
and the Vatican when he left the trip early. He skipped going to Tsrack.
At the tine, the Special Counsel had been named and Trump did not have x
personal attorney yet. £5 per pos/ors

FrTobe STs Cane Seer Tron Te
TTF Sry. A TT Te, TFT 778 Jo ting crushed on the international
v stations.
Bannon, Trunp, Prisbus, Mewsster, and Poel] were having a meeting when
sushner cane in

55 pox bos/ors

Fries a
Bannon Jecided they were leaving the Trip them.
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Bannon reviewed a document Bates stanped SB_00003577 and said the second
bullet point Was not true. The bullet point said: "During transition you
fa 7 TF uy Tr SELL Saieh 0T rnp Torvern a FinoovoTed Sarat oh
vith Anbang and Qataris to raise money for 666 Fifth. You viewed the email
that connected the dots. Those meetings left dared exposed to Comey.”
seovvseR:
Bannon did not travel to New York with Trump the weekend after the May 3
testinony. Trump was fully occupied and Priebus and Bannon decided not to
—
Bannon got no indication from anyone on the trip to Bedminster Comey's

Sarmination was being planed, Ba fad o Tosiing vmetaTG ves Gringo
but he did not know anything for sure. He was totally out of contact with
everyone that weekend.
wy aes, 2017:
The week of Honday, May 8, Bannon did not enter the Oval Office until the
evening of Tuesday, Hey 9. Sammon 4id not participate in any meetings
aot Gomey on Handi Santon ousted SUITS wae Saing on Wut gered
70 part of Lt. Bannon did not Shink he should go and try one more times he
had already said his piece. History ould show Bannon had no part of it.
[rsseven
Fm be oven
TresTdency. ALL the same, he did not go in and take one more shot at
trying to stop things. He had the feeling Lf he wet in and gave it
ar ys we vous Lume: Fo wen 00 Wo” alvaye saying To vo Gracy
ideas, such as sending 30,000 troops to Afghanistan, or staying in the
Paris Accord, DACA, and prison reform.
On May 8 and 3, the West fing was tense. Bannon was not sure if firing
Gorey vas a tome dash a hms pute Barron did not sve Sesgtons tn Toe
West Wing, even though Sessions usually stopped by to say hi when he was
I we pang. rs per nos/ors

Bannon learned Comey vas being fired when he saw it on TV while in
prichus' ortice. - came in to the office. folloued fushner. us per pos/ore
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CT]-
Bannon revieyed a document ates stanped SB 00003375. He did not know if
it was true:

15 pax voor
LR

c=
55 per voor:

Jr TSTs Teer Tow oT Tom.
Tot some oo Th Roser Tn Th SonteTi ot Gomey's role. Bannon
Sto. ro TOY agents had ome aver 45 alk Lo Figen ad Fed 2
pri Mage

15 per oor
Sao

Thought the talking points were abeurds sven Lf the rami and file hated
him, to fire Comey would turn hin into a martyr. They could never raise
any money of¢ of it. Bannon thought firing Coney would bring on a
Svante vis wots Tres Tim ren So
Bannon reviewed SB_00003675, an email inquiry from a reporter that said:
“I hear DIT is pissed at Jared. POTUS has told people he blames Jared for
Somer ant Waratah. 55 per vo/ore

Regarding the Clinton investigation as rationale for firing Comey, Bannon
said we knew all Of this on Jamuary 20.7 The DoJ memo was “ridiculous on
i%s face. Bannon did not Know why Trump was in a rash to fire Comey, but
Sade? cuneate ol Vim wut uo dR Gene.

15 pax vos/ore
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15 pox bos/ore
7a

Bannon heard fron Hesahn 8 per so7/ore

oy

JE ——

MAY 10, 2017 KISLUAK/LAVEQY MEBTING:

55 pox bosfore

Mav 11, 2017 LESTER HOLT TWEBRVIZW:
Bannon thought Trump vas prepped for the Lester Holt interview late at
night on Wesnesdey TIGR. Bannon wes hess shile Hicks and Spicer propped
Tre:

35 Jor Do3/or?
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eeeee
sost-coumy TENTION:

Regarding whether Trump valued people who stood by him, Bannon said “yes

saidB and would not have allowed it. bS per DOJ/OIR

CTTye sevens
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Erik Dean Prince, date of birth (008) [vas interviewed at
the special : washington, D.C. Present representin be
Prince were] and) we

The interviewing team were FBT Special Rgent Ex
and Assistant Special Counsels Jeannie Whee, Zainab Ahmad

Ind Faron Zelinsky.
Prior to the start of the interview, ASC Zelinsky verbally reviewed the

terms of a letter setting forth the agreement upon which Prince made
hinself available for the interview (Document 1). Prince stated that he
understood the terms of the letter agreement. Prince andl signed  b
the letter. After being advised of the identities of the interview team be
and the nature of the interview, Prince provided the following information:

Prince as not initially a Donald Trump supporter. As the campaign
heated up, Prince found that he asreed with many of Trump's
positions. Prince spoke with) about holding a bE
fundraiser for Trump. [Eo1a Prince that the Campaign had rejected ad
Prince's request to hold a Fundraiser because Prince was too
controversial. Prince did not speak with anyone else in the Campaign
about the fundraiser.

Prince contributed money directly to the Trump Campaign. Prince also ue
aon, Las Vegas event, to a Political Action Committee (PAC) rum by beg

to Roger Stone's ads and social media efforts regarding

Prince met Steve Bannon in 2013 at an event held at Breitbart for
Prince's book. Bannon and Prince hold similar beliefs on many
issues. Bannon knew Prince's experience and respected Prince's knowledge
of certain matters. Bannon had Prince as a regular call-in guest on
Bannon's radio show. During the campaign, Prince sent Bannon mostly
unsolicited policy papers.

Prince was introduced to vonald Trump, or. at Trump Tower. [| BS
[aveintroduced prince to Troms, TT
TIFSE meetng was BETer, Prince expressed his support and encouragement

metas 01/08/2018 _y Washington, District Of Columbia, United states (In Person)
befuer owedated 04/05/2018 we

of we
Ticecota se ommesiors or eonof FL.If ptyaFfaoot ry 430 1cont34he baster
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for the Trump Campaign. Prince met Trump, Jr. approvinately two more
Cines at Trump Tower before the election. AC one of the meetings, Trump,
a ot Drv tae aes BT Breet wld A Bet eal
Prince into a room ana Imeroduced Prince xo Teump. Tremp. and best ren
Gther pecpie ere in the room and Hike Fence was on the Lorephone.

Petre cgtont » meetin siscuss

ree Tete met Jie The ret AE
eat of Tuo before tHETTEv:ing with SEE Vr. tthe attport

”

Fete Toor
we oT EE Teena

During theis airport nesting] provided Prince with gums douments
pitening his protects. prince Goi recall the details of

"A

Up a nesting with a high level person corESTES to Trump: Lo—Jdid net
Fequost anyone in particular. Prince knew Tramps Or. and BEER Prince
know Bannon better and Bannon ves a policy Gu. Prince does met recall ”
why he arranged the meeting with Trump, Jr. instead of Bannon. Bannon may bc
Sat Dion spell Sta. At Soy Sains ue wt vil Mer AE SES
Craveling with Trump. G14 not say that he wanted to Bite Trumps
sre Eox noney, omy thE Jvanted vo aiacuss Teanian tsseess muon as
The Ghana administration's Ticlear deal with Tean and payment of cash co
Toon.
[arrives or the meeting wich corse vader. erince na not "

ensaTEaH mader to be wither] Prince had worked with Nader in Irag us
round 2006, Tn 2006, NdeT WaT a courtesan for the Vice-President of
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iraq. princeJhnd Nader met with Trump, Jr. in Trump Jr.'s
sttice. prince Treroouced to frum, Ux! as'an tran pelicy
person. Prince introduced NEST as a person with knowledge of the Middle
Bast. Prince also told Trump, Jr. that Prince had known Nader in iraq ten
years earlier. [—Jtook the lead on explaining why the nuclear be
agreenent with Tran was wrong. |Joave a brief synopsis of his Fe
communications project but only S53 ay to bolster is position for a
change in Iran policy. Trump, Jr. said that it as interesting
information and that he would take it onboard. Trump, Jr. hag no time or
interest for a granular discussion. During the meeting, never said
anything about using his conpany to help the Trump Canpaign: aia
not discuss anything with Prince about the Trump Campaign's social media

Prince does not recall anyone else attending the meeting. Prince does
not recall Stephen Miller attending the meeting. Prince believes that
Nader washelping meet potential investors. Prince does not recall BS
Nader speaking at the meeting with Trump, Jr. Prince does not know if ee
Nader had a separate agenda for attending the meeting. Prince does not
recall whether he was with Jand Nader throughout the entire time that
they vere upstairs at Trump Tower.

Prince does not knowlJother business interests. Prince has heard bE
of the PSY Group as an Israeli technology and communications company. a

[Joao mentioned the psy Group to Erince but Prince does not recall
The Context. Prince does not know ifwas associated with the PSY
Group.

In July or August 2016, Prince had breakfast with Bannon. Bannon
understood the union mentality of Trump's supporters. Bannon had been in
contact with them through his radio show. Prince and Bannon discussed
policy at the breakfast. Two days later, the Trump Campaign hired Bannon.

Prince sold Blackvater in 2010. Prince's main policy desire was to
have a president that would be open to private contractors conducting
stability operations. Prince helped the UAE successfally conbat Somali
pirates. Prince has focused on “peripheral” areas where the Department of
Dotense does not have a significant presence, such as Yemen, Somalia and
Libya. Prince has also focused on Afghanistan. Prince sent Bannon a
policy paper "Update on Problem Areas.” Prince also sent Bannon his "Case
for a Private Option." Prince got the inpression that Bannon had more
important policy matters on his plate.

Prince met Bannon a couple of times at Trump Tower before the
election. Prince set up the meetings by texting Bannon or communicating ve
with[__] Prince and Bannon discussed foreign policy and wr
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trade. Prince does not recall the subject of Russia coming up during any
of their discussions.

bs
7

[introduced prince to Roger stone. [told Prince that Stone
was working on a 501(c) (4) Fund. did Tot say that Bannon or the
Campaign approved of Stone's fund.

bs
7c

Stone mentioned Wikileaks a few times. Prince began one conversation
by asking what Stone thought would be released next. Prince does not
recall anything that Stone said about Wikileaks. Stone did not give
Prince any inside information on the Wikileaks release of Democratic
National Committee e-mails nor any information on Stone's contacts with
Julian Assange. Prince was not aware of Stone's public statements about
Wikileaks or Stone's contacts with Assange.

Barbara Ledeen had a trove of e-mails from the dark web that were ve
purportedly deleted e-mails from Hillary Clinton's server. Ledeen wanted 1c
to authenticate the e-mails. Prince provided funding so that fom]
could hire a tech advisor to determine whether the e-mails were
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reat. [reported to prince that tho toch advisor had determined po
Toe TTI men svthencits Looeaturmen the anased porcion of Ho
Princers money. Prince does notlBSTIEVE That anyone from the Canpaign
fnew of the ebfort.

Prince spent election night at Trump Tower watching the voting
returns. [oi] created prince nto the event. When it appeared that vs
Trump would Win, Prince and other people walked over to the Hilton to hear bc
Trang's speech.

prince met Bannon in Trump Tower a fou days after the election. Prince
advocated for poeple to FILL key National Security posivions. Prince
ata este Tos ey bn See EA ta CI
Cisentangiing erica. tron Toresan conflicts [oo] bs

teins wetoms = CTT TOT UTR.»
TT Baron TEIRoe T3aTn aiscessed personnel decisions. Trump did no
Select any of the individuals that Prince recormended. Prince never
Sought a position for himself. on one occasions Prince rede the train
back From New Tork to Washington, D.C. with KeliyAmne Comay. hey did
mot have any substantive comereations during the sean ride.

Prince met. Flynn in due 2016, before the Republican convention, for
breakfast in Alexandria.— introduced the two men. Prince and bE
Flynn discussed foreign policy. Flynn had not yet become active in ve
Tropa campaign. Prince does not recall any other substantive
Interactions with Flynn until afeer the election.  Postoslection, Flym
and Pence nad & Quien meeting at Trump Tore sedareing which people
Should F111 National Security positions. Another times Prince and Flynn
met at an Trish Pub and talked about mew to put ut Fires in peripheral
reas. Prince never talked snout the role of Russia with lym:

Prince met Trump three tines. The first time was the introduction by
Trumps Jr. in Trump Tover. The second tines Prince met Tramp during a
JsRpg Sg A A IE
Prince met Tr ata bE

Prince never spoke for more than a minute to »7¢
TERE, TR TUTE oT Was always Prince srpressing his support and
eae

, "ee A
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[TJorienty introuced prince to Jared kushner while they were in je
Teli Tower. Prince and Kushner did not have any substantive
conversations.

Prince discussed National Security appointments with Dave
Bossie. Prince and Bossie also discussed Robert Levinson, a former FEI
Agent, that disappeared in Iran.

Prince briefly met K.T. McFarland. Prince said hello to McFarland
“nile she was in an office talking with Judge Jeanine Pirro.

The earliest text messages in Prince’s cell phone are from March
2017. prince used his cell phone prior to March 2017. Prince does not
know why the text messages do not go back farther than March 2017. Other
than housekeeping, such as deleting span messages. Prince has not deleted
any text messages from his cell phone. M.

Prince did not know in advance about the December 15, 2016 meeting in
New York betueen Trump representatives and UAE officials. During the
meeting or shortly after it, Prince met Nader in the coffee shop of the
Four Seasons Hotel where the meeting was taking place. Nader said that
Kushner, Flynn and Bannon vere at the meeting with Hohamned bin Zayed
(M52) and other UAE officials. Nader said that they discussed Middle Bast
issues including Iran, Syria, Iraq, the Muslim Brotherhood and terrorism
generally. Prince does not know uho set up the meeting.

Prince reviewed a series of text messages that he and Nader exchanged
on December 15, 2016 (Document 2). In the first message, Nader asked
Prince hen they could meet at the Pierre fotel where Nader was
staying. Prince responded that he had ed to cone straight to

that Bannon had a window to see hin. PETRGE Ended up meeting Nader in the
lobby of the Four Seasons Hotel. Prince agreed to give Nader a policy
paper on the Muslin Brotherhood to pass on to MBZ. Prince probably went
Somewhere to print the paper, then returned and left it at the front desk
for Nader. After their meeting in the lobby, Nader messaged Prince that
Nader "told Steven that we Just met and he was delighted.” Nader alvays
Stated things in the superlative. Prince had fold Nader that Prince had
met with Bannon. In another message on December 15, Nader writes that he
Cannot wait to *(flollow upon our excited mission." Prince assumes that
the mission is getting the UAE and Saudi Arabia (KSA) to financially
support Prince's solution to end the fighting in Yemen. Prince's solution
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Dmitriev - a link to a Wikipedia page, "Quotes KD_DT.pdf," and "Kirill

not recall calling shortly be
after the attachments were opened. Prince would have called] to see we
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Agents showed Prince images of Villa [Jat the Four Seasons Seychelles be
(Document 6), Prince stated that his second meeting with Dmitriev was in zemEA.Eaaot TaBRI Frn
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Bannon about his meetings with MBZ and Dmitriev. Prince said that MBZ was wR

with Devin Nunes about illegal unmasking of Americans and the wrongful use bic
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be

Tors sald he would do his best In This Interview and Try
To remember key events in this interview.

Corsi began working for Roger Stone in February 2016. He became an
operative for him.

Corsi did not remember the topics of Wikileaks and Assange as being a
constant subject of discussion with Stone. Rather, he remembered having a
lot of conversations with Stone about Hillary Clinton's missing 30,000
emails. Corsi did mot start watching Assange until after Assange created a
search engine for his information and therefore, he did not believe
Wikileaks was a large topic of discussion for him in February 2016.

Corsi cited the New York Times v. United States case and remembered
telling Stone that, as a journalist, he could talk to Assange and it
wouldn't be a crime. Corsi thought he could also bring things to Assange
for Stone. Corsi believed he may have discussed that with Stone over a
dinner, perhaps sometime in February 2016. Corsi has had multiple dinners
with Stone.

When asked what intent Corsi had when he told Stone he was a journalist bs
who could reach Assange, Corsi said his impression was that he was trying Ic
to let Stone know he could get to Assange. hen asked who else he may have
told, Corsi said he may have also told ————J corsi and [had
discussed the possibility of contacting Assange through their
organization, WorldNetDaily (WND). If would have sent Corsi to meet
with Assange he would have gone. TT3 not do so. Corsi thought he
might have audio recordings with Junere they discussed the
possibility of meeting with Assange.

When asked if he had reservations in making attempts to contact Assange,
Corsi said he had two. First of all, Corsi did not believe he would be
breaking the law if he contacted Assange but he did not want to surface on
the radar of any intelligence agencies as a result of doing so. Secondly,
even if Assange had wanted to meet with him, Corsi did not believe Assange
would have shared information with Corsi about what would be coming in
future releases of information.

On or about July 22, 2016, Wikileaks released a series of emails belonging
to Debbie Wasserman Schultz. Corsi remembered the event and referred to it
as “the Schultz drop.” A day after the Schultz drop, Assange publicly
stated he had more information to come and Corsi wanted to know what it
was. Corsi began reviewing the information from the Schultz drop
inmediately, which vas approximately 40,000 emails released over a two-day
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period. Corsi examined the senders and recipients of each email. Corsi
also compiled a 1ist of the emails which he posted online. What jumped out
to Corsi was that all of the emails pertained to operatives in the
Democratic National Committee (DNC). Corsi Looked for emails from John
Podesta and did not find any. From that, Corsi deduced that Assange's next
release of information would likely pertain to Podesta. Corsi said he
Likely shared what he had deduced with Stone.

] |

wre

Corsi was asked if he also looked at what was released by DCLeaks and he
confirmed that he had. Corsi downloaded the DoLeaks release and put them
into a file. He remembered downloading a compressed [zip] file and going beUnrough Sach Tide one by one. Gorel remeniered seving files wilt Wie wre
initials NGP on them. Corsi fnew those to be the initials of [—]
———
Corsi said he believed there were two ways to hack a computer. First,
having the username and password Credentials for a legitimate user on a
system. Second, having access to a server where the emails passed through.
Corsi believed the information from the Schultz drop seemed they were
obtained from a server where they had passed through. In addition to the
Lack of emails from Podesta, Corsi alse noticed that the last email had
been sent in late May 2016. Therefore, Corsi believed the emails were
Likely to have been stolen around that time.
Corsi advised that he knew Seth Rich had been killed at 4:30 AM on July
10, 2016. The circumstances surrounding Rich's death were suspicious to
Corsi. Specifically, he wanted to know where Rich's laptop went. Corsi
then eiplained there had been Speculation a5 to whether oF not Rich had
actually stolen the emails from the DC, rather than them having been
hacked.
Gursirs source, bs

So Corsi comtinees To rely on Fer for TnEommarion because her reporting
is good. Corsi provided an example of how] had tracked down[——]
[= who was involved in setting up a PrIvate server for Clintons
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Corsi knew] to be obsessed with another individual, bs
Corsi has shared information fron[_Juith Stone. When Corsi relayed bre
information from his sources he uswally told people in a way that
portrayed, "this is the way it is.” Corsi does not usually cite his
sources by name.
Corsi was asked what Stone understood his connection to Assange to be in
July 2016. Corsi said he did not know what Stone thought at the time and
he did not remember having any discussions with Stone about it. Corsi vas
sure he and Stone had discussed Wikileaks however, because everybody was
talking about it.
Corsi was shown an email (Document 1] he received from Stone on July 25,
2016. In the email, Stone told Corsi to "Get to Assange." Corsi did not
know what was going through Stone's mind when he sent the email but
surmised that the two of them likely had prior discussions about Assange.
Corsi and others were constantly talking about Assange after the Schult
drop. Corsi said it seemed as if the world had stopped after the Schultz
drop and he did nothing but review the emails for several days to see what
Assange had.

Corsi was shown an email [Document 2] where he forwarded Stone's initial
request of “Get to Assange” to Ted Malloch on July 25, 2016. After reading
it, Corsi said he must have also had prior discussions with Malloch about
hssange. Corsi added he may have also had a FaceTime call with Malloch
about Assange but he did not remember the details of what was discussed.
Corsi said it would have made sense if they discussed how they could reach
Assange. Malloch was a professor at the University of Oxford and Corsi
thought Malloch might be able to reach Assange, possibly through a direct
message on Twitter. Stone also wanted to investigate Bill Clinton's
activities at the University of Oxford. Stone and Corsi believed Malloch
could be useful with that effort.

When asked whether he and Malloch ever discussed Nigel Farage, Corsi said
they had but not at the time he forwarded the email from Stone to Malloch.
Corsi rather remembered having discussions with Malloch about Brexit at
the time and believed the discussions about Farage occurred later in time.
When asked if they ever discussed getting in touch with Assange through
someone in Nigel Farage's orbit, Corsi said it would have made sense if
they had but he didn’t remember doing so. Corsi then immediately said,
"I'm sure T must have.” ve

wreLater in the interview, Corsi said he did not remember having any
discussions with Malloch about reaching Assange through Farage. Corsi
explained that he viewed Malloch as|[
Corsi was sure he had discussions with Stone about Malloch Teaching
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nssange be
sre

ToS Tes ew TRTTSR Tad Seren
EoToden oT WeTTPIaced Contacts. Corsi first met Malloch through an
introduction from over the telephone.
Corsi spent a lot of time thinking about Podesta during his flight to be
Italy on July 26, 2016. Various pieces came to him on the flight and Corsi »

deduced that the upcoming emails would likely be related to Podesta. Corsi
Gould not explain exactly how he cane Up vith the idea that they vould
pertain to Podesta but he distinctly remembered thinking, “this is what

they're going to do.” Corsi said it was compilation of information he had
learned over time, through Sort of an asteroid belt analogy. Corsi

believed [———Jcould verify his deduction because he told her about it
while they were Th Ttaly.
Corsi thought he may have had a conversation with Stone prior to his trip
and Stone told hin the upcoming leaks would pertain to the Clinton
Foundation. Several tines during this interview Corsi reiterated that he
thought Stone yas out in left field in that belief and while on the plane
to Italy, he deduced that the upcoming information would rather pertain to
Podesta.
07/31/2016 EMAIL FROM ROGER STONE

Corsi was shown an enail he received from Stone (Document 3) on July 31,
2016 where Stone wrote to Corsi, "Malloch should see Assange." After
reading the email, Corsi said he vas sure they had a bunch of
conversations about Malloch getting to Assange and that he and Stone
Iikely had prior conversations about it before he received the email.
Stone wanted Malloch to see Assange and Malloch wanted a job with the
Trunp campaign. Stone told Malloch if he wanted a job with the campaign
then he needed to do something of value. Corsi assessed Stone to be very
transactional in nature.

ve

]
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Corsi explained that by foruarding Stone's email request to Malloch he was
merely complying with what Stone wanted him to do. Corsi did not expect
Malloch to actually do anything with the request which was why he only
wrote something to the effect of, "Ted, from Roger,” and included no
additional instructions for Malloch. Corsi generally had mich more
detailed discussions with Malloch and provided two examples; when he tried
to get Malloch a job on the Trump campaign and when he introduced Malloch
to Sam Clovis. Corsi did not actually think Malloch would do anything to
reach Assange.
When asked if he ever remembered having a FaceTime conversation with bE

Malloch about what Assange had planned to do, Corsi said he only ee

remembered having such a discussion with] Corsi believed
that discussion occurred sonetine before Fe TeTE Tor TEaly, possibly on
July 25, 2016. Corsi has known since approximately 2004.1]
also thought Rich stole the enalls FEom the DNC and believed the BrITISh
and John Brennan were behind the Fusion GPS dossier. Jalso
believed the upcoming Wikileaks information would perTaln £5 Podesta.
[——Jtold Corsi he believed Assange was smart and strategic, and that
TE Resange didn’t drop all of the emails at once then there would be a
second drop sometime in October.

08/02/2016 EMAIL TO ROGER STONE

Corsi was shown an email (Document 4] he sent Stone on August 2, 2016. In
the enail he told Stone, "ord is friend in embassy plans 2 more dumps."
Corsi read the email and said he had never seen it before. [Agent note:
Corsi was then afforded time to review the email privately with his
attorney.] Corsi read each line of the enail out loud and provided an
explanation for each one.

sentence 1 Jneturn home Aug bs
vr cors wm]Tem] we
CC JemiawvmeJw
Tetataing To the United States on August 12, 2016.
Sentence 2 = "Word is friend in embassy plans 2 more dunps. One shortly
after I'm back. Impact planned to be very damaging.” Corsi used the phrase
"word is" in his email because he was boasting and inventing that he had a
source who as providing him information. Corsi said it was the only
explanation because he did not recall having anyone else. Corsi remembered
Assange had publically stated that he had more information on Clinton, and
Corsi speculated that it would likely come in the form of two more cups,
but that ultimately did not happen. Later in the interview, Corsi said
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bs
BIC

Corsi was asked what he was referring to when he used the phrase "friend
in embassy" in his email. Corsi said he was referring to Assange but he
did not want to use his name because Stone may have thought Corsi was
being boastful. When asked if Corsi wrote the email to suggest that the
information was coming from Malloch, Corsi stated he did not remember that
being the case, nor did he remember having any discussions about Malloch
with Stone at that time.

Later in the interview Corsi advised he was being deliberately oblique in
his email, using “secret squirrel stuff,” because he did not want the
information to be decoded. Corsi admitted he was using suggestive language
with Stone to portray that Corsi was a source of information for Stone.

Corsi explained that when he figured something out, sometimes out of left
field, he often used the phrase "word is" to provide validity to his
statements. Corsi said it seemed likely that he wanted Stone to believe he
had the information from Assange. Corsi then added that he was likely
relaying three things to Stone; 1) there would be more upcoming
information released, 2) it pertained to Podesta, and 3) it would be
released in seriatim. When asked if he shared that information with Stone
upon his return, Corsi stated that he believed he had, in a follow-up
phone call with Stone after Corsi had returned from Italy.

Later in the interview, Corsi said he did not remember receiving any
information from Wikileaks or Assange, but he was not saying that it did
not happen.

08/10/2016 mary To[]

Corsi was shown an email he sent tol bs
B7C

RETURN FROM ITALY 08/12/2016
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Corsi recalled that on October 7, 2016, Access Hollywood released a
recording of Trump having a conversation with Billy Bush during which
Trump spoke about grabbing women by the genitals. On or about that same

. i a be
pC

b6
pC

6
7c

b6
7c

Corsi remembered sitting at his computer, looking for materials and seeing
Podesta at the top of the document. The purpose of the article was to
plant sources in the paragraphs of the article, which was 8 pages long, so

FBI(190v1278)-2246
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"oe

Corsi. reviewed an email dated Novenber 30, 2017 from Stone to Coral
(Document. 10) in which they uote about Randy Credice and Stone wrote
“Credico will take the 5'-but let's hold a day—-".Corsi did not think the
crat1 had anything to do with protecting Corstrs fdentity. Coral did not
Thought Stone talked too much.

"oe

we*

1 "
Coral remembered wen

”=
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bs
wre

Corsi thought he told] Malloch, stone,[J
[1about assange having the Podesta emails.
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[7senior Assistant Special Coumsels Greg Andres, Jeannie e

Thee, and Andrew Weissman interviewed RICHARD GATES (GATES) at the Special
Counsel's Office. Present for the interview was GATES's counsel, Tom
Greene. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and
the nature of the interview, GATES provided the following information:
GATES has never seen FD-302s written related to his interviews with the
Special Counsel's Office.
Polling Data Sent to KONSTANTIN KILTWNIX
MANARORT directed GATES to send internal polling data from the DONALD 3.
TROP CAVPAIGN to KONSTANFIN KILIMNIK (KILTWNIK), and GATES did so. The
internal polling data as provided by TONY FABRIZIO (FABRIZIO). GATES
utilized WHATSAPP to forward the "top line” internal polling data to we

pr ww

GATES understood KILIMVIK would send the internal polling data on to
Ukrainian oligarchs at MANAFORT's request] be
[1] vawarort wanted to show Ukrainian SlTgarchs That Fe Was Going we

TRGRISTST with the TRUMP Campaign in securing the nomination. OLEG
DERTPASKA was also in the mix. GATES recalled, however, that the letter to
DERIPASKA vas related to MANAFORT's and DERTPASKA's legal dispute. ATES
does not specifically know if NANAFORT sent internal polling data to
Je—

vsaETT ETE EE on
Terie vee

ies rooted There would Bo Tht SE ive or oT
States per poll

enon 02/15/2015» Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (in Fersom
Fille ic 02/15/2019 Be” owed =
» oe
idt ora ees otos F.1dod3pygr

10 distributed ousideyourages. FBI(19¢v1278)-2400
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As an example, GATES recalled that some in the campaign were concerned if
TRUMP could have won Georgia. So, though not a battleground state, Georgia
would appear on the list of polled states and drop off periodically.
Additionally, the campaign strategy did not rely solely on the polling
data. TRUMP felt he would win Virgina without the need for polling.

GATES deleted the WHATSAPP messages as soon as they were sent to KILIMNIK.
MANAFORT did not ask GATES to do this. GATES deleted the messages because
he was concerned about KUSHNER finding out GATES had sent the data.

(GATES was shown Document ID 0.7.4249.179465 (Document 1)]

GATES recalled Document 1 and did not believe it was "polling data” as
viewed in campaign terns, but a media market document instead. MANAFORT
wanted to put MIKE PENCE (PENCE) in areas where the media market was
borderline on TRUMP. This is different than a "poll." Document 1 did,
however, identify polling data to show states that were pro or anti TRUMP
to assist the campaign in scheduling PENCE's appearances.

(GATES was shown Document ID 0.7.4730.110442 (Memo)]

bs
7A
bic
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we
GATES specifically recalled seeing the data based on the cities identified BMA
in Document 1. GATES was asked if he recalled the subject of an email "VP BC
BMA List." GATES recalled Document 1 by the cities and because it was the
ane tine they discussed PENCE's travel scheduling. PENCE's team came back
To them a couple weeks later and sald the devised schedule was not woTFInG
for then.
winRORT, GATES,[nad access to the Document 1. Gres
recalled using bt To create The master schedute withLoo Gates
printed the top copy of the Document 1.
Document. 1 contained relevant capaign information because Lt informed
decision making a to where PENCE was to travels GATES recalled the
Document. 1 had value to the interna strategy of the campaign. MAVAFOKT's
Strategic decision of where to send PENCE ras based on that document.
Moating with KONSTANTIN KILIANIK
GATES did not recall bringing Document 1 to the meeting, of any other
documents. GATES doss not. know if documents were passed to KILIANIK at the
08/02/2016 meeting with NAVAFORT and KILIWNIK. GATES arrived late and did
no son ay Goumeries Deved uring the Gri 4% viadh He wae Frese.
When GATES arrived he received a brief recap of topics previously
discussed including the legal issues with DERIPASKA. GATES does not Know
16 everything discussed prior to his arrival was recapped-
At the 08/02/2016 meeting with GATES, WAVAFORT, and KILIANIK there was a
mech more Seteiied Wreveculen Of Laberiat gelLirg Ghee compared ve vou
Gata GATES sent to KILTHNIK via WITSAPP. At the dinner meetings GATES,WANAFORT, and KILTHNIK discussed internal polling from FABRIZIO which
included battleground states. GATES recalled Pennsylvania, Wisconsin

FBI(190v1278)-2402
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Minnesota, and Michigan as states MANAFORT discussed.
CATES recalled  b2

VANRTORT STscessed Tntermal polling From other Somees Tdluding CamRoce 2S,
ANALYTICA. The information provided in this meeting by MANAFORT to
KILIMNIK was based on internal information and polls; it was a synthesis
that included internal polling data.

GATES stated they did not discuss the PENCE scheduling information with
KILIMNIK. GATES said that Vice Presidential Candidates did not win
elections, so there was no point in discussing PENCE's scheduling with
KILIMNIK.

FBI(190v1278)-2403
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RICHARD GATES TII (GATES) was proffered at the Office of the Special
Counsel, Washington, D.C. Present for che proffer sere tol Speciat Agent
Co hs denton Financia trvesisarorl na 36
Special Counsel Attorney Andrew Weissmann. Also present was GATES' pic
hrorney Tom Green with the law firm Sidley Austin LLP. After being
Siviaed of the Laentity of the. interviewing Adent and ihe. netise of the
Protter, GATES provided the follesing information:

GATES initially discussed the hicoup of signing the plea agreement over
the past. fou days, GATES explained the prio five days nate been very ve
GiEeiemt fox im an nis fanily. He spoke at lengthto|] about =.
the ramifications of pleading Guilty to the charged offenses

Grex the past several days, GATES spoke to a number of other
individuals about whether to sign the plea agreement. He first spoke to bE

he cates consicered a mentor. Gass ashes —]
For Te Te UT te do.

GRTES also spoke to PAUL HANAFORT (NANATORT) three times. fe spoke to
VANRTORR on the phere. On Tuesday February 20, 2015, GAISS told VANAFOR
He as nok Going. foreard with the plea agrecnent. They aise. spoke about
Getting thelr Lawyers tosether to Laiki novevers their lawyers never spoke
Te can other. GNTES aise asked MANAFORT amout tapping inte the Legal
Defense und resources to hein pay for seme of his rowting legal
Cipenses. MAVARORT 101d him to apply for the. funding.

GATES 190 had tuo calls with NANAFORT on Wednesday February 21, 2016,both concerning the Tegal pefense Puma. GATES told NATATORT the Legal
Defense Fund would receive nis application by the end of the week. GATES
Tas eperus to get money from the. Fund before signing the pion
Sdeanent. To dates GRIES had not sunivted the application.  GHTES also
Comtended there was nothing sald beveen he and KANAEOR dbout GATES nor
Cooperating with tne Special Counsel hecause GATES could net affora
C2 IANARORE Aid. not know GATES intended to sign the Plea agreement:

em + Tsnimton, District of Cotte mites saves (1x rereon s2/zar301 - : -
nel a zo Whemie
1PTI rereameoeRE
bedba ouside youragency: FBI(19cv1278)-2404
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GATES stated he vould Like to tell HANARGRT he vould be signing the
Plea agreement. GATS would alec nave his attorney with nim nen he
ties wanes.

In the past couple days, GATES stated the only person he has spoken to
ansortated with Eresidant DowRLD TRNE-s (TRIP) Administration ves
CE Toparticutar, GATS analJhiscussed past
TESTS SEEIVIETR: ‘ana the Filing St 153 ton FET, Raters of ws
ETE ogTN NEL wim, WrRogie BePW we
Gree misvorient kmomadge wih tre TESTIENTIAL TAOGURAL COMMITTEE
10).

cares aise spoke td i as with the .
a =.

Trey TTeeueeT Ges: situation generally.
On Tuesday rebruary 20, 2018, GArES spote © about

AT the time, bE

RE Ta See aT IO RT Seay So Te T_T spoke abou BNC
Hiring another defense. attorney.

cates spoke with, uno he described as a
business oartner and TEREST TE TRATST T avarnent with.  Tosether, he bedLae up = yhite hoaca with pros and cons for hin signing the 1G
Pred He andre a1e sparen in the pases emerslly,
Zoout the possibility of TFRETIdential pardon.

GATES aloo stated he and HANATORT have spoken in the past about the
posoibiriey of receiving a Presidentinl Pardon.  MANAPORh cola GIES of
Tie relationship with TRNE's personal attorney, JOHN OOND (BOND). DOWD
Siggusted an opinion that TRMD ves watering the cose crosoly.

te atso spore to] ra ovout o eresidencion rarion. cams be
stated no one has told Fim he would be pardoned by TRUMP. BIC
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Date 02/28/2019

on 02/22/2019 speciar agent] tnte11igence Analyst ue
iar hostsaT TEeeTaT Commacls Greg Andres and Andrew

TOTTI To-vioued RICHARD GATES (GATES) via telephone. GATES's counsel
THOMAS GREEN. (GRESM) vas not Present on the calls however, the atrached
mat) communication indicated Green approved the direct contact. After
being advised of the identity of the Loterviewing Special Agent and he
natuze of the interview, GATES provided the folloring information:
[SASC Hetasnann admonished GMTES that any questions vere not intended to
foveal any conmimioations vith GREEN or atone from GREEN'a Office,
Weissmann. farther admonished GATES to not discuss. any attorney-client
Priviteged information of any Kind Guring the intervicur which inchaded
“ny information from which GNTESts sole knowledge came. through GREEN or
GRzEnts oftice.)

"

When asked if since it had becons publicly known that the U.S. Goverment
var atteging that

TT GRE Ta ay CoersatTone, SeludingET TToS oT TER Soyo Tosmmiing the subseance of the. suspected
violation, including the topics of KONSTANTIN KILIMNIK (KILIMNIK) or the b6

sharing of polling data »R

catesrecalled Jalerted GATES to the allegation discussed vs
above, as well, but their communication had no substance. 2

GATES was not contacted by, not did he have any substantive discussions
feqarding the allegation with,[oo ne in be

|— eepe we

ET + Teg Tries Of Cotte Ted Paes hee]
File # Dwedmted 02/22/2019 bEcmono =
A———— TrSe———— pT
lobe dba ouie sour sens FBi(19cv1278)-2406
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GATES stated that his counsel GREEN had been mistaken in indicating to the
Special Counsel's Office that GATES

bE
bic
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Paul J. Manafort, date of birth Jwas interviewed at the be
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were be
£81 Special Agents FoI Intelligence
Analyst nT FesTetant Special Comsels (ASC) Andrew
Weissmann and Greg Andres. Present representing Manafort were attorneys
Kevin Downing and Thomas Zehinle and paralegal|————] After being
advised of the identities of the interviewers 3nd TRS mature of the
interview, Manafort provided the following information:

Manafort met Konstantin Kilinnik in the United States twice during 2016
- once in the Havana Room in New York and once at the Four Seasons in New
York. The Four Seasons meeting occurred sometime before the Havana Room
meeting but after Manafort became Trump's Campaign Chairperson. AC the
Four Seasons, they talked primarily about the Trump Campaign, events in
Ukraine and the money owed by Ukrainian oligarchs to Manafort. beonoe

Theol meeting Tasted about an hour and a Tlf or two
Tome Wamatort, through Rick Gates, arranged and paid for Kilimnik's
train ticket from New York to Washington, D.C. and back. Manafort did not
pay for Kilimik's airfare to the U.S.

At the tine they met, Kilimnik was working for Serhiy
Lyovochiin. During the meeting, Manafort briefed Kilimnik on the Trump
Campaign. Manafort intended for Kilinnik to pass the information back to
individuals in Ukraine and elssuhere. The Opposition Bloc menbers
recognized that Nanafort's position on the Campaign offered them a good
opportunity. Kilinnik, however, did not ask for anything based on
Manafort's position with the Campaign. Kilimnik updated Manafort on
Ukraine. They mostly talked about how to get people in the occupied zone
to participate in elections. These people are part of the Opposition
Blocts base. According to Kilimnik, Yuriy Boyko, the face of the
Opposition Bloc in 2016, said he could get them to participate in the
elections. Boyko was part of Lyovochkin's faction of the Opposition Bloc.

TCrassETED/ frover

motto 10/11/2015 u Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Fersom
meeC1 Ducanted 10/12/2018 bs— lps
J——<
idtora eesotosFpTi od3 4rt

10bedistributedoutside your agency. 3 & on FBI(19cv1278)-2695
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While Kilinnik worked for Manafort, Kilimnik met two or three times a
month with the Deputy Chief of Mission (DCM) Schultz and the Political
Director, First Name Unknown (FNU) Last Name Unknown (INU) at the U.S.
Enbassy in Kyiv. Kilimnik briefed Manafort after Kilimnik's
meetings. Kilinnik also dealt with the Geman, French and Italian
Embassies in Kyiv. Kilimnik was especially close with the German
Embassy. Kilimnik did not deal with the British Embassy because it was
not as important for Ukraine's integration into the European
Union. During his 2016 trip, Manafort believes that Kilimnik was meeting
in Washington, D.C. with DCM Schultz. Manafort is not aware of any other
trips that Kilimnik took to the U.S. in 2016.

bn
ba

ET TeTo TTT TRATerE 8 ve
and may have told Manatort: VARaTort Told

FTTmmin:

If Manafort had something urgent to discuss with Jared Kushner during
the Transition, it would have been either appointments or personnel
concerns about the Transition staff itself. Chris Christie ran the
Transition until after the election. During the Campaign, an Executive
Comittee for the Transition was set up that included Manafort, Kushner,
Christie and Rick Dearborn. Within the Transition itself were teams for
each Department or Agency. Christie staffed the teams with Washington
insiders that knew how to deal with these Departments and
Agencies. Kushner and Christie were not close. Kushner engineered the
Transition aay from Christie and his people. Christie asked Manafort to
try to repai his relationship with Kushner. Christie was also concerned
that the next level of people, below top level, were not getting appointed
fast enough. Manafort had four or five telephone calls with Kushner
during the Transition. Manafort had mo success in talking with Kushner
about these issues.

Manafort reviewed NOSCO0021596-599. Manafort does not recall what he
wanted to discuss with Kushner that was "important and time
sensitive.” It would have been either appointments or personnel
concerns. Manafort wanted to meet in person so he could get more time and
attention from Kushner than would have occurred during a telephone
call. Manafort wanted "total discretion” for the meeting because of the
media scrutiny on him. Manafort was not concerned about anyone in the
Transition learning about their meeting. It was the meeting itself, not
the topics, that needed secrecy. Manafort never spoke with Kushner about
Ukraine.

TRCIneeTETED/ ove FBI(190v1278)-2696
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Manafort reviewed a 01/19/2017 e-mail chain between Manafort and fd

[regarding "Names." In the first e-mail, Manafort wrote "fire 5
GETI1 Time." Secretary of State had been one of the last cabinet
positions filled. Manafort and Juere concerned that Rex Tillerson
would not bring on the right people. Steve Beguin was a key guy as far as
[—Juas concerned. Begin brought the necessary knowledge but he was
mot part of Washington. Manafort anticipated recommending people for
positions but he had not been asked. Manafort planned to aggressively
£311 the vacuum caused by the Transition's failure to select
people. [really liked a Russian/Bastern European
think tank expert. Manafort has Tet] once or twice. set
up a meeting between] Manasort ana a
[Juanted to get Ukraine into Europe and were willing with deal with
Tamakovych. David Kramer, on the other hand, is an idealogue who would
not have dealt with Ukraine if Yanukovych was there. As to the people

thatrecommended in the e-mail, Manafort did mot work with any of
them In Ukraine. In addition to the people recommended, Manafort
pushed [7] for Head of protocol. aid not get the
position. Wamafortknew[ from the bush and Reagan days. [__]
Uorked for Nanafort on the Trump conventton. [nad been in7STveT in
business activities in Ukraine, maybe for an eRSTgy company.
nie with arte Sutiog do Sine Ye|oe gi _
ne every day when RA is going to get a visa To visit America."

has 3
TeTatTonship With Rinat Ametov. orked for
Aknmetov. [______Juorked for a major Russian company. Manafort
thought that TF Beguin became Deputy Secretary of State, they could try to

Manatort did not know why[
Fifmetov owned a metallurgy company in the U.S. Wamafort never

Worked for or with Akhmetov's U.S. company.

[Jeane to the u.s. in early 2019 and met with bs
Manafort. They met in Kevin Downing's law offices in Washington, D. bc
C. First Name Unknown (FNU) Last Name Unknown (LNU) asked Manafort to

represent in Ukraine's 2019 presidential election. NU LNU lives
in the v.87 connected Manafort with FNU INU. After first
hearing from FNO INU, Wanafort called Kilimnik. Kilimnik said]
was not a first tier candidate and could not get enough support From The
Opposition Bloc and their supporters. Manafort first said no to FNU INU

because [____Jwas not a real prospect. EWU INU asked again and
Manatort agreed tomeet Jad not speak English. They
discussed oney for ManaTort and PoSTETS Coalitions that would support
CE candidacy. Manatort agreed to audit[7] chances and

GEve Bim an answer in June 2016, at which point They Gould both decide

DicrasszeTED) ous FBI(190v1278)-2697
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Tore Interview of aul Nenatort
ether To go formard together FATALOTL plamed £0 start with a poll but
did not actually conduct it because did not send the bE

money. Manafort ended up assessing] potential candidacy based bc
on intormation Kilimnik collected br TRIFTRy Vth pevple in Ukraine; in
June. 2016, Hanafort told]that he shoud no rum.[oeJpatd
Manafort about [from a business account. Manafort does MOT recall
In which country TR Business account was located: The money Provablycane. nto Steam Mountain.  Manafort performed amout 25 to 30 hows of work.
[1]vurchaseda boost mobile phone at the be

beginning of 2018. Manafort wanted to talk securely with BR

Ridimnix. Naafort may ato have called Rick Gates on the
Phone. Hanatort aid set send amy messages on the phone. Kilimnik vas
esting fesstioe ont Ducts Wiser smiley tata’
Getense. Kilinnix sent the materials to ManafoTETE TRTERLLL account.

Victor Bovarkin had been inpressed with something wanatore ai wn

soyarkin worked for Deripaska. Manafort met Boyarkin only
ance Manafors met Boyarkin in eripaskars offices in Moscow sometime
Petueen 2006 and 2008. Hanafort was thore to meet With
Deripaska. Manafort docs not recall vhetner Beyarkin was in the meeting
or Ireroduced seperately. Manafort and Bovarkin ralvea fof about thifey
minites.  Boyarkin does not speak of write English.  Nanafort used a
Cranaiator mheneser. communicating with Boyartin.  Beyarkin vas a bland
ope Deion, verveignt with gray hair. Bogarkin costeinated Depiperra’s
projects on which Manafort workes[1] BeSoyarkin serayed messages Fron DerIpana Bu FIT To speak a
Tr

TCIreSTETED)fro FBI(190v1278)-2698
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Kilimnik, Ld

FETT TT Sey TYSveSR TTS TAT RAT Foromhento and]
Cjvere tasiness pavtrare:

Rick Davis hiredJto work in Ukraine on matters related to b6
Deripaska. When Manafort took over the lead on the Deripaska account, b1C

Eagan working for Hanatort. Lo Jzan the opergtion in Vireine
From aoun 2005 to 2010, Kilimnik wIRET RS mamber tue, tert
Ukraine sight after Tanukovych became President. Mamafort 3nd]
talked about once a month after[Jleft. Manafort does not FmeW any
of[—Jetients after he left. Tn 2017, Juorked for Manafort
ARTIST Manafort was advising the Print HIISTer on the referendum
and other matters of U.S. and European policy. Manafort selected]
To work in Raraisten because he nes available and Manafore treced
hin, [worked for about two months during the September to December
2007 CTRTEIRA.  Manafort ves. intzoduced to. the Kerdisn Prine Minister by
ranafores friends in bal. The Ferdiah prime Minister directly mired
Manafort. Zagment. for Manafortrs work in Kurdistan came into Steam
Mountain. Hanafort has not used offshore accounts since 2014. Gates said
he shut down all of the offshore accounts. Manafortpaid Jabout
C1 rardistanpaid Jerpenses. Manafort did mot poy LT]
To

Manafort die not encourage]to talk with the press or media on bs
Ss ce are ie TTT ro ine Me
Countrs gag order.

”te
ino Te

CoTIiiny Tene Te FmaTort Goes mt Tow uh Lge ST conslting
that [Jdoes. During their meeting, Manafort and talked about

[introduced Manafort to the UAE's Head of Security, Talal. Talal bs
recommended Manafort for work with a Crown Prince in Saudi Arabia and the bic

SRCrRssrETED) /Feve FBI(190v1278)-2699
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Eni in Bahrain. v6

pc
Vanafort mever Talked to any U.S. government

Official regarding his work for the UAE.

Manafort last spoke with[ Jin May 2018. Manafort communicated with bs
[through whatsapp or possibly Signal. Manafort used whatever be
pplication that [wanted to use. Manafort gave[J advice on what to
tell Talal about Manafort's issues in the U.S. Manafort talked with[J
about Manafort's case. Manafort did not ask[] for any assistance
related to his charges, the trial or the media,

vanafort met [Jin the U.S. in 2017. Manafort believes that they bs
met in New York, maybe at the Peninsula Hotel. There was no need to meet »7C
in person and nothing in particular that they did not want to discuss on
the phone. They talked about work in Kurdistan and Iraq. vas in
New York on other business. Manafort does not Know why Tas in the
us.

Manafort asked if he knew Christopher Steele. [7 be
talked with relayed to Manafort from be

Vanafort does not hmow
Source of information

ALL of the information in the Steele dossier about Manafort is untrue,
including the trips to Russia.

bs

)
During their meeting in the U.S., [_Jupdated Manafort on their bs

projects. Manafort never met[ Jin the U.S. Manafort did not ask] be
or[J to do any work to check out the allegations in the Steele
dossTer. [Jintroduced Manafort to an international fim that could
conduct due ailigence regarding Manafort's various accounts in
Cyprus. The firm did not do any work because Manafort did not pursue it.

7 FBI(19cv1278)-2700
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Manafort reviewed messages between Manafort and Manafort told Be
[———Jabout his case. Neither ever provided bie
Nanafort anything that he did not ask for. Hanafort reviewed a message
fron—Jon 07/20/2017 stating that:

v6

bs
vic

be
wre

Manatort does not believe that the first sentence ts[ 1]
Manafort does not recall Getting x

[Sooke In flowery language and
Saying a Tot about nothing. Manafort does not know what reant by
——Manafort does not know who Oleg Eroviniin is. —

Manafort met with his attorneys during a break.

Manafort and[___Jmet in a hotel room in Washington, D.c. [J b6
talked about Christopher Steele, Talal and Kurdistan. After their we

seme FBI(190v1278)-2701
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be
re

sanagort's only assign vo was to bs
Se

TamAToTT TaTred WIT Then Sout SIT elements of the
Tavestigation against him. They mist have connected the dots and
investigated further on their own initiative.

yanafort and [Jratked about the newspaper reporting on the dossier bs
and the cash ledgers [_Jknew that GPS Fusion had operations in wre
Russia. They talked JBOUE how the June 9 meeting had no substance and
thus may have been a setup. Manafort figured that the meeting was
arranges bo Greats questions sheet Whether the Tromp Gampeign ves working
With the Russian government. The Russian government, or someone else,
encouraged the Agaralovs to request the meeting with the plan that it
would blow up into an allegation of collusion. Manafort's last guestion
was who originated the setup plan. Manafort asked]to see
C7]vanatort does not know why
osver et up The meeting 91d met make IT public until after the election.

At their meeting, and es 5
Fusion's ability to work in Russia. said GPS Fusion had clients in ye

Russia and GPS Fusion had worked for The Russian goverment. [—_Jdid
not draw any conclusions regarding efforts to undermine the TIED
Campaign. [Jalso talked about Kurdistanand]

sanatort neverpaid[Jor any werk. message about be
C2et. TTT TTI vos oh foots. dota we
Tor VARSESTE Manafort did not relay any information Fegarding GES Fusion
fron to anyone else.

Manafort wrote "[plls block some Lime for me to review this and another
project.” "This" would have beer and the other be
project may have been in Cyprus. pC
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41 pot bring anafort a hard copy of anything related to] 88
Someone had a court order to go into Manafort's Cyprus wie

Bank account information. The international firm recommended by]
Eo oot Wanafors a copy of the cours order. From tne orders 1 SET TOT
Too Live the 0, gwen vas twelve, Mamatort shosghe Lt may have
EA I ANATNT io,
rvenarionat firm Wanafort does met iow 1po he
international Fim,

Manafort reviewed messages between Manafort and[ Jon 07/20 be
72017. [Jwrote that " know LJhas spoken to you about the intel we BIC
rave, So LSTTToe yous aide. To TEST wae the ypres project. Nanatort
then wrote ={n]en VIP topic that I wank vo Atscecs.n Wanafort may have
been Tatking about Afghanistan. Namafort revieeed messages between
sanatort andl——Jon 07/21/2017. In one message, Manafort askeal——]if
a sone Te var gous Inte Toventios svemtmring

Fim Tie nesage wag soot the Imvernasionat them shat endes
iting ie spins wor oorTeaae
Cyprus. 3 to the eatiier message, Namafort cannot recall what would have
en whe wintel ve nave vo aveiee your siden

vs

Manafort asked people, includingJto donate to his legal bE
Defense Fund. In asking for donations, Wamafort detailed the amount of BC
Ris bills and here to send the money. Mamafort alse enplained hy he
eh wim Svat Sai TT

Manafort does not recall if[asked Manafort to talk with be
anyone in the U.S., including the Administration or the Hill, on behalf of b7C

Tie cversens sliarte. Given his eitamatancens HARREOTE Wiad ave
Saentifies poopie and someone elve vould nave sontacred them:
[Jeers or marar, Teartes] Jan action ofcicer. [J ws

organized their trips. Mamafort told| bout his case. ManeFET bc
Cried to raise money by proclaiming nT Tacence and criticizing the

Janatons WEate wah "HOUSD Intel SRittee Wu The SUITE erpeuing
Dossier, FBI AND Illegal Fisa searches coming." Manafort based this

RCIASSIETED/trove FBI(19cv1278)-2703
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(U/ 98%) Interview of Paul Manafort
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statement on public reporting. Manafort did not seek, nor did he receive,
any information from anyone on the House Intel committee or anyone else
with access to confidential information.

Shen Manafort wrote that the bs
BIC

Manafort was stating his own conclusion for which he has no
evidence.

y= FBI(190v1278)-2704
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dcatemy 08/02/2014

PAUL J. MANAFORT (ANAEORT), date of birth (003) Jwas De.
interviewed at MILLER & CHEVALIER CHARTERED, 655 15th SE., WW, Washington,
D.C. 20005. Present for this interview were Department of Justice
Attorneys Daniel Claman and £81 Supervisory Special Agents bE per CRY

THT Special Agent rar BTC per cm
Forensic Accountant and Defense Attorneys and PS
[1 after being advised of the identity of the interviewing
Agent and The nature of the interview, MANAFORT provided the following
information:

MANAFORT recalled meeting RINAT AKRMETOV in June 2005. MANAFORT was
asked to step in and help AKENMETOV on political matters. AKHMETOV hired
———Jwitn akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld Lif, a law firm in 56
Washington D.C., to assist with an asset the Ukrainian government claimed P'C
AKHMETOV illegally privatized. AKHMETOV introduced MANAFORT to VIKTOR
YANUKOVYCH in August 2005.

The company DAVIS, MANAFORT, and FREEDMAN was incorporated in 1995.
The company was composed of KICK DAVES, PAUL MANAFORT, andl —]
[7 in2005, TJrett and the conpany became DAVISTARAFORT. Do
There was a transition 1n 2008, and by 2009 the company was named DHP
INTERNATIONAL. Neither [_Jnor DAVIS worked in the Ukraine.

When MANAFORT began working with AKHMETOV, he would only take advance
payment for his services. AKHMETOV recognized the need to lobby the United
States Government. MANAFORT advised AKHMETOV to get all of his assets in
order.

In 2006, MANAFORT put a strategy together for the Parliamentary
Blections. MANAFORT advised his client was the PARTY of REGIONS (POR).
For example, there could be 150 candidates but MANAFORT's only client was

the POR. MANAFORT did not recall who specifically wired him money for his
services to the POR.

MANAFORT did significant work for both OLEG DERIPASKA and RINAT
AKHETOV,| HATARORD acknowledged that he. receivedLoree ro] trom an vs
account in the name of VEGA HOLDINGS for services he 91d For either wre

\mosigaionon 01/30/2014 Washington, District Of Colubia, United States (in Person)eewe omcants 07/30/2014 p16
7w
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July, August, September and December 2006, totaling over] bs
dollars. MANAFORT did not recall this company but stated This money could BIC

on.
9

x

.

7 5
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bewre

When asked, MANAFORT stated PERICLES INVESTMENTS LLC was set up to do BS.
business in the United States and may have been used as a vehicle to do the Sh
CCJee.

MANAFORT provided a detailed history of his work with the elections in
the Ukraine. MANAFORT conducted a poll and saw a way for YANUKOVICH to
succeed. MAVAFORT set up a series of meetings with YANUKOVICH. The first
necting MANAFORT Listened to YANUKOVICH and the next few meetings MANAEORT
briefed hin on the campaign strategy for the next 5 years where the goal
was for YANUKOVICH to take the lead on judicial and economic reforms.
VANAFOR worked on behalf of AKRMETOV and canpaigned for YAUKOVYCH.

In February, 2007 MANAFORT ran the election as YANUKOVICH's campaign
nanager and to public surprise, won in Parliament. YANUKOVICH became Prime
Minister of Ukraine. VAVAFORT had lawyers involved to insure there was no
Voter fraud and briefed U.S. Ambassadors in successions John Herbst,
William Taylor, John Teft, and Geoffrey Pyatt, on a regular basis.

The Ukrainian government then tried to Greate a SWAP election because
they didn't like the fact the POR had won. The west pressured YANVKOVYCH
to accept. As a result, there was another election within a year:

There were many factions in the POR, Towards the end of his
presidency, TANUROVICH replaced cabinet members with members of "The
Family", which included SERGEY ARBUZOVanal 7 wmwaronr is BE
not friendly with anyone in the Family. WANAFORT met SERGET ARBUZOV once
and they became fast enemies. ARBUZOV became the Central Bank President
nd then the Prine Minister of Ukraine.

MANAFORT explained the POR as being divided into tuo groups: the AZAROY
group which included the international economic experts and the older
Generation of the OR, and the LEVOGHKIN Group which were the reformists
“ho handled negotiations. WANAFORT worked with the LEVOCHKIN group on the
Successful THF deal during the First year of YANUKOVICH's presidency.

ANDRIY KLYUYEV managed the crises within the cabinet and often
YANUROVYCH would Look to him for advice and to help negotiate. MANAFORT
interacted with KLYOYSY on a regular basis.

VIKHATLOVYCH AZAROV met with MANAFORT in 2005. AZAROV was part of the
party leadership.

MANAFORT denied any direct knowledge of business dealings with the
FBI(19cv1278)-2707
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following individuals:
be[Jaunrora never did business with hin. ve

VURIY BOTKO = the Minister of Energy. VANAFORT dealt with him on
enezqy policy issues only, never did business with him.

»e[1wavacons met hin twice but no business dealings. bec
KLYOYEY brothers - WANAFORT did not know anything about their

involvenent with Activ Solar and never did business with the.
MANAFORT never met with YULIA TYMOSHENKO and does not know u,

Towards the end of his Presidential tern, YAVUKOVYCH began replacing
i "Family", anc egan 2cabinet members with members of the "Fanily", and] bea ue

Consolidating power. ARBUZOV became the Central BTR President and then
the Prine Minister of Ukraine.

In the sumer of 2013, BUTIN realized YANUKOVICH planned to sign the
Ukraine/Buropean Union Association Agreement deal and started to squeeze
PETRO POROSHENKO on the chocolate industry. POROSHENKO's chocolate plants
are in Russia and PUTIN told TANUKOVICH if he didn't sign the deal, PUTIN

MANAFORT currently feels the local level corruption is crushing the

MANAFORT once asked BOYKO about the oil rig. The registered Agent was
the same who signed off on something for TYMOSHENKO. MANAFOKT and BOYKO had
a Good relationship.

When asked, MANAFORT stated he talked to YANUKOVICH about corruption as
a Liability but never spoke about specific names. MANAFORT demonstrated it
Using factual data Like the po1ling numbers. MAVAFORT feels local level
eragtion 16 Trspenainin Tor Ganeying The Sowers in rains

According to MAVAFORT, the only person outside of PUTIN who benefited
fron the Buropean Association Agreement not bejng signed was

“The Oligazchs, such as AKHMETOV, THRo ana b6
Sipported the signing. VANUKOVICH would have signed the agreement 57

TET Buropeans had come up #ith the §3 billion dollars of economic
support for Ukraine, prior to the signing. In September 2013, MANAFORT
organized a meeting between STEFAN FULE, the European Commissioner of
Enlargement, JOSE BARROSA, the European Commission President, and

FBI(19cv1278)-2708
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Rovenber 200%, she Germany amd ten sesLizes THIONOTESR ould mt. 2ign the

WATEONT sivisns he only net wish SAISOVIE anes in NemyghyRis, Vien
1t an Juan 8 TatL hovee.  TNGHOTICH sata ne had putehares st et ve ama

has of sevens oovpemies. SevsLisnes In Siren. he sarioes Teak SES ant
Girection came foom KOLESHIFOY.  NONPEORT maintained he didn't How Who
Tpecitionlsy set vp he CrpELst scene tut verified ne vas never

Services in the pile ever

Trane WRNRRORT Seppe Sut oT The POITCIoaT World and attempted a I
business deal. [____Jidea was to raise money overseas and buy real

SRd Tever got Involved In Business dealing.[1

WERT prs wRveR Sap of WIRTH 9% SIREN TAIN, GURSH: WISH
LTD nd LEVIN sounded fanilias and any money Eloving From Those
Companies would have been money he entre from his services. MAGAFORT has
vould have secords of ail the companies. HARATORT advised that LIVED LLC

 — OTE

In cloning, WONAFORT heme spoien with TANIROVIGH since Decesber 201%.
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In reference to the oligarchs, WNATONT advised DERIPASKA left Ukraine
at the beginning of YAIKOKOVICHYs presidency, AIMETOV remained a pare of
the BU factionandJdid not choose a side and lives off his Russian BE
usiness 7A

Ia - bIC

Notes taken during the interview, an outline, and a bank account
chzonelegy ia maintained in a 1h emvelope.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dacoteuy 11/07/2010

cat vanatort, sate of siren[was intervieses at the se
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were be

FBI SpecialAgents[eyant Special
Counsels (ASC) Jeannie S. Rhee, AEITy Weissmann and Greg Andres; and
Resistant United States Attomey[oo] Present representing
Manafort were attorneys Richard WESEITNg, Thomas Zehnle and Kevin Downing
and paralegal|r] £01 SAL] advised Manafort of his
rights. Manaforf STAed that he understood his rights and that he was
willing to answer questions. Manafort signed a FD-395, Advise of
Rights. £81SAL]advised Nanafort that it was a crime to lie to the
FoI. Manafort stated that he understood. ASC Weissmann reviewed the
terms of a letter setting forth the agreement upon which Manafort made
himself available for interview. Manafort, Downing and ASC Weissmann
signed the letter agreement. After being advised of the identities of the
interviewers and the nature of the interview, Manafort provided the
following information:

Manafort read from a typewritten statement regarding his conduct as it
related to the Counts alleged in the Eastern District of Virginia and the
District of Colurbia. The statement will be maintained in the 1-A section yo
of this casefile. In addition to the acts in his statement, Manafort (1) he
Caused money to be paid to[ty1 and Svadden Arps (Skadden mowing that the monies
were, In part, payments for lobbying in the United States; (2) did not
reveal to his bookkeeper and accountants the income that went from his
bank accounts in St. Vincent and the Grenadines and the United Kingdom to
vendors in the U.S. for his personal benefit; and (3) caused his
accountants to fail to file annual FEAR forms from prior to 2010 through
2014, knowing that he was required to file them.

At the end of February or beginning of March 2016, Manafort and Tom
Barrack were in California. Manafort told Barrack things that he thought
the Trump Canpaign was doing wrong. Barrack asked Manafort if Manafort
was interested in running the Campaign. Barrack and Manafort had a series
of calls during the next couple of weeks. At the middle or end of March
2016, Donald Trump called Manafort to discuss Manafort joining the

'UNCLASSIFIED//Feue-
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Campaign Hanafort and Tramp et privately inFloride aroma
Easter. Manafort. then met with Gorey Lesandouski and Hope Hicks in
Fr

Roger Stone thought it was a good idea for Hanafort to join Trump's
Campaign. Barrack told be
Manafort that Stone might have called b7C
Tramp about HeRSTOrE,

Manatort was hired as Capaion Chaisperson, while Levandovski remained
pp aEe Tr He tea Tear
Morin tor Teanp. and Tromp would boss him around.  Nanafort understood
thar nin Tote waite Tomes on deregeves ax the omvention. Neither Team
nox his State had understood tha Tremp did not win the delegates simplyoo Tortus ns sores Tro rte Tee vir SERS on she Lote
etn me. infeastostire for mis campaign.  manafort ended up having to put
Teeter he svmentore am SEVER 1 vin tome primis. tomatests
Initial core team included Rick Gavos, Staff secrevarys Rony Fabeisier
pollsters [om] political advisors Jason Miller, communications bs
director; Rick Dearborn, liasion to Congress, RNC and think tanks; and we

Brad Parscale. Manafort later used Stephen Willer to write policy
reechon. Wiehagh Caputo came Io the secon wave of hiring wed dealt with
er atin, wit whl
Cte sun trons TommmsToals comoelon.  Lewandowshil. Sought Sons of

iene soar. Heastors wastes to nine Tuchiting sommiinvions Fieeceers
and state managers.  Manafort did not get involved wich the Campaigns
Fimancen.

Manafort. started Family Meetings as a way for Trump's children to help
A A SE RG a
AAnN AAEy

eres Stes fin oie oe ns tt
typically avtonded the Family Meevings. Among the children, Kushner took
the Sead on policy Semues.  Rusmmer was shee interested in ihe eigital
part of the Garbadyn. To some ements Seshner took oer working with
Feet Ton weer Semtly mthotn Sots mie Sie Senztng The TeneTviness. Thunp wanted Wamafort to toavel to the campaign sventa. Brune

Se art co oe are von on
travel. Manatore spent most days. in New York, while sometines taking daytripe to Wammingtom Dic.

Manafort. tolerated Fights with Levandorski but Hanafort could not
Coletate. hen Levandouski started leaking inaccurate information that hurt
the campaign. Mamafort tora Tramp teat evanaseend wan umeercutting
Tn osre atten aot To Teint on date set Si To we

inctassIrIED)/rove- FBI(190v1278)-2713
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Loyal ant asked Famafort To work With Tevandorsi. The Family wanted
Lovandouski oat. Trump and the Family met privately aout Lt and
Levandoushi vas ut the next day. Banafort aia not £L11 Levandorski's
Campaton Manager. position.  Hamafort was able to work mare efficiently
Steer Lamandoraki 1oft.  Manafort trusted Fabrisiors numbers and
Sutgmen. They put tosether a core campaign steavesy.  Manafors built
Fmt E05 peta poets WHiAs cosdeand vo vn svrts Srivaets
Conventions fon primaries that were complete. Manafort nad ali the state
manages, mudgete, schedule. and canpaion themes in place before be
resigned.

Trump effectively wrapped up the Republican nomination with his win in
Indiana. By mid-unc, Manafort started focusing on the general
Clection. Roince Preibus built strong research media and metadata
epesations at the Republicen National Comistec (RWC). Manafort gave
Parente profiles of individuals Lively ro vore for Trump.  Perscere then
Targeted those individials with the messages that Manafort recommended.

Manafort attended a June 9, 2016 meeting at Trump Tower at the request
of Trump, Jt. Trump Oc. alee asked Kushner to comes which was
Como anaEoTs cannot Teall how of men Tempe Jv. Feet moh up
The meting. Manafort recalls that Taump, Jt. reminded Hamafors of the
meeting during the Family Neoting on June 6. Trump, Jt. said that people
TrvoLued with the Hiss Universe competition in Nasco had contacted nin
because they had die on Hillary Glinton.  Menafort nes that the pectic
vere coning from Russia. Trump Jr. did not tell Manafort what was the
pected dirt. Manafort had lov expectations for the meeting. In prior
Carpaions, Hanafore had received carts of known of calls from foreign
Individuats offering information against an opponent. The information was
uaaly unhelpful.

Trump, J. commonly networked Nanafort with people that Trump, Jr.
Chought ould be nelptul to the campaigns inclusing eT] be

ator anes win ion at rime oe ATT TTT src
eeTTrg Bat Trump, 9t. would not have asked Hanafort to attend unless
Tee i on Testis bah 1 Fase v0 th Ieee TPE
Tr setup meetings to be helpful and show nis father that ne could be
Peipful. Toumb, 9c. was a1lotn on the campaign.  Manefert would nave said
mo Ro must. people, but Trump, Jr. and the other children did not often ask
Fox his tine and, after all, it was the candidaters son. Manatore was in
the offices anyway for a meeting with Preibus about a convention
coorainator.

The dune 9 meeting was held in the 25th floor conference room. Shen
Manafort entered, the cable was filled with Russians and their

UNCLASSIFIED//Fo¥e FBI(19cv1278)-2714
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power. Fhmetoret wp mevtings betwen Wanefort and possiblecandidates
Tor the Presidency. The U.S. and Burope supported Yulia
Tymoshenko. Manafort was Looking for the most Restern-leaning candidate
in the Party of Regions. Manafort met Yanukovych. Manafort initially
opposed Tanukovych because Tanukovych had been fainted by the 2004
elections. Over tine, however, Manafort came to believe that Yamukovych
had the willingness and strength to commit to join Europe.

Manafort reviewed a 12/08/2016 e-mail[that 5s
began "[nlad a nesting with BG today. He TFET FE To PRES The Following to BIS
youn BG is Yanukovyeh. Kilinnik would not have been addressing the
information in this e-mail to anyone but Manafort. After reading point 1,
Hanafort believed that he had seen this e-mail. After continuing to read:
Manatort does not believe that he saw the rest of the e-
nail. Nevertheless, the content of the rest of the e-mail is what
(Limnik told Manafort during their Havana Room meeting. [is
odnot reach out to Manafort. MATGTSTE WES not
rare TAT Carer Fase as authorized to speak for Trump.  Manafort did
not Know who Page vas until the dossier came OUT in the press. At the
Cine of this e-mail, in Decenber 2016, Manafort was not willing to do any
work on behalf of the Ukraine including Kilimnik's request in point 6.

Manafort reviewed a 03/30/2016 e-nail from Gates to Kilimaik with an
atta Drone Tetons stn Sanelort working on the Pow Genet ova
memos to four individuals. OVD is Oleg Deripaska. SVK is Borys
Kolesnikov. RA is Rinat Akhmetov. SL is Serhiy Lyovochkin. Manafort
sent. the memo to show them that he was Still in the game in the U.
5. Manafort knew that these men would see value in that. Manafort had
been trying to collect money from all of them except Deripaska. Manafort
briefed Tramp on his work in the Ukraine: Manafort would have explained
the Tymoshenko situation and why Yanukovych fled to Russia.  Manafort
wanted Trump prepared in case Manafort's Ukraine work or Deripaska issues
popped up. Manafort thought this may happen because some Republicans had
been on the other side of the Ukraine issue. Hanafort did met go into
detail because Trump was not interested. When information about
Manatortrs work in the Ukraine came out in the press, Tramp as
Upset.  Manafort briefed Jason Miller when the press started coning out.

Manafort reviewed again the "lack caviar® e-mail. "our biggest
interest is a solution to the Pericles issue. If Trump won, Deripaska
vould have wanted to use Manafort to advance whatever interests Deripaska
nad in the 0.8. and elsewhere. For enanple, Deripeska could Rot get a
Visa to the 0.5. Manafort never gave Deripaska a private
briefing. Manafort was willing to brief Deripasks on strategic decisions
such as why Trump selected Hike Pence as a Vice-Presidential running mate:

incrassirIED seve FBI(190v1278)-2717
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In daniary 2017, Hanafort met Georgy Oganoy in Nadeid. Ogancy
represented Deripaska: Originally, Ogancy was supposed fo mest Manafort's
Lawyer, in Canada. Kilinnik must have commmicated be
OganovS Hames To Wamafort, Manafort traveled to Madrid for Telefonica BIC

Eynr a ad oe
hour breakfast meting wT RS SETIRE present. ogancy seid that
Wanafore needed vo mest betipaska. in person to Finarty sesclve tne
Sos fies aghone. Ymasoet mene tab oes He Hoe oot oats 4a
Ucatne or Russia for the meeting. Manafors never heetd From 0ganos
again. anafont does nov know Wh a new Lasuit was filed againet him
ot To areal ot Torah wo i Th LAN DOCe Sele ar
abeyance. Hanafore was sonplevely rruthfus during his deposition in the
Tier vase InoTesing hie cestimeny reRrOirIL——]

] }
Manafort reviewed a danuary 15, 2017 e-mail from Hanafort to KT

MoFariand regarding "Get Together." Manafort's "important information”
Cegardnd Ciba Hanafort vented to discuss Truprs poiiey position on
EE ne
Administration, arranged a meeting between Manafort and Castro's son in we

Ravana, Gaba, Cuba was net a client but Hanafort saw an
erporeanity.  Manafore never had a meeting with Nereslamd. Manafort never
A ApITSTT
HeFariand because. they had a good relationship and it vas easier than
contacting Michael Flynn.

Manafort returned to Nadeid shortly after his January 2017
trip. Hanafort folloved wp on Telefonica business. The trip vas partly
Social andlcane tong. Manator went on to Dual. Menefort did bs
not meet with Oganov or Kilimnik during this second trip. »e

Manafort met Kilinnik and Lyovochkin at the Restin hotel in Nashington,
D.C. around the tine of Trump's inauguration. They talked about
Rapponings. in Ukraine. Manafort would provably have talked about the
Teuns Aminiatration. Manafort asked Lyovochkin about memey. Iyoveehkin
Sata that Akbmetov owed Hanafort. the money for the opposition Bloc
Voth. KiLinntk and Lyovochkin Ald mot come to Hashigrom, D.C. to see

[E—— FBI(190v1278)-2718
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date 11/01/2018

Paul 3. Manafort, date of birth[7 vas interviewed at the vs
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were ie

Fox special Agents| an cianCounsers. (RSC) SeannTS TS, TRIES WeTTIAR Sd Oreq Andes’ and
Rasistant United States Attorney] Present representingManafort were attorneys Richard NSEEIITG, Tronas Zehnle and Kevin Downing
and paralegal] BI sa[___] advised manafort of his
Tights. ManaloTCSEETAd that he WASTbteed his rights and that he was
WALLing to answer questions. Nanafort signed a F0-395, Advise of
Nights. ASC Weissmann reviewed the terms of a letter setting forth the
areemnt upon which Hanafort made himself avelisble for
agreement. After being adviged of the identities of She intervievers and
The mature of the interview, Manafort provided the following informations

Manafort knew that if Tramp got elected, there would be opportunities
for him to make money. After Tramp was elected, Manafort traveled to the
Middle East, Cuba Korea Japan and China where he got paid to explain
Uhat a Trap presidency Would be Like. In mid-2017, a Urrainian candidate yo
for President,[7]approached Manafors about political <A
consulting,

Manafort asked Konstantin Kilimnik to track down documents related to
the indictments against Nanafort, including contracts and ECR
brochures. Manafort and KLiinnik communicated using encrypted
abpLications such as Viber, Signal, Whatshnp and others. They started
JDA A OG ge
Russia were hacking their accounts .

JTete Fe IN
Indicted, Manafort purchased a "pay" phone to talk with Kilimnik and b7C
Gates. The pay phone did not have any applications on it. About six bz

months ago, arafort got a cellphons[oePh RRB
Septonber or October 2011s a BBC. repaTTeT, IFT Rane URIS TRO Words:
es aston natesCoge mane, Eo
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Manafort knew Congressman Rohrabacher from their days working for

Reagan. Manafort had no contact with Rohrabacher for several years before
their 7013 mecting. Manafort asked] to set up the meeting be
because Rohrabacher had taken over the subcommittee on Russia and the 1c

Ukraine. At the meeting, they spent 205-305 of the time talking about
Reagan. The rest of the time, they talked about Putin and
Russia. Manafort did not want Rohrabacher to send any signals to Putin
that Russia's meddling in the Ukraine was acceptable. The signal may have
Wndetminad Ukraina"s movement vowards Turope.  Nanafory gurzle vould have
told Rohrabacher that Manafort worked for famukovyeh.[Jinew that
Manafort vorked for Yamukovych. Manafortand [——]id mot discuss
“nether the meeting triggered Foreign Agents Registration Act's (FARA)
reporting requirements. Manafort does mot recall but is sure that he
would have reported the meeting back to Yanukovych.

Manafort did not talkwith [Jin 2016 or 2017. Manafort has not be
talked with[ since their BRTane work cane out in the news. Manafort BC

and weTE goed friends. They met about once a month in the
20005

Tr ote, amators aeves Gates TO
TR TOWere STaTY ¢ WeTeteTn rercury) and the Podesta Group
(Podesta) about the FARA issue. Gates reported back to Manafort. At the
tine, Manafort believed that the ECW was legitimate and wanted to know
5 Mercury and Podesta felt differently. The ECTND was not created by of
with anafort's knowledge. Manafort now understands that he incorrectly
Viewed the ECA's role. Nanafort and Gates hada significant role in
powaing the Party Of Negions Lnstrovtions on to Herousy and
Podesta.[Jknew that Manafort and Gates were giving
direction on BORATE ST TRS FATEY of Regions. The ECRMU personnel did not
understand U.S. politics. Manafort directed activities in the U.S.
because he id not want the ECR freelancing and causing problems.

The roll-out of the Skadden Report was supposed to educate the
international media in giv, Burops ans the 0.5. Grey Graig's main role
vas going to be in Kyiv. Unbeknownst to Manafort, Craig decided that he
Would not meet with media stakeholders. In late August or sarly September
2012, Manafort, Craig and others met at the Harvard Club in New Tork to
Finalize the planned roll-out of the Report. Yamukovyeh and Serhiy
Lyovochkin were in New York for U.N. week. Gates and Jonathan Hawker made
WenaTozt aware before tne farvard Glu mewiing that Graly was resisting
talking to the media. Part of the reason for the Harvard Club meeting was

ncLassTFIED reve FBI(190v1278)-2721
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to convince Craig to help With the media rollowt. Graig said he was mot
doing any media but he vould get the Report to a New York Tires reporter
that he Knew. The goal was to get the report out before the October
elections to shape the international view of the elections. Lyovochkin,
Swarts GI 70h vant to pilieh the Report teense it vas wot a Flowing
review. Manafort thought the Report was balanced but it was not what the
Client wanted or expected. Finally, in December, Lyovochkin accepted the
Report. Craig got the Report fo Sanger at the New York Times. Craig
explained the Report to several reporters that called hin. Craig told
Manafort that Craig took calls from reporters but that he did not make any
atie - this dintinction was Inportent to Grate:

The Ukrainian Government was originally supposed to fund the Skadden
Report. With the high price tag, the procurement process ould not have
been completed and the Report issued before the elections. The Ministry
of Justice therefore approved a third party paying for the Report in order
to avoid tye procurement process. The Ministry of Justice paid a small
TEtheasmtan wrigmact, Tata we comattos. vswre

Manafort reviewed a 07/29/2016 e-mail wherein Kilimnik wrote to
Manafort that "[Kilimnik] met with the guy who gave you your biggest black
Caviar jar several years ago." Manafort and Tanukovych had lunch to
Celebrate their success in the 2010 election. After lunch, Yamukovych
gave Nanafort a large jar of black cavier that was worth about $30,000 to
$40,000.

JFwre
Tw

and] Jsocializedbuthadnobusinessdealings.| 1]
—
[Twanafortand] Tthen had no contact until sometime
maser] so Manafort asked Gates to hire
———————————
[TT veratort directed] Jo 1o6by on benalf of the
SrraToe, TeTuding lobbying against The Durbin resolution. Manafort does
not recall what that lobbying entailed.

tn 2016, [Jsetup a neeting between Nanafort, on behalf of the be
Campaign, and the head of the AFL-CIO. KE
[1vanafort did not mow that Gates and]
were working together on other projects. In early 2018, Manafort and
[J talked as friends. The last time they talked was in April or May
ow.[1
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Vanaort thought. Yanukovychts request, delivered by Kilimik at the

Contr, Samtovsen asked fof Sonething. | tamskouseh thouahe. thats a0

Tamkovyenss pian. Rinat Akhmetos was desperate. for peace necaise nis

gorermment. for approval. Ae teases Hanafort believes that Kilimi would

-
Manafort reviewed a 12/08/2016 e-mail Jthat 72

Gon Manafort ses not. Knon uhy the pian came up aduin in December when

Paik. Wanafore never agvesd to work Tor the Urraine mut always late the
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door open shan CeTrIns VI RLInLR. Womager 010 nor smeend to woh in

ooeicior of Teams and nis Aoministrations on ihe Hie Posts vanaiont

fo about Zanaary 2017, KiLinni told Vanafors that Cohen put a Uiraine

renee han anufort and Kank Test S1scuesss the besce pion in
at Coan wha a pion wa.

hetes tanatort 1e£t she carpaion, he kept. in regular contact with only

rr]

prraniipdiiueepyiniivogtunireichumiieonsArionoe shows sevremning 010 Sxiamgsnip and sa1vany avers shoal polivice, not

Pericles matter. Manafort's attorney, set up the meeting 6
with Oganov in Madrid. Said the meeting could finally resolve the bc

at oexipasha ash the Sule So ain Fares with he 9-5, SoveimmentTT vetoesing manatee,
anatort traveled to vadria in february 2017. Vanafort has no meworyof necting LL in toarid: Maen shoved nacere Fria seconds oF

Nevcon on 2/1/3017. maiont Goes net Secais stirs Kitimnin mat 1£

ichash Caputo announced his Go Fund te Segal fd on Hannity and
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[J worked on starting op Te Socom Wamaore Goss eT BeTIeve That

[Jbrousht Manatort two potential clients in spring 2017 = Dostum be
and Kabila. Dostum was an Afghan Vice-President that fled Afghanistan and BC

Kilinnikcontacted[of the scam only to get bs
documents. Manafort did mot ask Kilimnik to send her a message or discuss bre

In January or February 2018, Manafort askedto dissuade be
Gates from accepting a plea agreement. Manafort and Gates regularly a
discussed their case. Manafort and Gates discussed the possibility of a ad
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Paul 7. Manafort, date of birth] was interviewed at the be
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were be
£81 Special Agents £81 Forensic

Accountant] Ind Resistant Special Gounsels (ASC) Andrew
Weissmann and Greg Andres. Present representing Manafort were attorneys
Richard Westling, Thomas Zehnle and Kevin Downing and paralegal]
[After being advised of the identities of the interviewers and the
Tatuze of the interview, Manafort provided the following information:

Manafort used encrypted applications to communicate, typically at the
recommendation of Rick Gates. Manafort does not recall his usernames or
asswords for the applications.

Tanatort bs
will work with his counsel to prepare a list of usernames and passwords x
for his communication accounts.

Manafort primarily used two iPhones to communicate. The phones were
assigned telephone numbers Lararore be
purchased a pay-as-you-go Boost phone last year. Manafort does not recall bc
its assigned number.

Manafort had Whatshpp on his bs
cellphones. Manafort used Whatsapp to commimicate with people in ve
Burope. At Gates's suggestion, Manafort downloaded Telegram but he never
used it. Manafort used Wickr for communications with people in the Middle
East. Manafort recently used Signal to communicate with Konstantin
Kilimnik. Manafort used Threema to communicate with[  Jand
individuals in China. Manafort did not recall whether FE Sed Threema to
communicate with Gates. Manafort used Skype for personal communications
with his family members. Mamafort used Snapchat only for social
networking. Manafort used Viber in Ukraine. Manafort also used Viber for
communications related to the Trump Campaign. Manafort used Hushmail to
communicate with Kilimnik and Gates. Manafort used WeChat to communicate
with people in China. tLJsuggestion, Manafort used Vorer, but
only for a couple of days TZOTT. Zello sounds familiar but Manafort

'UNCLASSIFIED/ /Foue
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yachir laptop that is currently in the possession of his attomey. [——] 7%

Manafort's business partner, was friends with] us
introduced Davis to Oleg Deripaska. Around 2003, Davis was the Davis We
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(4) Political Action Committee. LOAV, Ltd. is a U.S. investment fund set

up by Lo in the Late 1950s.  Manafort got bs
to invest 35 million to $10 million in the fund, although] hag bre

listed 2008 receipts are not for work performed for the McCain b1C
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Payments were Tor Wor¥ In one of The Three Categories Identified earlier be

campaign. [founded the FAC. The contributions came from LOAV, be
Ltd. Manafort is listed as the owner of LOAV, Ltd. Manafort does not be
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messaging for the PAC. Manafort was not aware of any communications nw
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]

infrastructure irvestnant fund, Hanafort worked in Spain with0] be
[for meretonica. a british Company hired Manafort to advise its be

Manafort's work with Trump. Manafort spoke with from the bE
Campaign when the information came out in the news. [advised wre
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[Tranagea oui's office in fyiv. Kilimix spoke to] 6
in August 2016 about the documents supposedly found in the office's b1C

safe. said it was untrue because the safe was empty. [|

responded to an e-mail from] Manafort did not initiate the

wrote "ire you free to speak today?" Wanafort believes that] ve

re Toh SAA LaeTh S Com the a SF Wie

office safe in Kyiv. One of the documents is be

Manafort does not Li
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Operations for the Trump Campaign. Manafort reviewed the 2012 platform
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Paul 3. Manatort, date of birth vas interviewed at the ve
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were rr

Fox Special Agents Fox Forensic
hecoumeant TRIE RTI Teele (Ro0) Andre
Weissmann and Grey RIes. Present representing Manafort were attorneys
Richard festling, Thomas Zehnle and Kevin Downing and paralegal]
[After being advised of the interviewers and the nature of the
TRiSview, Manafort provided the follosing informations

Manafort talked to[to get the story out regarding the bs
Ukraine platform fight at the Republican National Convention. Manafort *e

briefed Tramp about the 1esue along with other postcomention
nations. Maafort docs not belicve that Trump knew about the floor Fight
“til after the comvention. Konstantin Kilimik asked about the platform
language at sone points but Hanafort does not recall the details of their
comrersation:

Trump publicly stated that the people of Crimea wanted to be part of
Russia: Tramp and Manafort had not talked about Russia policy before
Tramp nade this. statement. Teun follows the news a lot and provably read
this view Somewhere and then repeated 1% Manafort told Trump that
Manafort disagreed with the statement. Hanafort gave Trump a brief
history on Ukraine. Trump does not generally like fo comit on foreign
policy lomies wii] & specific scemiiio arises. Fran believes that he
Can solve foreign policy disputes by avoiding the bureaucratic logan and
Raving face-to-face meetings.

Trump and Manafort did not have a lot of policy discussions. Manafort
and Trump sometimes spoke on the plane but it usually evolved around
Loses in the news. Manafort and Trump spoke on the plane about whether
Obama's sanction againet Russia were working. anafort Gid net have any
Gtner poiicy discussions with Trump regarding Russia or Ukraine.

Dimitri Sines wrote a foreign policy speech for Trump. Henry Kissinger
had reconmended Sines to Kushner. Trump id not Like the speech so
Stephen Miller redratted it.
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Davis to Oleg Deripaska andl] Rothschild. The document is tailored toa og

the Administration other than|J Some people approached bs
Manafort to recommend them but he cannot remember any of them. 2
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the’ Special, Counsexts Office, Washington TT FreRent representing ve
ENre
rd a neat igence maser w=
ReoiTTT Sera Gounests Jeannie Shee, and AITT FETT ToL special
Bente resent for a portion of the interview:

Prior to the start of the intervies, ASC Zelinsky verbally reviewed the
Carma of a letter setting forth the agreement upon which Prince nade
Mimeelt available for the snervien. Prince stated that he understood the
terms of the letter agreement. Prince and[signed the bs
letter. After being advised of the identities of the interview team and prc
the nature of the intervier, srince provided the following infomation:

PRRIGE wanted to clarify information that he provided during his First
intervios with the Special Counseiss OFFice (S00) on April 4, 2015. PRINCE
previously stated he nad met with Donald TROWE JR eice prior co the
election, and he remembered a 3° meeting at the end of the Las Vegas
debate. The 3°! meeting was at TRUMP HOTEL and nothing substantial was

Giocusied. PRINCE alse wanted to try to explain uy his cell phones aid
Ho toe SE eotrives THRE 0 8 enti ares THRs honA] yy
[5] which uhen he changed out with his regular cell phone STI Card, Fay BC
TTT hier the previous Wi mesouren Frive Bu Shot Ete. Tec, in eringCo tacai the avents oF January 4, 2017, PRINCE remembered having Lunch at
Ciprianis Restaurant, two blocks north of Trum Tower, in New fork City
Co linn occurred at 11445 ame, and it was the da he lee

”te

een SPAT» Hemningions Dimeric oF Covmvie, ives sever (in rereon)
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Pene only tine PRINGE wound cali] Bc
Would be for a meeting with BANNON. To meet BANNON, PRINCE would also try »%

Se oe he imPor eever serenaFm
RC

[1] which vas obtained from PRINCE's phone, and a pote of
FRINGE thought hemet| Jone of the times he was on the TISOE ATerr tse2 oeTEETo ree eneTo EL pe er eee oreTs

1
TTI hs Sarition 1 tin shke. TIE SiS Wer HE]. ne
[Jet mAwNON or not. PRINCE met him in the hallway outside a je
SorEerence room|Jhad just been in that conference room witheon es Tooni ee enSe Sm TR ov bony2 om Sas beesTag me ri evans £2 i i
vp iotag LaveBRR Lh okfe on that Gay TF wasrerseSoeyCTSETIsie Tori se
Kellyanne CONWAY, Secretary Wilbur ROSS, Steve MNUCHIN and |SnSo nyie eS re
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people as well. BANNON had blinds in his office that PRINCE believed were
installed by January 2017. PRINCE was cleared to “get into the queue” with
BANNON but he did not feel like he was getting guaranteed access. BRINCE
does not recall, but it is possible that he met with BANNON on January 4
and discussed Kirill DMITRIEV.

i ro airport,
erovce wed 22

Fo fly up to Teterboro to deliver a document to ne
FANON]

Tt was Part of PRINCE'S effort to change the
SreTgn poTIcy approach.

When George NADER sent him the text on DMITRIEV, PRINCE opened it
within an hour of being on the transition team floor. It is possible he
discussed it with BANNON, PRINCE didn’t remember seeing BANNON then, but
it is a possibility. PRINCE didn’t believe that he passed DMITRIEV's
information to anyone else, but he might have passed it to FLYNN, but not
in a long substantial meeting. PRINCE believed he was perceived to be
someone in the transition whose main contact was BANNON.

NADER was Mohammed Bin Zayed's (MBZ) man and was currently clashing
with Yousef Al OTAIBA. BRINCE did have some type of conversation about
DMITRIEV at the dinner with NADER. NADER became a conduit to MSZ for
PRINCE. PRINCE was focused on getting in the good graces with MBZ and
NADER’S main interest was meeting someone in the transition team. NADER
setup the meeting between PRINCE and MBZ. NADER viewed PRINCE as an access
point and was using PRINCE as a messenger to the Trump Transition Team.
PRINCE didn’t remember affirming to NADER that he would pass information
onto the Transition Team, but he thought it was a fair inference for NADER
to think that he would pass the DMITRIEV information onto them. PRINCE
wasn’t NADER’S sole access point to the Trump Transition Team. The
DMITRIEV information was important to NADER and contact with MBZ was what
was important to PRINCE. It was possible that PRINCE met with BANNON and
possible that he spoke about DMITRIEV with BANNON. PRINCE also thought
it was possible that he was just paying lip service to NADER and did not
follow through. The only time PRINCE could remember being at Trump Tower
after Christmas was 3 and 4 January 2017.

When PRINCE arrived in the Seychelles on January 11, 2017 he was
greeted at the airport by a representative of the UAE. He was taken to his
hotel room where he cleaned up. He had an initial meeting with NADER in
his villa. Afterward he went to MBZ’s villa and met with MBZ. PRINCE
described the rest of the attendees as “all Arabs”. The meeting took about
an hour and a half. When the meeting concluded, he had dinner with NADER,

FBI(190v1278)-2803
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why he would have been filming the show and doesn’t know why he had the
video.

bs
bc

PRINCE used the business card reader in his phone, but he never used it
with DMITRIEV. PRINCE now remembered that DMITRIEV gave PRINCE a business
card, or PRINCE wrote down his information. PRINCE remembered that he gave
DMITRIEV's contact information to BANNON. PRINCE didn't remember what
BANNON did with it.

bs
bc

AT the time there was a Lot of noise
Shout WikiTeaks and what They would next be reporting. PRINCE asked STONE be
to speculate and STONE said that he bet they had more stuff coming. STONE bc
said he had a contact at Wikileaks, but PRINCE didn't recall how he said
he had a contact, and he didn’t press on sources and methods. STONE said
“more bombshells ibut po no further context.

PRINCE stated it was fair to say the Wikileaks topic was similar, but
PRINCE didn't recall them saying how they would use the WikiLeaks
information. PRINCE thought that public attention was on the Wikileaks

ee]
PRINCE said it was possible he was disappointed that ASSANGE didn’t bs

release information on October 4, 2016. PRINCE might have sent STONE a 1c
WIE” text or something similar since he was rooting for that team. PRINCE
might have asked STONE

FBI(190v1278)-2806
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press conference. PRINCE didn’t remember STONE giving a more detailed be
qualifying statement. STONE stated that there was more material coming out pe

"
When PRINCE first met STONE, STONE made ve
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have asked to switch to secure communication means, but PRINCE never got
advanced notice of a data dump by secure means. PRINCE thought he
remembered STONE wanting to use a secure platform and by implication it
was a “sensitive newsworthy platform”. PRINCE didn’t think STONE was that
secretive and presumed he sent around advanced Wikileaks knowledge to
others. PRINCE did remember an email from STONE making some assertion
about future events to come.

bs
BIC

be
3

PRINCE stated he didn’t know SL ] be
1c
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eras told a couple of that the tor hao seizes
nis phone. These
[tanner desorbed Them as Sor Sub pespier and They ea Tee
TREES going on in the mesia FRINGE told the Lnmaiate gure he ves ns
working with, but he did not tell anyone the questions that were asked. bie
FRINGE described the phone Seizure as not really an intervior. SANGN and
[Joie not know that FRINCE"s phones were seized by the FI.
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aLex van per zwaay (van oer zeafT]
mobile telephone nunpersf7forrice
telephone rumber[ —Towailauoresses]
—0]=
TITS oF The SSeCTal Commas, WashITarsy, PCr Prevent for the interview
were FBI Special agentsJanel] special Counsel
Attorneys Andrew Weissndny and Brian Richarason RISo Gresent were vaN DER
20a atvornevs

ana After being advised of The Iaentity of The
intervening Agents and the nature of the interview, VAN DER ZWAMN
provided the following information:
VAN DER ZHAMN was advised his participation in the interview was
voluntary. VAN DER ZWARN vas also advised that he needed to be truthful

ve
wre

bs
Ie

Te aliFied 3 3 Tawyer Tn 7005 and SEareed veriing Tor
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VAN DER ZWARN vas eventually assigned to work the SKADDEN engagement full
time. He devoted several months of work to the engagement. VAN DER ZWAAN
described his and SKADDEN‘s role in the engagement in 2012 to be primarily
responsible for preparing, interviewing, and writing up interviews of
witnesses associated with the TYMOSHENKO trial. VAN DER ZWARN's role, in
addition to above, was to be a linguist and cultural conduit and for
communication purposes. He made things happen on the ground in Ukraine and
ensured expectations vere being met. He also described his role as
handling the nuts and bolts of the engagement and taking care of the
people on the team. In 2013, VAN DER ZWAAN stated the engagement involved
the report roll out. Specifically. SKADDEN presented their
their conclusions were conveyed] be» > B1C

E-vails

VAN DER ZWAAN was shown a number of emails, many with attachments, and was
asked to clarify information within the emails.
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(9) on ox about 8/16/2017 supervisory Special Agen ana
speciar Agen rrerotene- ws

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and ve

Te ature of the interview Jorovided the folloning
Information:

(0) Administrative
(9) The 0316/2017 intervie 4 through a series of phone
calls to and on 05/15/2017 and 05/16 a
J2017. on TETTITRT ER renee and. conducted
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

oucoty 09/24/2018
FEDERAL GRAND JURY INFORMATION

This document contains information pertaining to a federal grand jury proceeding. The
information nay not be disseminated within or outside the FBI, except as provided for
under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) (3), wherein disclosure may be nade to:
(1) an attorney for the government for use in performing that attorney's official
duties; or (2) any government personnel that an attorney for the government considers
necessary to assist in perforning that attorney's official duties.

(©) on 08/28/2018 special Agents (sm[Jana]
requested a voluntary interview and served The attached subpoena| 53

upon] at his residence at bewr
wre

(U) The below is an interview summary. It is not intended to be a verbatim
account and does not memorialize all statements made during the interview.

r= ”
be(@)[Jaid not want to volunteer for an interview without his be)

attorney.

_— mm [7united states (, other (service of reimesptonsn 08/29/2016 4 “FmerTY re
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SESRET/NeroRT :

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 0 56-26-2020 —
Dacoteu 11/06/2017

DOCUMENT RESTRICTED TO CASE PARTICIPANTS
This document contains information that is restricted to case participants.

CATENFORCEMENT SERSTTIVE—
This information is the property of the FBI and may be distributed to state, tribal,
or local government law enforcement officials with a need-to-know. Further
distribution without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to
ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes
unauthorized access.
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Cuassterzn By: Nstco [1] ORCTASSTETED/ reve:
Reason: 1.3 (0)ite sear FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dare: 02-12-2020 Ducoremy 09/12/2017

(U//#656+ Kathleen Troia "K.T." McFarland, date of birth bs
social security account number telephone numbers) x

cerns Tome) &
home) was interviewed by SR & sa] Tn her
home at Flso present
for a substantial portion of The Interview was
attorne:

Telephone numbers
Tell) © (office direct line). After the agents Identified
themselves and briefly described the purpose of the interview, they
explained to McFarland the potential criminal consequences of lying to the
FBI in the course of an investigation under 18 U.S.C. 1001. McFarland
acknowledged that she understood and then brought up the case of Martha
Stewart. McFarland then provided the following information:
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION :

ALEX VAN DER ZWAAN (VAN DER 2A), tori Joes onvewocat 24
ne Ofc of he Special Counsel iashingion, 0.C. Presen TT FERTEWWER FoI Spec
on eal Counsel Atomey Andrew Wasamann Also resent were VAN

DLR RRSSomos Wiliam Schwars, Laura Crossfield Birger, andl Jun the
law firm Cooley LLP. After being advisedof the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of

the Proffer, VAN DER ZWAAN provided the following information:

VAN DER ZWWAAN was advised His participation n the Profer was volar. VAN DER ZWARN
‘was also advised that he needed to be truthful in his answers and lying to a Federal agent could
constitute a Federal crime. Additionally, the termsofthe proffer agreement were explainedto VAN

DER ZWAAN, wheh he nd is atomey signed an s tached rreto a5 14
"VAN DER ZWAAN stated some of his prior statements to the FBI/Special Counsel were knowingly

false. In particular, statements made about the last time he spoke with RICK GATES (GATES) and

In prior statements, VAN DER ZWAAN stated he last spoke to

‘GATES in May 201 ikewise, VAN DER ZWAAN stated

iis pro tao FE TET SPHET [GT VANDER WAN, nowever, spore bom 5.
GATESandlSeptember Z3TS Eorcerning the Ukraine MOJYULIA TYMOSHENKO
(TYMOSHENKO) engagement. Specifically, VAN DER ZWAAN stated on or about September 7,

2016} he received a call from GATES on

AR DER ZAR GRIERhector coment fhe comversavon
but remember A telling him to contact ncerning Ukraine. After the call, GATES

sent VAN DER ZWAA! focuments via the app Viber. He and GATES would generally
Communicate via Vibe GFE TT mens was& proinay minal compat fom
Uktaing VAN DER ZWAAN ai not ormarier song i name orLorre

oer zu cgtodTra
recorded he coversation Ae speaking it] hocated and ra apne) "
Tecordng of he conversation to te

A few days later, VAN DER ZWAAN spoke to GATES and recorded the conversation also. VAN

DER ZWAAN did not recall ary aionsl conversations wi fer Septomber 2076 VAN BS
DER ZWAAN recalled speaking to GATES again later in 2016 but described the conversation as se
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Ducorany 11/14/2017

[F—
This information Ls the properey of the FBI and nay pe distributed to state, tribal,
or Focal. yoverrmert aw onforresent offictale with & need-te-Fmos: Further
Gistribution without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to
aris Then Entaemation Ls stosed andlor Sestrmiedt 1 5 nemmns Tho% gracteres
nastnorized access.

DOCUMENT RESTRICTED TO CASE. PARTICIPANTS
This document contains infomation that Ls restricted to case participants.

(rrr sas contacted on his home telephone in be
He provided the following 8
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1
JCp——
5t111 pending and they did not know the reason for the delay: Once she is
Confirmed, McFarland is supposed to receive multiple State Department
Eeietings’ before. reporeing nt much of what womid be 8
unnecessary given McFarland's previous position as Deputy National we

Security Adviser, so they would be able to move fairly quickly.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

veTTT Er ETT Et Sone Faron Zelireky and Special =
rELERA0 fois vidios <n dant ob ow I,
interviewing Agent and The mature of the interview,| Jprovided the
fortoning informations
[Jina contacted the special Counsel's office prior to the

capTIoeT phone comeraation and spore with Sa nd sovises B38
oe ration ndsonewiihSL Low ao =re” couta be. seacned em
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
owt 10/30/2018

Pat 5. vanatort, date of birt Juas interviewed at the ue
office of the Special Counsel in WERTESEE B.C. The interviews were
S51 Special Agents ;
Counaels. (150) Andrew Weissmann, GEe3 FAILS nd Zainab Ahmad. Present
representing Hanafort were JLLoKIEYE Richard Restling, Thomas Zehnie and
Kevin Deming and paralegal] After being advised of the
Soentities of the interviewTT FT The nature of The Interview, Manafort
provided the following informations
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dacor _10/25/2018

Paul J. Manafort, date of birth[| was intervieved at the be
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were be
£81 Special Agents ana Assistant United
States Attorney] bo

Attorney) Ind ResTstant Special Counsels (RSC) Andrew
Weissmann and Greg Andres. Present representing Manafort were attorneys
Richard Westling, Kevin Downing and Thomas Zehnle and paralegalJ

Lohrcer being advised of the identities of the intervierers Tod the
TATUTe of the interview, Manafort provided the following information:

Hanafort opposed the arrest of Yulia Tymoshenko. Regardless of her
guilt, the arrest restricted Ukraine's ability to join the European Union

(EU). Manafort himself developed the idea for an audit and report on her
trial. Manafort wanted a reputable fim to perforn the audit. Manafort
got. Viktor Yanukovyeh to approve the creation of the report. After the
audit, Manafort planned for the firm to work with the Ministry of Justice
to correct any problems found during the audit.

The purpose of the report was to defend the trial process and result to
stakeholders, particularly in Europe but also in the United
States. Ukraine was considering filing an application to join the EU
which required Ukraine to meet certain European standards. U.S. opinion
could have influenced European decisionnakers. Manafort planned to target
European embassies in Kyiv with the report.

heter conversations with] Manatort decided to use Greg be
Craig to supervise the report. Craig worked for a well-known firm, had re
political sensibilities and had legal ability. Craig also had connections
to the Clinton and Obama Administrations. Manafort reached out to Craig
ehrough Manafort met Craig in Craig's office in Washington, D.
c. [fad already explained the project to Craig. Manafort told
Craig TRAT Manafort's goal vas getting Ukraine into the EU. Tymoshenko's
imprisonment was a setback to that goal. Manafort said he wanted an audit
of the trial and justice process.
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Stone asked Hanafort. for the BIC's internal Lists and access to the list
Rin ne. could noe da Le. Hanafor explained that while Stone had some

Currently supportive of the candidate:
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and Gates did net get along? Stone. thought. Gates was a Liar. If Gates. and
Stone tatked, Gatos vould sapere. sack vo Hanafort about the call. Gates
passed on vo Hanafort.
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the real value of the information. Stone did not tell Manafort the
Wasserman-Schultz information was coming out in advance, but he was
pleased when it did. That was the first time Manafort thought Stone's
connection to Wikileaks was real.

Stone led Manafort to believe that the DNC information leaked would be
helpful to the campaign. Stone said the information was coming and it
would be helpful to the Republicans. Stone was the only one Manafort
heard from regarding Wikileaks.

After the Wasserman-Schultz information came out, Manafort told Stone he
was impressed and that it was useful. Manafort recalled he told Stone he
would be using the information the upcoming weekend in
Philadelphia. Stone said there was more coming, and it would be good, but
he did not specify when Manafort asked him for more information. At that
point, Manafort thought Stone had a connection, but he did not think Stone
had a direct connection to Wikileaks.

After the July 22, 2016 dump of information by Wikileaks, Manafort thought
he talked to Trump first. It was a busy day and they had to deal with a
press conference that day. At the end of the day, Manafort talked to Trump
and Reince Priebus about the information and how Trump would use it.
Manafort did not think they talked about Stone. Manafort recalled that at
some point that weekend, he raised with Trump that Stone had predicted the
Wikileaks dump and Trump responded that Stone should stay on top of it.

Manafort thought the conversation with Trump about Stone was probably on
saturday, July 23, 2016, because he recalled saying he planned to use the
information in a press conference on Sunday, July 24, 2016. Manafort
thought that by Sunday, he and Priebus had scripted out what to say about
the Wikileaks dump.

Manafort did not tell Stone specifically that Trump had asked that he stay
on top of it. He would have just told him to stay on top of it. Manafort
did not want to get into a cycle with Stone where Stone used him as an
errand boy to get to Trump.

Manafort did not have any indication Trump heard from Stone directly, but
he thought he would have. Trump would not have told Manafort if he was
talking to Stone. Trump compartmentalized; it was just the way he was.

Manafort told Stone it was good Stuff and to keep him posted, and Stone
offered no indication he knew any more specifics.

Manafort and Stone did not discuss Stone's August 8, 2016 speech in which
he said more was coming from Wikileaks. Manafort recalled from the press
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Manafort was sure he mentioned in a Monday meeting that Stone predicted
the Wikileaks dump. The reaction was something along the lines of "that
sounds like Roger" and wondering about what else was coming. Stone had
been putting it out there, but Manafort did not know if the family knew
Stone had predicted it in advance.

Family meetings were attended by Manafort, Gates, Trump, Jr., Bric Trump,
Hope Hicks, and sometimes Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump.

Somewhere in that same week, things started to fall apart for Manafort
personally and he had to put together a campaign plan.

Manafort thought the campaign would have started to more aggressively look
for more information from Wikileaks in late August, and by that time, he
was gone. They had what they needed for a couple of weeks in the first
instance and wouldn't have needed to get more until September.

Manafort told Gates to stay in touch with Stone on the Wikileaks stuff;
that was Manafort's way of following up on it. Based on what Stone
learned, they would decide what to do next. The difference between
Manafort's reaction in June and his reaction after the July 22, 2016
release was that it became real when it happened. Manafort had a more
proactive interest and told Stone to report back to him what he heard.
Manafort tasked Gates to stay in touch with Stone even though they did not
get along because it was the best way for Manafort to stay in touch with
Stone.

Manafort's memory was clear that Stone said he had a contact before July
22, 2016. In August or September, Stone said he was talking to Assange
directly, but Manafort did not believe him. Stone did not tell Manafort
any characteristics of his intermediary, but Manafort thought the contact
was male. Stone did not say where the person was, whether the person was a
supporter of Trump, or whether the person was witting or unwitting. Stone
did not say how he communicated with his contact.

Manafort did not specifically recall when he heard about or saw Stone's
tweet on August 21, 2016 that said "Trust me, it will soon the Podesta's
time in the barrel. #crookediillary.” Manafort's memory of that day is
that he was focused on his own issues, not Stone's Twitter feed.

Manafort was sure he had at least two conversations with Stone prior to
the October 7, 2016 leak of John Podesta's emails.
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In the one conversation between Stone and Manafort, Stone told Manafort
"you got fucked." Stone's comment related to the fact that Manafort had
been fired. The conversation was either the day Manafort left the campaign
or the day after.

In the other conversation, Stone told Manafort that there would be a
Wikileaks drop of emails with Podesta, and that Podesta would be "in the
barrel” and Manafort would be vindicated. Manafort had a clear memory of
the moment because of the language Stone used. Stone also said Manafort
would be pleased with what came out. It was Manafort's understanding that
sik hadPodesta® nd they w n howth bs

BIC
Wanafort would be vindicated because he had to

Teave The campaign for being too pro-Russian, and this would show that
Podesta also had links to Russia and would have to leave.

Manafort's best recollection was the "barrel" conversation was before he
got on the boat the week of August 28, 2016.

Manafort and Stone had other conversations about Wikileaks in September
and October 2016, but they were not that substantive. They reaffirmed the
previous conversations about Podesta and Wikileaks and Stone would tell
Manafort that "it was going to come out soon.” Manafort said they touched
on the issue two or three times in September and he knew they talked about
it at least one time in October before Podesta's emails were released. The
carly October conversation was similar to others and Manafort got the
impression the emails would come out soon.

on October 7, 2016, Manafort was in Florida. Manafort did not know in
advance that the tape of Trump and Billy Bush was going to come out.
Manafort thought he learned of the tape on the news. Manafort and Gates
spoke that day, but he thought it was after the tape came out. Gates asked
Manafort's opinion on how damaging the tapes were, and Manafort asked him
what people on the campaign thought. Gates told Manafort that some people
thought Trump had to quit, but Manafort thought that was ridiculous. He
considered calling Kushner or Priebus but ultimately decided not to.
Kushner was the person Manafort would contact on issues related to Trump
himself, and Pricbus was the person Manafort would deal with on issues in
general. Manafort was very nervous about Priebus; Priebus could be "very
Washington” about this sort of thing.

Manafort did not recall speaking to Gates about the Podesta emails. The
conversation was focused on the Billy Bush tape. He thought if the
Podesta emails were out, they would have talked about them. He did not
recall talking to Gates about how to spin the Podesta emails. He recalled
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a conversation with Gates about the Podesta emails, but he did not think
it was the same day.

Manafort did not recall a conversation about how to use the Podesta
emails. That discussion would have gone through Steve Bannon, and
Manafort did not talk to him about it. Manafort did not have tactical
discussions with Stone about the Podesta emails.

Manafort made a conscious decision to sit back and not inject himself into
the campaign. He did not engage with the campaign again until the last
couple of weeks of the campaign. Manafort was not happy with the campaign
at that point.

Stone followed up with Manafort after the Podesta emails came out. The
conversation tied the Podesta emails to the Billy Bush tape; Manafort said
the Podesta emails were very helpful. Stone was glorying in the moment,
and thought he was screwing Clinton and that Podesta would have to quit
her campaign. Stone said the Podesta emails buried the Billy Bush tape
and would end up being more damaging for Clinton than the Billy Bush tape
was to Trump.

Stone did not indicate he or anyone he knew had a role in the timing of
the release of the Podesta emails. Stone said he had been predicting the
emails would come out and took credit for them. Stone thought the emails
inoculated the Trump campaign and changed the narrative. Stone did not
indicate a consciousness on the part of Wikileaks regarding the
significance of the timing, but continued to say he told Manafort it was
coming and that he (Stone) was right. They talked about the value of the
emails as it related to changing the narrative.

Stone led Manafort to believe more was coming from Wikileaks after the
Podesta leaks. Manafort talked to Gates after the emails came out and
recommended that Gates talk to Priebus and Kushner.

Manafort wondered at the time who was trying to block whom. He thought the
Clinton campaign may have leaked the Billy Bush tape because they knew the
Podesta emails were coming. On the other hand, Manafort did not credit the
Trump campaign with being that clever and leaking the Podesta emails
because they knew the Billy Bush tape was coming. That said, Stone was not
part of the campaign and he was capable of it. Stone had told Manafort
about Wikileaks previously and had the ability and motivation and contact
to pull it off.

Manafort agreed that he appreciated the significance of the timing of the
two events, but he did not remember thinking about it at the time.
Manafort did not recall whether Stone indicated he knew the Billy Bush
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tape was coming out in advance. Manafort did not ask Stone about his
connection to Wikileaks or ask where the information came from; Manafort
did not need to know who Stone spoke to.

Stone's statement of denial on October 11, 2016 that he had advance
knowledge of the leak of the Podesta emails was "inconsistent with what he
told" Manafort. Manafort believed Stone knew in advance Podesta's emails
were coming out.

Manafort and Stone did not have a conversation in which Stone said
Manafort should not tell anyone what he knew about the timing of the
Podesta emails. They did not talk about Stone running away from what Stone
had told Manafort.

In approximately the last six months, Manafort and Stone have had
conversations in which Stone told Manafort he was being targeted by the
Special Counsel's Office and that the investigation was costing him a lot
of money. Stone said the Special Counsel's Office was accusing him of
effectively controlling the timing of the leaked Podesta emails. Manafort
thought it was some time in May or June 2018 that Stone told him the
Special Counsel's Office thought he had a role in the Podesta emails.
Stone did not expressly remind or tell Manafort what he (Stone) knew about
the emails. They did not discuss the fact that Stone did actually have
advance knowledge of the Podesta emails.

Stone said to Manafort that he was not the decision maker or the
controller of the information. Stone said he may have had advance
knowledge, but he was not the decision maker. Stone was making clear to
Manafort that he did not control the emails or make decisions about them.
Stone said he received information about the Podesta emails but was a
conduit, not someone in a position to get them released. Manafort was
confused as to the various people and hacks. Manafort asked Stone to go
through the narrative of Assange, Guccifer, the DNC hack, and Seth Rich so
that Manafort could understand it.

Stone knew Manafort knew that Stone's public statements were false, but
Stone "confused" Manafort.

Stone did not advise Manafort to punch back or discredit the Special
Counsel's Office. Stone did not raise any desire to respond to the
Special Counsel's Office investigation by planting media stories.

Manafort was not aware of any attempts on Stone's part to contact Manafort
after Manafort was incarcerated.
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